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The global theory qf semigroups (finite 
following: 
or infinite) consists of the 
Given a semigroup T, find semigroups S and X and a surmorphism 0 so 
that: 
where 
(a. I ) X is an easily globally computed (EGC) semigroups; 
(a.2) S is a special subsemigroup of X; 
(a.3) 0 is a fine surmorphism. 
Of course we must precisely define these three notions; see below and also 
the Introduction of Part I, [Part I]. 
The most famous example of (a) is the following: Let the semigroup T be 
generated by the subset A (written T= (A )), and let A + be the free 
semigroup over A; then we have 
(where 0 is defined by (a,,..., a,)8= a,. .. a,.) Here intuitively A + is 
“easily globally computed” because concatenation of two strings is a trans- 
parent multiplication and A + < A + i s surely special. However, here 0 need 
not be “line’‘-the unsolvability of the word problem for semigroups is one 
way to state this; we shall formulate it differently later (in fact, using the 
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definitions given below, 8: A + + T will be called “line” iff T is an idem- 
potent-free semigroup). 
In this paper “special” will be taken to mean “equal;” so (a) becomes: 
Given a semigroup T, find a semigroup X and a surmorphism 8 such 
that 
(b) T++‘X, 
where 
(b.1) X is easily globally computed (EGC), 
(b.2) 6, is a line surmorphism. 
However, the formulation (a) is the correct one in general. In fact a con- 
servation principle emerges: the more restrictive one makes two of (a.l), 
(a.2) (a.3), the weaker the other must be to obtain a theorem of the form 
(a). 
See later papers, where the precise definitions of (a.1 ), (a.2), and (a.3) are 
varied. 
In this paper the definition we adopt for EGC is a slight generalization 
of one given in Part I: First cyclic monoids (both ,finite and infinite ones) 
are defined to be EGC (in Part I only the finite ones were accepted as 
EGC). Also, if Z and S are EGC, if A, B are counfuhle sets, if [Z, A] and 
(B, Z) are actions of Z (on the left, resp. on the right), and if C: B x A + S 
is a function, then the Rees matrix semigroup .&‘(A, S, B, C) and the 
semigroup Z + &‘(A, S, B, C) are defined to be EGC. Finally, elementary 
projective limits (see [Part I, Definition (4.24)]) of EGC semigroups are 
defined to be EGC.’ These three conditions define EGC semigroups in this 
paper, in the countable case. Thus the infinite iteration of matrix 
semigroups (IIMS) given by the prescription Z,, Z,, Z,,... . . . . (a w- 
sequence of cyclic monoids), A”‘, A’*‘,... . . . . B”‘, B’*‘,... . . . (two o-sequences 
of countable sets) with actions [Z, , , A”‘], (B”‘, Z, ,), and matrices 
C,, Cl,... . . . . with c < 1, are by definition EGC in the countable case (see 
Part I). 
Note that this implies that the muximal subgroups qf’an EGC semigroup 
(as defined in this paper) are finite c.vclic groups. 
Note also that by that definition X* for X finite (the free monoid over 
the set X) is EGC. See [Part I, Sect. 41. 
Of course, subsemigroups and homomorphic images of EGC semigroups 
are not necessarily EGC. 
In the case of uncountable semigroups we extend the above definition of 
EGC to allow the sets A(“, B’” to be infinite and allow elementary direct 
’ If S has a chain of ideals S = I, 3 I, 3 IL = ” 3 I,= . . . . with n, I, = 0, then S is said to be 
an elementary projective limit of the S/l,‘s. See Part I (4.24)]. 
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limits (see Definition (1.8.1) of Sect. I) over an arbitrary ordinal (see 
Sect. VI). 
In this paper a surmorphism is fine iff it is aperiodic (see Sect. II). We 
shall briefly give some equivalent definitions of aperiodic morphisms below. 
First, a semigroup A is aperiodic iff (V;a E A ) (3n > 0, depending on a): 
,tI=,n+l~ A semigroup S is combinatorial iff the Green relation 2 is the 
identity. A semigroup S is torsion iff (t/s ES) (3n, k > 0, depending on 
3) : Sk = Sk + “. 
Basic results on aperiodic (resp. torsion) semigroups are gathered in Sec- 
tion I, together with some examples. It is shown that Aperiodic = 
Torsion n Combinatorial, that aperiodic is the largest class of semigroups 
closed under taking subsemigroups and homomorphic images, which does 
not contain any nontrivial groups. Torsion is the largest class of 
semigroups which is closed under subsemigroups, homomorphic images, 
and semidirect product, and which does not contain all countable 
semigroups-and similar results. Closure results and various relevant 
characterizations of varieties are also included. 
We now define a surmorphism 0: S ++ T to be aperiodic iff the inverse 
images (H ‘) of aperiodic subsemigroups of T (e.g., an idempotent) are 
aperiodic subsemigroups of S. (See Sect. II.) 
We also prove that the composition @ of two surmorphisms Z, /I is 
aperiodic iff both c( and fi are aperiodic. 
Given a surmorphism 0: S -H T let 6: S + f be the surmorphism 
induced on the expansions (see Appendix IV and Sect. II); let o(e) be the 
derived semigroup of 6 (see Appendix I). In the global theory of infinite 
semigroups the expansion and the derived semigroup, developed by 
Rhodes and Tilson, plays a fundamental role. They must be used from the 
beginning and systematically (see the recent work by Warne [W] who 
used them to simplify and generalize classical structure theorems on 
bicyclic-like semigroups, orthodox semigroups, etc.). 
In Section II we show that 8: S + T is an aperiodic morphism iff D(6) 
is an aperiodic semigroup. 
A basic source of aperiodic morphisms is the following: Let * (resp. *‘) 
denote the semi-direct (resp. reverse semi-direct) product of semigroups 
(see Sect. I). Then, if A is an aperiodic semigroup, the projections 
A * T ++ T and T *r A ++ T are aperiodic morphisms. 
Call a morphism 0: S + T geometric-like aperiodic iff there exists an 
aperiodic semigroup A such that 
A*T “:+T 
(c) \V 
/ 
fj=Pl5 (where p is the projection), 
s 
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or such that 
Although not every aperiodic morphism is geometric-like aperiodic (see 
example in Sect. II, (11.16)) we come very close to that when we use the 
expansions. Indeed, in the commutative diagram 
the expanded morphism o^ is geometric-like aperiodic iff the morphism 8 is 
aperiodic; the morphisms qs and qr are always geometric-like aperiodic. 
For %, diagram (c) exists with A = D(e) and S, T, % replaced by 3, F, H^, 
respectively. For qs, diagram (c’) exists (with S, T, 8 replaced by 3, S, qs 
resp.) where A can be taken to be any large enough direct product of large 
enough (but otherwise arbitrary) monoids (see Appendix II and Sect. II). 
Similarly for flT. Hence 8: S ++ T is an aperiodic morphism iff there exists a 
semigroup W, aperiodic semigroups A, and A?, and a morphism n, such 
that the following diagram commutes: 
A2 * 
where p is the projection. 
Recall that the composition cr/I of surmorphisms is aperiodic iff both (Y 
and /I are aperiodic. So, by the above, 8 is an aperiodic surmorphism iff 
there exists a solution (in terms of surmorphisms q, ~1, /I) of q% = a%, with 
the restrictions that a be geometric-like aperiodic as in diagram (c), and /3 
be geometric-like aperiodic as in diagram (c’). No restriction is put a priori 
on ye. (However, we shall see in Sect. II that further restrictions can be put 
on c(, p, and 11). 
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The morphism 0: S --tf T is said to be a torsion morphism iff the inverse 
image (0 - ’ ) of torsion subsemigroups of T are torsion subsemigroups of S. 
The above discussion for aperiodic surmorphisms carries over exactly to 
torsion morphisms-if aperiodic is replaced throughout (for semigroups 
and morphisms) by torsion. 
Furthermore, a torsion morphism 0: S -++ T is aperiodic iff 8 is injective 
when restricted to subgroups of S. 
We look at Torsion, intuitively, as a generalization of Finite; for example, 
all morphisms on finite semigroups are torsion, and more generally, if 
H: S -H T is such that (Vf E T): (t) 8 ~ ’ is finite, then tl is torsion. 
We must then look at Aperiodic as a generalization of Finite and group- 
trivial (meaning all subgroups are singletons). 
Torsion as a generalization of Finite is a classical idea in algebra (e.g., in 
group and ring theory), especially when bounded-torsion and a finite num- 
ber of generators are demanded. Usually infinite objects with these proper- 
ties will exist, but proving this may be very difficult (e.g., for groups see 
references of [L, Chap. lo]). For semigroups, see the end of Section II. 
The main theorem of this paper (Sects. IV and VI) can now be stated. 
THEOREM. Given an (arbitrary) monoid T, there exist u monoid X and a 
.curmorphism H such that 
where X is EGC (i.e., X is an IIMS where the Z,‘s are cyclic monoids), and 6’ 
is fine (i.e., 8 is aperiodic). So the maximal subgroups of A’ are finite cyclic 
groups. (The assumption that T be a monoid is only for ease of exposition, 
and can easily be removed.) 
The proof is basically that of Part I (where T is torsion) combined with 
the theory of aperiodic morphisms (as presented in Sect. II and Appen- 
dices I-IV). 
Another critical fact in the global theory of infinite semigroups and for 
the study of aperiodic morphisms is that in the expansion 3 of S, the 
stabilizer 3, = {X E s/sX = S} is aperiodic (actually, bounded aperiodic). 
This is proven in Appendix A.IV. 
Then the proof scheme of the Fundamental Lemma of Complexity (us 
presented in T&on’s Chapter XII [T] of Eilenberg, Vol. B[Ei]) goes 
through. It is amazing that all the properties needed for this scheme to 
work are true for 3, even when S is an arbitrary infinite semigroup; the 
global theory developed for finite semigroups works in the infinite case, 
essentially unchanged. In other words, using the derived semigroup and the 
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expansion systematically leads to a global theory of arbitrary semigroups 
(which incorporates the more classical results; see recent papers by Warm 
WI). 
Let us compare the newer global theory and the more classical local 
theory of semigroups. 
The central ideas of the local theory are the Green relations, simple (and 
bisimple, O-simple, etc.) semigroups, Rees theorem, classification of 
semigroups up to isomorphism, etc. First, this approach had led to insights 
into arbitrary semigroups (see the books by Clifford and Preson [CP]); 
neglecting it is a mistake for anyone studying and using semigroups. It has 
been very successful in the study of stable semigroups (i.e.: abya rj abBa 
and dually; examples are torsion, torsion modulo groups, etc.). 
On the other hand this approach has at least two serious flaws: First, 
since every infinite semigroup can be embedded into a bisimple monoid of 
the same cardinality (see Clifford and Preston, Vol. II, [C-P]), the local 
point of view has to fail: it wanted to simplify the problem by first studying 
simple semigroups (in the local Green-relations sense, i.e., bisimple 
monoids), but these simple semigroups contain arbitrary semigroups as 
subsemigroups. 
The second flaw is that the classical theory aims at classifying 
semigroups up to isomorphism. This, however, is naive, probably impossible 
(there are too many semigroups), and perhaps often ineffective. 
It is time for a change. What we need is to classify semigroups up to 
some reasonable equivalence relation (like, e.g., homotopy-type in 
topology) to get a good feel for what an arbitrary semigroup looks like, not 
more classifications up to isomorphism in special cases. 
It will turn out, that the global theory is easier than the local 
theory-once the global point of view is adopted systematically! (See this 
and the next papers, [III, IV], see also [WI.) 
We now introduce an equivalence relation between semigroups: If S -+ T 
is an aperiodic surmorphism then we shall call S and T equivalent; the 
equivalence relation generated by - aper (existence of an aperiodic sur- 
morphism) is denoted by E aper, and the equivalence class of S by [Slaper. 
and is called the “aperiodic class of S.” 
In Section III we prove that S--aper Tiff there exists a semigroup X such 
that S caper X -aper T. 
We shall also show that S --aper T iff syntactic monoid of (S, Aper S) 
equals the syntactic monoid of (T, Aper T) (where Aper S denotes the set 
of aperiodic elements of S). 
The main theorem of this paper (Sects. IV and VI) shows that there 
exists an easily globally computed semigroup in each Aperiodic class. This 
theorem is of the same flavor as “uniformly approximating continuous 
functions on [0, l] by polynomials.” 
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The reader should gain facility calculating with IIMS, even in the finite 
case; they give great insight into the structure of arbitrary semigroups. 
There is some tie-up of IIMS with the viewpoint given by Schiitzen- 
berger, Rota [R], Foata, and Lallement (see Lallement CL]). The IIMS 
are nice combinatorial objects with nice functions (length) defined on them 
(see, e.g., the semigroup of rearrangements in Lallement [L, Chap. 11 I). A 
combinatorial theory of semigroups with natural functions on them (and 
Mobius inversion, etc.) can be worked out. When mapped down to T 
(through IIMS -H T) the combinatorial equalities become inequalities (see 
later papers). 
In Section II we prove equivalent conditions for aperiodic (resp. torsion) 
morphisms. 
Appendix I contains an exposition of the derived semigroup. 
In Appendix II we show that ,!? 6 S *’ A, where A is a sufficiently large 
product of sufficiently large, but otherwise arbitrary monoids. 
In Appendix IV we show that the stabilizer s,? is aperiodic and verify 
other properties of ,!? (S being an arbitrary semigroup). 
At the end of Section II we give some applications, first to idempotent- 
free semigroups, then to the “free torsion semigroups on k generators.” 
We show that idempotent-free semigroups are very close to free 
semigroups. Let 3” denote the dual of 3 (using the R-order instead of 9); 
we show the following: If F is idempotent-free then (F^ ^R^, F) is a free 
semigroup (where this denotes the application of ^, ^R, ^ to F, in suc- 
cession, each time cutting down to generators; see Sect, II). Note that for 
an arbitrary idempotent-free semigroup F and any semigroup S: if 
8: S + F is a surmorphism then H is aperiodic and 5’ is idempotent-free. So 
the results of Section II concerning aperiodic morphisms apply to 8. 
If (B-L) denotes the Baer-Levi semigroup,(B-L) ^ is a free semigroup. 
We give general necessary and sufficient conditions on S for 3 to be free. 
Finally we show that the free aperiodic semigroup on k generators, A(k, 
t” = t” + ’ ) satisfies the Dedekind-height chain and unambiguity condition 
on the 2 and 9 orders. 
We say that 0: S -++ T preserves the group G d T iff there exists a group 
G’ < S such that G = (G’) 0. The interesting case is when 0 is, in addition, 
l-1 when restricted to subgroups of S. 
The map of the theorem (Sect. IV) preserves only the finite cyclic groups 
of T. 
In subsequent papers we shall consider fine = bounded-aperiodic (i.e., the 
inverse image of a bounded-aperiodic subsemigroup of T is a bounded- 
aperiodic subsemigroup of S); but we must consider subsemigroups in (a) 
(i.e., the theorems take the form T ct S < X, where S # X). But now the 
groups preserved will be all finite groups of T. 
The results of this paper on aperiodic and torsion surmorphisms would 
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undoubtedly not have been possible without Eilenberg and Tilson’s book 
[Ei]. The debt to them is very great, especially Eilenberg’s viewpoint 
throughout the book and Tilson’s proof scheme in Chapter XII and his 
derived semigroup. 
I must also note that Schiitzenberger’s work was the first to significantly 
deal with both the local and global theory of semigroups. I learned classical 
semigroup theory from Clifford and Preston [C-P]. Lallement’s new book 
[L] is refreshing. 
I. TORSION AND APERIODIC SEMIGROUPS 
(1.1) Notation and Definitions 
(a) Let S and T be semigroups (of arbitrary cardinality); we write: 
S--T iff there exists a surjective homomorphism from 
S to T (we also write S cc T); 
S<T iff there exists an injective homomorphism from 
S into T, 
S<T iff S fc T, ,< T for some semigroup T, . 
If A is a set of generators for the semigroup S, we write S = (A ). We 
denote {(s)} by (s). 
By s’ we denote the semigroup obtained from S by adding an identity of 
S has none (so, s’ = S if S is a monoid; otherwise s’ = Su { 1 }, where the 
new element 1 multiplies as lx = xl =x for each x E S, and 1 . 1 = 1). In 
other words, s’ is the monoid generated by the semigroup S (i.e., the least 
monoid containing S). 
(b) A semigroup S is called a torsion semigroup iff 
(s) = {s”/n = 1, 2,..., } is finite, for every s E S. The class of all torsion 
semigroups is denoted by Torsion. 
S is a bounded torsion semigroup iff there exists a positive integer m such 
that I(s)l <m for all SES (I(s)l d enotes the cardinality of the set (s)). 
The class of all bounded torsion semigroup is denoted by Bounded- 
Torsion. 
Remark. It is easy to prove that S is torsion iff (VIES) 
(3n,mE (1,2 ,..., }): s~=.?+~ or equivalently: (V/s E S)(3r E { 1, 2,...,}): sr = 
s”. Similarly, S is bounded torsion iff there exist n, m E { 1, 2,...,} such that 
(VSES): f=ffrn or equivalently: (3r E { 1, 2,...,})(Vs E S): sr = s2r (in the 
case of bounded torsion, r, n, m do not depend on s but only on S). 
For a fixed n E { 1, 2,..., }, let (Bounded-Torsion),, denote the class of all 
bounded torsion semigroups S satisfying x” = x2”, for all x E S. 
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An element s E S is a torsion element iff (s) is a finite set, s is a +- 
element (or nontorsion element) iff (s) is infinite, in which case (s) = (IV, 
+ ) (where E denotes isomorphism, and N = { 1, 2, 3 ,..., } ). 
(c) A semigroup S is called aperiodic2 (or trivial torsion) iff (V/s E S) 
(32 E { 1) 2 )...) } ) sn = .Y + ’ (so: (s)= {s ,...,. Y”} and sn=.s”+’ =snt2= ...). 
The class of all aperiodic semigroups is denoted by Aperiodic. 
A semigroup S is called bounded aperiodic iff there exists n E 1, 2,..., 
(depending only on S) such that (Vs E S) 3’ = sn + ‘. The class of all 
bounded-aperiodic semigroups is denoted by Bounded-Aperiodic and 
(Bounded-Aperiodic), (for a given n c { 1, 2,..., ‘,) is the class of all 
semigroups S such that for all s E S: s” = s” + ‘. See Propositions (I. 1.4) and 
(1.1.6) for various properties of the above classes. 
(d) A semigroup S is called combinatorial (or X-trivial) if Green’s 
X-relation is the identity on S (i.e., for all s,, s7 E S: if (3u,, L’, , u?, L’? ES): 
.s, =s7u2=c7s2 and s,=s,u, = L;~s, then s, =.s~). 
The class of all combinatorial semigroups is denoted by Combinatorial. 
Remark. Combinatorial is not closed under homomorphic image. 
Indeed, the free semigroup X+ over a set of generators X is combinatorial; 
but every semigroup (e.g., any group) is the homomorphic image of a free 
semigroup. 
A semigroup S is group-trivial or group-combinatorial iff every subgroup 
of S has cardinality one. Clearly, every combinatorial semigroup is group- 
combinatorial; however the converse is not true-as the following example 
shows: 
Let S be the semigroup with the following presentation: 
S=((a,~,O}/a~=,u, 0 O=Oa=aO=z0=Oz=0: 
(i.e., S is generated by (a, z, 0) subject to the above relations). Hence: 
s= (a)u { z, za, 0). The multiplication is commutative, and 0 is a zero. 
Now, z= x ~a (since zu. a = 2); however, as is easy to verify, z # za. So, 
the X-relation is not the identity. But S contains no groups except { 01, 
which has cardinality 1. 
The class of group-combinatorial semigroups is not closed under 
homomorphic image-since the free semigroup X+ (X any set) is group- 
combinatorial. 
’ Eilenberg, Margolis, Straubing, Tilson, etc., like the name “aperiodic.” Because it conflicts 
with group-theoretic usage (where “periodic”=“torsion”), I do not particularly like it, but I 
bow to numerical superiority. 
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Although in general group-combinatorial does not imply combinatorial, 
we have the following: 
PROPOSITION (1.1.2). Zf S is group-combinatorial and torsion, then S is 
combinatorial. 
ProoJ: We first prove 
LEMMA. If Z, < T and T is torsion, then there exists 77, < T such that 
-G -+-F~ Z,, (where Z,, denotes the cyclic group of order n). 
Proof of the Lemma. Since Z,< T, there exists T, such that 
Z, ++ T, 6 T. Let z be a generator of Z,, (cyclic) and let t E T, be such that 
z = d(t). Then Z, = q5( t)). However, since T is torsion, so is T, ; therefore 
(t ) is finite and has a minimal ideal which is isomorphic to Z,, for some k. 
Moreover, homomorphisms preserve minimal ideals, i.e., d(Z,,) is the 
minimal ideal of Z,. Therefore d(Z,) = Z,,. This proves the lemma. 
We now prove the proposition. 
Assume, by contradiction, that S is not combinatorial; so S has an ,X’- 
class H with cardinality 22. Therefore the Schiitzenberger group of H is 
nontrivial, and must contain a nontrivial cyclic group Z,, (with n 3 2). But 
the Schutzenberger group of an X-class of S divides S. Therefore Z,, < S. 
Hence, since S is torsion, we have by the lemma: S contains a nontrivial 
cyclic group Z, (which maps onto Z,). This, however, contradicts the 
assumption that S is group-combinatorial. 
(e) If (S, . ) is a semigroup, define r(S), the reverse semigroup to be 
(S, *) with multiplication s1 * s2 = sZs,, for all s,, s2 E S. 
Clearly r(r(S)) = S. We shall also denote r(S) by S’. 
Let N denote isomorphism. 
Remark (1). In classifying semigroups we do not distinguish between 
semigroups that are isomorphic, moreover, especially for infinite 
semigroups, classification of semigroups up to isomorphisms does not lead 
to a reasonable theory. See the Introduction. 
Remark (2). Division is not anti-symmetric: (i.e., S< T and T< S does 
not imply SE T for infinite semigroups). 
EXAMPLE. Let S = N - { 11 = { 2, 3,4 ,..., } under addition, and T= 2N = 
(2, 4, 6.9 ) un d er addition. Then S $ T, since T is l-generated, but S is 2- 
generated. However, S < T since TE N and S < N; and T < S since 
2N E N - { I}. Actually all subsemigroups of N divide one another. 
(f) An isomorphism class of semigroups Y is closed under finite 
direct product (denoted x ) iff for all S,, S, E .Y we have S, x S2 E Y or 
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equivalently (by induction) for ‘all n E { 1, 2, 3 ,..., } for all S, ,..., S, E 9’ we 
have Sr x .‘. XS,EY. 
Aebitrary direct products are denoted by n. Thus 
with multiplication 
(.f, .f2)(4 =,f,(i) .fAi) E S,. 
The class ,Y is closed under n iff for every set I and every family {S,: i E Z} 
with S, E Y for each i E I we have 
If in the above direct product all S, are isomorphism we obtain the 
notion of direct power; explicitly: if P is a set then SP = 7~ {S = S,: p E P} 
with multiplication as for direct products. The class Y is closed under 
direct powers iff for each set P and each SE 9 we have Sp E Y. 
(g) Semidirect product of semigroups: Let S and V be (arbitrary) 
semigroups; following Eilenberg’s notation we write V additively (without 
assuming V is commutative). Let a kft action z of S on V be given, i.e., 
-. S x V-t V with z(s, V) written su, and assume the action satisfies I . 
S(VI +u2)=su, +su, (for all s E S, and v , , uz E V) 
s*(s, 0) = (SIS,) v (foralls,,s,ES,andvEV). 
Then V*, S (or V* S), the semidirect product, is (Vx S, ) with mul- 
tiplication (u, s)(u’, s’) = (v + su’, ss’). It can be easily checked that this mul- 
tiplication is associative. 
Important property: The projection of V * S onto S, defined by 
p : (v, s) E V * S -H s E S, is a well-defined surjective homomorphism. 
We can dually define the reverse semidirect product T *r V: we have a 
right action I: Vx T+ V, z(u, t)=vtE V and (u,+v,) t=v,t+v,t, 
(vt,) t, = v(t, tz). Then, define T *r V to be (TX V’,’ ) with multiplication 
(r’, u’)(t, v) = (t’t, v’t + v). Again, an important property is that the projec- 
tion p: (t, u) E T *’ V ++ t E T is a well-defined surjective homomorphism. 
Remark. V*S N r(r(S) *’ r( V))-as is easy to check. 
(h) The wreath product Vo S is the special semidirect product 
Vs’ *; S, where Vs’ = {all functions: s’ --, I’}, with left action 
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where “f: s’ + V is defined by “f(x) =f(xs) for all x E s’. (Recall s’ = S if S 
is a monoid; S = Su { 1 } otherwise.) Thus the multiplication is (f,, 
s,)~(f*~s*)=(fi~s!f*? s,s,), where f, . “‘fi : s’ -+ V is , defined by 
(f, . ‘tf2)(x) =f,(x) .f2(xs,), for all x E s’. Again the projection 
p : (a, s) E Vo S ++ s E S is a well-defined surjective homomorphism. 
We can dually define the reverse wreath product So” V= S x s’ V, 
where s’V = all functions s’ + V} with right action; the multiplication i 
is h, g,)(s,, 8,) = (w,, g2”‘.gl), where g2”‘(x) = gh,x), and 
(g2”.g,)(x)=g2(s,x).g,(x), for all xES’ for all XES. 
Remark. It is easy to verify that 
Vo SE r(r(S) or r(V)). 
PROPERTY. If the left action of S on V is left unitary (i.e., 1 sr = u, for 
all u E V), then I/*s’ < VO S. 
ProoJ Embed V*S into VOS by (u, s)t--+(f,, s), where f,: XE S + 
xv E V. This is indeed an embedding: (f,,, s) determines (u, s) uniquely, 
becausef,( 1,) = 1,v = v. Moreover, it is a homomorphism: if (v, s) H (f,., s) 
and (u’, S’)H (f,,, s’), then 
(v, s)(u), s’) = (v + su’, SS’)H (f,.+,v,, ss’), 
where 
fu+,sL,,(x) = x(v + so’) = xv + xsv’; 
while 
u-v, s)(L.,, s’) = (fc “f,,, ss’), 
where 
(fL.. “f,,)(x) =ft,(x) +f,,(xs) = xv + xsu’. 
Remark. The above property shows that the wreath product is a 
universal semidirect product-in the sense that every left unitary semidirect 
product can be embedded into it. 
(1.2) Definitions 
In the following 9’ denotes a class of semigroups closed under 
isomorphism (i.e., SE 9, S ‘v T=z- TE 9’). 
(a) Y is a division class iff Y is closed under division (i.e., SE Y and 
T<S=>TEY)). 
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(b) Let 4 be one of 6, ct, <, and let Y be an isomorphism class of 
semigroups. Then (9’ ( 4 ), the exclusion class of 9’ with respect to 4, is 
the class of all semigroups T such that for all SE 9’: NOT(Sa T); i.e., no 
element of Y is related to T by u. 
Remark. (Y ) 4 ) is closed under a (i.e., if T E (Y / 4 ) and T, 4 T then 
T, E (9 1 a)). This follows from the transitivity of the relationa: indeed, 
if we had T,$(Yla) then S-UT, for some SEY; but then SuT,aT 
holds; so Sa T, which contradicts the assumption that TE (9’ 1 (I). 
(c) Y is a pseudo-variety (or Eilenberg variety, or Eilenberg-Schut- 
zenberger variety) iff 9 is closed under x (finite direct product) and 
< (division). See Eilenberg’s Vol. B, [Ei]. 
(d) Y is a uariety (or Birkhoff variety [Bi, Co]) iff Y is closed under 
71 (arbitrary direct product) and<. 
(e) Let X be a set. An equation (or an “identity”) with variables in X 
is a pair (2, 8) E X+ x X+ (where X+ is the free semigroup over X), 
usually the pair is denoted by CI = 0. A semigroup S satisfies CI = /I iff for 
every homomorphism 4 : X+ -+ S (not necessarily surjective) we have 
b(x) = 4(p). Intuitively, applying 4 to M and /? means that we replace each 
occurrence of a variable x, E X in a and /? by a fixed element S;E S (s, 
depends on 4; changing 4 means replacing xi by a different element of S). 
Thus we obtain two sequences & and b of elements of S; tinally, we obtain 
&c() and d(b) by multiplying out the elements ES in the sequences of G( and 
fl, respectively-and demand they are equal. 
DEFINITION. Let I and X be sets. For each i E I let ai = pi be an equation 
with variables in X. The semigroup S satisfies E = {ai= /?,/iE I} iff S 
satisfies r, = pi for each i E I. 
Remark. The class of all semigroups satisfying E (a set of equations) is 
a varietydenoted by VAR(E). 
(f) DEFINITION. Let (P, < ) denote a partial-order (p.0.) structure with 
finite upper bounds (i.e., the relation < on the class P is reflexive, antisym- 
metric, transitive, and (VP,, p2 E P)(3p~ P): p1 <p and p2 <p). The impor- 
tant example is the set of all finite subsets of a (possibly infinite) set, under 
inclusion. 
Assume X is a set (of variables), Z, is a set (for PEP), and E, = {a!“) = 
pjp’/i E I,, i is a set of equations with variables in X (for p E P). 
We say that S satisfies { E,/p E P} iff S satisfies Ep for each p E P. 
We say that S eventually satisfies {E,/PE P} iff (3p, E P) (Vp’pp,): S 
satisfies E,. 
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Remark. The class of all semigroups eventually satisfying { E,/p E P} is 
a pseudo-variety closed under direct powers-and is denoted by EV- 
VAR( E,/p E P). 
Proof: If S satisfies E,, Vp >p, , then clearly all divisions and direct 
powers of S satisfy E,, Vp bp,. So EV-VAR (EJp E P) is closed 
under < and direct powers. 
To show closure under finite direct product, assume S, satisfies E,, 
Vq 2p1, and S, satisfies E,, Vr >p2. There exists PC P such that p1 <ji and 
p2 <j?; then both S, and S, satisfy E,, Vp ap, hence S, x S, satisfies E,,, 
vp’pp. 
(g) DEFINITION. Again let (P, < ) be a p.o. structure with finite upper 
bounds. Suppose for each p E P, VP is a variety of semigroups. We say ,Y is 
a union of upward nested varieties iff 
(1) Y= u { VJPEP}, 
(2) for all pl, p2 E P with p1 6p,: V,, G Vp2. 
(1.3) Theorems on Certain Classes of Semigroups 
(a) Y is a union of varieties iff Y is closed under < (division) and 
direct powers. 
Arbitrary unions or intersections of unions of varieties are again union of 
varieties. 
(b) Y is a union of upward nested varieties iff 9’ is a pseudo-variety 
closed under direct powers. 
(c) (Birkhoff) Y is a variety iff Y = VAR(E) for some set of 
equations E. 
(d) Y is a pseudo-variety closed under direct powers iff Y = EV- 
VAR(E,/p E P) (notation of (1.2)(f)). 
(e) (Goodwin, see Appendix of this Sect. 1) Not every pseudo-variety 
Y closed under direct powers is a union of upward nested varieties with P a 
linearly ordered set (i.e., Y does not satisfy (g)( 1) and (2) with P linearly 
ordered set ). 
ProoJ: (a) Assume Y is closed under < and direct power. 
Define VAR(S) = {T/there exists a set A such that T< SA} 
= the class of divisors of direct powers of S. 
It is easy to see that VAR(S) is a variety and is the intersection of all the 
varieties containing S. (VAR(S) is the variety generated by S). 
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Since 9’ is closed under < and direct powers we have VAR(S) g 9, for 
all SE 9’. Hence u { VAR( S)/S E 9’ ) c Y. 
Conversely Y s U { VAR( S)/S E Y } because VS E Y, S E VAR( S). 
This proves that if Y is closed under < and direct powers then .Y is a 
union of varieties (namely, Y = U {vAR(S)/S E 9)). 
The converse is trivial, as is now the second statement. 
(b) We first check that a union 9’ of upward nested varieties is closed 
under division, direct powers and x All but x follows from (a). 
Assume S, , S2 E Y, so for some p 1, p2 E P: S, E VP,, S, E VP,; hence there 
exists p E P such that p1 dp, p2 6p and therefore V,, , V,, z V,. It follows 
that S,, S, E V,, hence S, x S, E V, E ,Y’. 
Conversely, let Y be closed under <, direct powers and x. Let P be the 
class of all finite subsets of Y, partially ordered (with finite upper bounds) 
by inclusion, so an element p E P is of the form p = {S, ,..., S,,}. For each 
such p define V,,=VAR(S, x ... xS,)= {S/S<(S, x ... xS,)~, where A 
is any set. Then V, is variety (as already observed in the proof of (a), and 
V, g 9 since 9 is closed under <, x and direct powers. Moreover, every 
SE Y appears in some finite subset of 9, hence in some V,, p E P. Thus 
.Y g u { V,/p E P}. Clearly p, <pz implies V,, s V,,2. This proves (b). 
Remark. In (a) and (b) we write Y = U { V,/~E I}; the varieties V, are 
indexed by elements of I. Note that I is a class, which needs not be a set 
(see the remarks at the end of the proof of (1.3)). 
(c) The proof is well known and due to G. Birkhoff. An outline is as 
follows. 3 
Clearly VAR(E) (i.e., the class of all semigroups satisfying the set of 
equations E) is a variety (i.e., closed under < and rr). 
Conversely let Y be a variety. For a given infinite cardinal k let Yk be 
the class of those semigroups of Y that have cardinality dk. 
Note that the class of all isomorphism classes (modulo the equivalence 
relation=) of Yk is in fact a set (since there exist only kk’k multiplication 
tables on k elements); denote by c5& a set of representatives of Yk modulo 
isomorphism. 
Let xk be a set of cardinality k, and Xc the free semigroup. Every 
element of cu/, is a homomorphic image of Xz 
For a given k let @ = {4/d : X2 + S, is a homomorphism, S, E x,s,k }, 
then @ is a set since we take S, from cY;)r,k. 
3 We neglect set-theoretic considerations, but we write out the proof to indicate how they 
might be included. See the remark following these proofs. 
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Let 0: X,+ + nbE 9 S, be defined by 
(@WI), = d(w) forwEX,+; so (w)=(f$(w)/~~@) 
(a family indexed by @). 
Then 
e(a) = w, iff (a = /I) is an equation satisfied by each SE x,v,, 
iff (a = fl) is an equation satisfied by each S E Sp,. 
Let E, be the set of all such equations. Denote Xz /mod 0 by Xc /Ek. 
Then (by definition of 0) 
X,clEkd n s, 
ds@ 
and &, G SE 9’ (since S, E $’ c 9, and @ is a set, and (by assumption) 
Y is closed under < and rc). Therefore X:/E, E 9, and 
VAR(E)n {S/~Sl<k} ~9.~ 
Now apply the same procedure for all cardinals k, with the assumption 
that the sets X, are chosen such that X, c X,, if k 6 k’. Then E, GE,, if 
k6k’. Let E=U, E,. Then VAR(E) = VAR(U,E,) = nk VAR(E,) G 
VAR(E,). Hence by inclusion4: VAR(E) n {S/l SI f k} c 9, for all k 
therefore 
VAR( E) c Y. 
The reverse inclusion also holds: 
Let S be any semigroup in 9’. Then SE VAR(Ek) if 1 S’ <k (because 
X+/E, --H S, and X+JEk~VAR(Ek) and VAR(E,) is closed under <); 
hence 
SE n VAR(E,) (because JS <i if ISI <k and kbi). 
i<k 
Also 
SE n VAR(E,) = VAR(E,) (sinceidk-E,zE, 
iCk 
=> VAR( Ei) c VAR( Ek)). 
so 
S E n VAR(E,). 
4 (Indeed: If IS\ <k and S satisfies Ek then X:/E, - S. This implies SE 9, since .Y is 
closed under < ). 
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Thus we proved that Y =VAR(E) if Y is closed under < and rr. The 
equations that obtained E form a class, not a set. However, it is easy to see 
that E can be replaced by a countable set, over a countable alphabet X. 
Indeed, every equation involves only a finite number of variables (but those 
numbers may be unbounded); if any case a countable set X of variables will 
be sufficient. Now if the set of variables is countable, the class of equations 
one can write in those variables can only be a countable set. This proves 
the theorem. 
(d)By (b) Y=W’pl~~f’) and, for pl, pz E P with p, 6p2: V,, G VP2 
(Y is an upward nested union of varieties). By (c), V, = VAR(E,), for 
some set of equations over a countable set of variables X,. 
We can assume that all equations in U {E,/p E P} are written over the 
same countable set X of variables. Assume also (without loss of generality) 
that every equation in E,, appears in terms of all the variables of X (e.g., if 
X= {xi/i= 1, 2 ,..., } an 1 x,x2 =xzxl is in E, then we assume x,xj=x,x, d ‘f
is in E,, for all x,, x, E X). Then the following holds: p, <pz (hence 
V,, = VAR(E,,) c VAR(E,,) = V,2) implies E,,, E E,,>. 
Consider now EV - VAR(E,,/p E P). Clearly, EV-VAR(E,/p E P) G 
U { VAR( E,)/p E P} = 9. Moreover, if SEVAR(E~), then (Vp,>p): S 
satisfies E,,, , since p, 3 p implies E,, c E,. So Y E EV-VAR(E,/p E P). This 
proves 9’ = EV-VAR( En/p E P). 
(e) For the proof see the Appendix of this section by J. Goodwin. 
This proves the theorem 
Remark (1). For more details on (c) see Birkhoff [Bi] and Cohn [Co]. 
For (d) see Lallement [L] and Eilenberg [Ei]. 
Remark (2). From a set theoretic point of view the above propositions 
deal with arbitrarily large classes, and this leads to special difficulties in the 
proof. 
One way to solve these problems is to assume that the above classes of 
semigroups are actually subsets of a “universal set” (cf. Cohn [Co]) whose 
existence is postulated-by axiom. 
(A universal set is, by definition, a set U having the following properties: 
(1) XE U*Xc u, 
(2) XE U*P(X)E U (where P(X) denotes the power set of X), 
(3) x, YEu-{x, Y}EU, 
(4) ZEUand (V’iEZ):X;EU~U{X;/iEZ}EU. 
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Another way to deal with the set-theoretic difficulties: we assume that 
certain axioms of set theory also hold for classes; in particular: 
If Z is a class and (Vie I) Xi is a class them u {X,/i E Z} is a class. 
Remark (3). A problem is to determine what classes of semigroup ,Y 
are upward nested unions of varieties, indexed by an ordinal (i.e., 
Y = lJ { Vi/ie O}, 0 an ordinal, each Vi a variety and, i<j= Vi E V,). 
0 can be assumed to be o with no loss of generality. See Appendix to 
Section I by J. R. Goodwin. 
Conversely given ,Y closed under x, <, an direct powers, what is the 
least complicated order structure (P, <) such that 9’ = u { V,,/p E P}, where 
V,, is a variety and p, < pZ + V,,, G V,,:? 
Chara@erizations qf Aperiodic, Bounded-Torsion, Torsion, etc. 
(1.4) Closure Properties 
(See (1.1) for the definition of the operations r (semigroup rever- 
sal), < (division), x (finite direct product), * (semidirect product), *’ 
(reverse semidirect product), direct power, 7c (infinite direct 
product), 0 (wreath product), 3’ (reverse wreath product).) 
Direct 
< x * ; power 7I 
Aperiodic yes 
Bounded-Aperiodic yes 
(Bounded-Aperiodic), yes 
Torsion yes 
Bounded-Torsion yes 
(Bounded-Torsion), yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes yes yes No No No No 
yes yes yes yes No Yes yes 
yes No No yes yes No No 
yes yes yes No No No No 
yes yes yes yes No yes yes 
yes No No yes yes No No 
Proof. 
r, x : Closure under r and x are trivial. 
< Closure under d is trivial; closure under ++ is easy (since the 
relation xn = x’ltk is preserved under homomorphism). 
(*) Let S and T be torsion semigroups and let (t, s) E T *- S. Then 
(t, s)k = (l. At. ‘.2t. . . . .sk -It, p) for kEN. 
Since SE S is torsion, there exists n >O such that s” is an idempotent 
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e = e2 E S. So (t, s)” = (t’, e), where t’ = t. ‘t . “t. . *. . .‘“-‘t E T. Consider 
now ‘t’ E T. Since ‘t’ E T is torsion there exist p, q > 0 such that (‘t’)” = 
(rt’)p+y. Then 
(t, .s) 41 t/J+41= (t’, e) l+P+Y=(f’.‘f’,C,)p+q 
= (t’. (‘f’)P+Y, e) = (t’ ( Ct’)p, e) 
=(f’.~~‘,e)/‘=(t’,e)‘+“=(~,,~)“(’+p), 
so (t, s) 11 + PIP + “4 = ( t, .s )I? + II/)) which proves that T *Z S is torsion. 
If S and T are aperiodic and (t, X) T *- S then s” = s”+ ’ = e for some 
n > 0, hence s” = e is an idempotent e = e’. Moreover (“r)“‘= (“t)“‘+ ’ for 
some nz > 0. Then 
(t, .s) !J + ml + 1 = (f. “t ‘2t. (‘8 It, yl = e) (t, $)m + I 
= (t. ‘t. ‘Zt. . “‘-‘t. (c,)!?z+ 1, e) 
= (t. ‘t. ‘?t. 5” ‘t. (“t)“‘, e)= (t, S)fl+f)i, 
so (t, s) t1 + )>I + I = (t, s ),7 + IX) which proves that T *= S is aperiodic. 
The same proof shows that if S and Tare bounded torsion (or bounded 
aperiodic) then T *= S is bounded torsion (or bounded aperiodic). 
However, the torsion bound may increase, which means that (Bounded- 
Torsion), and (Bounded-Aperiodic), are not closed under *. This is proved 
as follows: 
Let U2 be the flip-flop semigroup (composed of two right-zeros and an 
identity; so U2= lo, i). with Y.j=j and i.Z=Z.l=i). Certainly 
C’? E (Bounded-Aperiodic), G (Bounded-Torsion), since U, satisfies x2 = s. 
Moreover, if (Bounded-Aperiodic), were closed under * it would also be 
closed under (wreath product); indeed if S and T satisfy .? =x then 
T”’ = TX ... x T (/ SI times) also satisfies .Y’ = x and hence T’ S = TIS’* 
S E (Bounded-Aperiodic), . 
However, by the prime decomposition theorem, the cyclic semigroup 
([x), .Yy”=.dl+ ) divides a wreath-product of flip-flops. Thus, if (Boun- 
ded-Aperiodic), were closed under * it would contain ( { .Y ), x” = .Y” + ’ ) for 
n > 1. This is a contradiction. 
*’ the closure results for *r (reverse semi-direct product) follow dually 
from those for *. 
Direct Power 
It is easy to prove closure for (Bounded-Aperiodic), etc. (the yes-part of 
the table). 
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To show that Aperiodic and Torsion are not closed under direct power 
consider the following counterexample. 
Let C, be the cyclic aperiodic 
C” N {x,, xi,..., 
+yykgo;;,,~f ni;d;= ; Ji.2 
x;} and x:=x;+‘, xi-’ ;. ’ 0 I I I 
with multiplication defined as follows: 
(1) Identify all the zeros of C, , C, ,..., C ,,,..., i.e., x; = 0 (VH E 0); 
(2) if s, t E C are both in the same C,,, then s. t is the product in C,, ; 
(3) ifsEC,, ~EC’~, n#m, then s.t=O; 
(4) (vsEC):O~S=S~O=0. 
Then C is the “O-disjoint union of the C,‘s.” It is easy to check that C is a 
semigroup; and C, d C. 
Consider now the direct power c’“, this is not a torsion semigroup since 
it contains the element (x,, x2 ,..., x ,,,...,) where x,, is the generator of C,,. 
(rr ) (Bounded-Torsion), and (Bounded-Aperiodic), are closed under 
rr since the equations xZk = xk and xk+ ’ = xk are preserved. 
To prove the nonclosures consider again the cyclic aperiodic semigroups 
C, defined above, C,, is bounded aperiodic but n;= 1 C, is not torsion 
since it contains the element (x, , x2 ,..., x, ,..., ). 
(0 ) Closure under semi-direct product * and under direct power 
implies closure under wreath product, since Ts S = T’“‘*S. This proves the 
closure for bounded-torsion and bounded-aperiodic. 
To prove the nonclosures, let M be a bounded-aperiodic monoid of 
infinite cardinality (e.g., M = ((0)‘)‘“). Then for any semigroup S we have 
,?I”” d S”*M = So M. Then SE Aperiodic and if Aperiodic were closed 
under 1 then S I”I E Aperiodic; but Aperiodic is not closed under powers. So 
Aperiodic is not closed under 3; (same arguments for the other non- 
closures). 
The nonclosure of (Bounded-Aperiodic), is proved as the nonclosure 
under *. 
( cr) Dual to 0. 
This proves (1.4)( 1). 
(1.5) 
The following lemmas will be needed in the proof of further properties of 
the semigroup classes, Torsion, Aperiodic, etc. 
(1.5.1) LEMMA. { 0, 1 f + < N *- N, where N = { 1, 2 ,..., } denotes the 
positive integers, under addition and { 0, 1 } + is the ,fiee semigroup on two 
generators. 
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Pvoof(by D. Allen, see also [A] or [R-T, Chap. 9, Problem X3.2, 
Sect. (9.30) 1). Define a left action Z: N x N + N by Z(n, , nz) = 3”’ . n2 
(then 3 )I, +nl . n2 = 3”) 3”’ . nz and 3”‘(n, + n;) = 3”‘n2 + 3%; so Z is indeed a 
left action). 
Let 4: {1,2}+-+N*_t% bedefined by &w)=([Y(w)]~, 1~1) where /uyI 
denotes the length of the string u’ (I a, .. . a,, I = n), r(w) is the reverse of ~1 
(r(a, “‘u,)=u,; u, ), and [r( w)]~ is the integer whose ternary expansion 
is r(w); since ~(1 belongs to ( 1, 2 l+ (wh ere 0 never appears), the integer 
[Y(w)]~ will be strictly positive; so [r(~)]~ E N = (1, 2,...,). 
The function d is injective (in fact, [r(,~)]~ uniquely determines it’ if 
11‘E it, 2) +). 
Further, 4 is a homomorphism: Let c, w E (1,2)+;then/u~r~~=~cl+l~r~~ 
and [r(os)13 = [r(n,) r(r)], = [r(v)13 + 3”‘. [r(i~)]~; hence 
cj(ot~)=([r(utt~)]3, Ivwl) 
=([r(L~)]j+3’~‘[r(tt.)]3r 11’1 + IttI) 
= f$( v) c#q w). 
This proves the lemma. 
(1.5.2) COROLLARY. Let X he un)l countable set und X+ the .fiee 
semigroup generuted by X. Then 
Hence, every count&y generated (or, equivulentl~~: every count&e) 
semigroup divides N *N. 
ProqJ Consider the subsemigroup of j1,4+ generated by 
X= { 12”/n E N ). Then X+ is a free semigroup (since X is a suffix code) 
generated by a countable set. Then by the lemma X+ d { 1,2 l+ < N*N 
and now the corollary follows easily. 
(1.53) LEMMA. Let Y stand for either Torsion or Aperiodic. Then the 
following statements are equivalent (where S is a semigroup): 
S E (Bounded - 9”); 
S” E Y, for any cardinal K (where S” denotes direct power); 
S” E (Bounded-Y), for any cardinal K; 
S’“EYP; 
s’” E (Bounded-Y). 
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Proof Follows easily from the closure and nonclosure properties (1.4) 
of bounded torsion and bounded aperiodic. 
(1.6) Proposition. 
(I.6.1).5 (a) Aperiodic is the largest division class containing no non- 
trivial groups. (The statement is still true if group is replaced by finite 
group or finite abelian group or finite cyclic group or Z, (prime order 
cyclic group)). 
(b) Aperiodic = ({N } u {Z,/p prime}, < ) = ( { Zp/p prime], < ), 
where (9,~ ) denotes the exclusion class of Y undera (see (1.2)(b)). 
(c) Aperiodic = {S/(D < S and D is imbedable in a 
group)=>lDl= 11 ( i.e., S is aperiodic iff when D is a subsemigroup of S 
which is embedable in a group then D is a singleton). 
(d) The variety generated by Aperiodic is the class of all semigroups. 
(i.e., if Y is a variety and AperiodicGY, then Y is the class of all 
semigroups). 
(e) Aperiodic is not a union of varieties. 
(1.6.2). Bounded-Aperiodic is the largest division class closed under direct 
power containing no nontrivial groups (again, as in (1.6.1) “group” can be 
replaced by Z,, etc.). 
Equivalently, Bounded-Aperiodic is the largest union of varieties con- 
taining no nontrivial groups. 
The variety generated by Bounded-Aperiodic is the class of all 
semigroups. 
(1.6.3). (a) (Bounded-Aperiodic), is a variety containing no nontrivial 
groups (again, as in (1.6.1), group can be replaced by Z,, etc.). 
(b) Bounded-Aperiodic = u k t (o (Bounded-Aperiodic), . 
(c) {(Bounded-Aperiodic)& E N } is a set of “eventually largest” 
varieties contained in Aperiodic, i.e., if Y is a variety and Y c Aperiodic 
then (3k E N ) : Y c (Bounded-Aperiodic), 
(1.6.4). (a) Torsion = (N, d ) = (N, < ) (see (1.2)(b) for the definition of 
exclusion classes). 
(b) Torsion is the largest class of semigroups closed 
under < (division) and *(semi-direct product) not containing all countable 
semigroups. (The statement is still true if to < and * we add any of the 
following: r, x, *‘). 
(c) Torsion = {S/every countable subsemigroup of S is torsion}. 
5( 1.6.1) was also obtained by J. Goodwin and B. Tilson. 
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Remark. (b) and (c) say that Torsion is the largest*-closed pseudo- 
variety not containing all countable subsemigroups. 
(d) Torsion = { S/[D < S and D embedable in a group] *D is a tor- 
sion group}. 
(e) The variety generated by Torsion is the class of all semigroups. 
Torsion is not a union of varieties. 
(1.6.5). (a) Bounded-Torsion is the largest class of semigroups closed 
under <, * and direct power not containing all countable semigroups; the 
statement is still true if we add any of the following: r, x, *‘). 
(b) Bounded-Torsion is the largest subclass of Torsion which is a 
union of varieties. 
(c) The variety generated by Bounded-Torsion is the class of all 
semigroups. 
(1.6.6). (a) (Bounded-Torsion), is a variety. 
(b) Bounded-Torsion = lJk E w (Bounded-Torsion), 
(c) { (Bounded-Torsion),/k E IQ } is a set of “eventually largest” 
varieties contained in Torsion, i.e., If Y is a variety and Y G Torsion, then 
(3k E N ) : Y G (Bounded-Torsion), 
(1.6.7). Let Y stand for Aperiodic or Combinatorial (i.e., X-trivial) or 
group-combinatorial (i.e., group-trivial) or finite-group-combinatorial or 
finite-cyclic-group-combinatorial (see (1.1)(d) for definitions); then 
Torsion n .Y = Aperiodic 
(i.e., if a semigroup S is torsion and contains no nontrivial finite cyclic 
group (or no nontrivial group, etc.) then S is aperiodic.) 
(Bounded-Torsion) n .4p = Bounded Aperiodic, 
(Bounded-Torsion), n Y = (Bounded-Aperiodic), . 
Proof of 1.6. (1.6.1)(a) and (b): By (1.4) Aperiodic is a division class. 
Every group in Aperiodic is trivial, since g” = g”+’ in a group implies 
g = 1 G. So Aperiodic is a division class containing no nontrivial groups. 
The union U of all division classes containing no nontrivial group is 
again a division class containing no nontrivial groups, and U is therefore 
the maximum such class. To show that U = Aperiodic we only have to 
prove that every semigroup SE U is torsion; if S were not torsion then 
N 6 S; but Z, cc N; so Z, < U; but U is closed under < and hence Z,, E U. 
This contradicts the fact that U contains no nontrivial group. 
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(c) If D d S, where S is aperiodic, then D is aperiodic; hence 
(Vx~D)(3n>O):x”+‘= xn. If D is embeddable in a group, then D is “can- 
cellative.” Therefore (Vx E D) : x2 = x (by cancellation). Since D < group G, 
and a group contains a unique idempotent l,, it follows that 
(Vx~D):x=l,. So IDl=l. 
Conversely, if D ,< S and D 6 group implies 1 D ) = 1, then SE ( { IV, zP : p 
is a prime}, 6 ) = Aperiodic by (b). 
(d) We show that every semigroup divides a direct product of aperiodic 
semigroups. 
Let S be an arbitrary semigroup; then there exists a set X such that 
S ft X+ (where X+ is the free semigroup over X). 
Now we show that X+ is a subdirect product of aperiodic semigroups: 
For n > 0, let Z, = (w E X+/l w  I > n}, which is an ideal; now consider the 
Rees-quotient X+/Z, and the homomorphism 4, : X+ + X+/Z,. Then 
x+ 6 6 n,,, (x+/z,), where the embedding is 4: w  -+ (d,(w)/n E o), 
which is a 1-l homomorphism. Note that (Vx E X+/Z,) : xn = xn + ’ = 0, and 
hence X+/I, E (Bounded-Aperiodic), . So we have shown that S < JJ,, t t,) 
(X+/Zn), where X+/Z,, is aperiodic; therefore a variety containing every 
aperiodic semigroup (or only every bounded-aperiodic semigroup) will 
contain all semigroups. 
(e) By (1.3)(a) any union of varieties is closed under direct power; 
Aperiodic, however, is not (by (1.4)). 
Proof of (1.6.2). Bounded-Aperiodic is closed under < and direct power 
(by (1.4)) and contains no nontrivial group (by (1.6.1)). 
The rest of the proof if similar to the proof of (1.6.1) using Lemma 
(1.5.3). 
Proof of (1.6.3). (a) This follows easily from (1.4). 
(b) Follows directly from the definition of Bounded-Torsion. 
(c) Let Y be a variety such that Y G Aperiodic. If (by contradiction) 
(Vk > 0) : Y @ (Bounded-Aperiodic), then for all k > 0 there exists S, E Y 
such that Sk 4 (Bounded-Aperiodic), . Hence (Vk > 0) (3Sk E Y and 
3s, E Sk) : (sk ) I > k. Moreover ( sk ) E Y since Y is closed under i and 
(sk ) < Sk ; and since Y is a variety: nk t (o ( sk ) E Y. But nk t (o ( sk ) is not 
torsion since (SJkEco) is not a torsion element. This contradicts the 
assumption that Y G Aperiodic. 
Proof of (1.6.4). (a) Follows from the definition of Torsion. 
(b) Follows from (1.4), Lemma (1.5.1) and Corollary (1.5.2). 
(c) Is obvious; (d) and (e) are proved like (1.6.1). Note S torsion 
D < S and D embeddable in a group G with identity e, then d” = dnfu + 
da = e and d”- ’ = dp ’ so D is a torsion group. 
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Proof of (1.6.5). (a) Closure follows from (1.4). Conversely if (Bounded- 
Torsion) G Y,where Y is a class closed under <, * and direct power, 
which does not contain all countable semigroups, then we claim that Boun- 
ded-Torsion = 9. Let SE 9’ and assume S is not bounded torsion; then 
S” E Y (since Y closed under direct power); but S” is not torsion (by 
(1.5.3)); hence N ~9’ and therefore (by (1.52)) every countable semigroup 
is in Y. 
(b) Bounded-Torsion = Uk l o (Bounded-Torsion), is a union of 
varieties contained in Torsion. The converse follows from Lemma (1.5.3): 
Let uU: be any union of varieties. If Bounded-Torsion G u xc Torsion 
and if SE x, S not bounded torsion then S” is not torsion (by (1.5.3)); but 
S” E Y: (variety), which contradicts the fact that u 8~ Torsion. 
(c) was proved in (1.6.2). 
Proof of (1.6.6). Similar to (1.6.3). 
Proof qf (1.6.7). To prove Torsion n Y c Aperiodic let s be a torsion 
element that belongs to a semigroup of the class Y: so S’ = .Y”+~ for n, 
m > 0. To show that this holds with m = 1 (which proves our claim) note 
that the elements Is”,..., s”+~ ~ ’ } form a finite cyclic group, hence m = 1 
since the semigroups of Y are X-trivial (or group-trivial or ... ... ). 
To prove Aperiodic E Torsion n Y let S be aperiodic. Therefore S is 
torsion and group-combinatorial, etc. To show that S is combinatorial 
(= Z-trivial) just apply Proposition (1.1.2). 
This proves Torsion n 9 = Aperiodic. 
The other statements are proved in a similar way. 
(1.7) Remarks 
(1.7.1). (a) (Bounded-Torsion), 5 (Bounded-Torsion) $ Torsion. 
(b) (Bounded-Torsion), is a variety with equation xk = .K~~. 
(c) Bounded-Torsion = Uk t w  (Bounded-Torsion), = U k t (,) (Boun- 
ded-Torsion),! is a union of upward nested varieties and is defined by even- 
tual equations (x”! = xZk!/k E o). 
Note that each equation in the list implies all further equations since 
k, <k, + k,! divides k,! 
(d) Torsion is not defined by eventual equation (since not closed 
under direct power). 
(1.7.2). (a) (Bounded-Aperiodic), $ (Bounded-Aperiodic) 5 Aperiodic. 
(b) (Bounded-Aperiodic), is a variety with equation xk = xkfl. 
(c) Bounded-Aperiodic = lJk t tr) (Bounded-Aperiodic), is an upward 
nested union of varieties, with eventual equation (xk = xk + ‘lk E 0). Again 
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every equation implies all following ones in the list, since k, < k, and 
xkl = xkt + 1 implies ,yk2 = Xk2 + 1. 
(d) Aperiodic is not defined by eventual equations. 
(1.8) Remarks Extending Proposition (1.4) (Closure Properties) 
(1.8.1) Definitions. (a) Let (S,, ei) denote a semigroup Sj with an idem- 
potent e, =ef E Sj. Then Clc, (Si, e,), the direct sum of the family 
((Si, e,)/i E I) with respect to the idempotents (e,/i E I), is the subsemigroup 
of nit, Sj (the direct product) consisting of thosef: I-+ UiE, S, such that 
f(i) E S; and, except for a finite number of elements of Z:,f(i) = ei. In other 
words, for each fEzi,, (S,, e,)cni,,Si, the set {iEZ/f(i)#ej} is finite. 
EXAMPLE. If each Si = G, is a group with identity 1 i (the only idem- 
potent in a group) then CI6, (S;, 1,) d enotes the classical direct sum. 
(b) Let 0 be an ordinal (we shall mainly use o) and let 
tii:si+si+,, ie 0 be a family of semigroup morphisms. (In many 
applications f$; is l-l; usually it is not onto). 
Let 0 be a new zero which is added to each S;; so we obtain S,U. 
Define the direct limit of the family ((Si, Qi): ig fl) to be 
S=g (Sz,di)= Co,..., •,sk+l,Sk+~,...,)E n S)IkEp; 
i itC 
andi>k=>s,ES;, 
Note that k + 1 = successor of k = min {h E O/k < h > is well defined since 6 
is an ordinal. 
EXAMPLE. Let 0 = CO and F, = {all functions { l,..., i} + { l,..., i} } under 
functional composition. Let 4, : F, 4 F,, , be the inclusion6 morphism. Then 
lim -lEW (Fi, 4i) is the set of all functions f: N + N such that f is the identity 
almost everywhere, i.e., {x E N/x$f (x)} is finite; equivalently, 
@kEN)(Vx>k):f(x)=x. 
The direct limit S is a subsemigroup of nisc Sp under the direct- 
product multiplication. 
6 Extend fe F, to F, + , by fixing i + 1. 
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Also Ibj: sjeS,~(O ,..., Cl, sj, (si) d,,, (Sj) $j4.,+1 ,..., )~b,,, (Si, 4;) is an 
embedding. So, Sj 6 &, E (J Si, di), for all j E 0. 
When di is l-l for all members i of the ordinal 0 we say 
S = u,, c(Si, c$,) is an elementary direct limit of the S,‘s. Note in this case 
(up to isomorphism) for i<j, Sjd S,, and S= U, S, with the obvious mul- 
tiplication (i.e., for s, t E Ui S, = S choose j so that s, t E S, and define s. t in 
S as st as multiplied in S,). 
(c) Let K be any cardinal. The restricted direct power ?? is the sub- 
semigroup of S” (direct power) consisting of all those functions K + S 
whose range is ,finitr. 
(d) The restricted wreath product T 0 S is the subsemigroup 
T1S’ * S of T- S = Tis” * S (wreath product)-where, as above, Ti”’ is the 
restricted 1 s’ 1 th direct power of T. 
The reverse restricted wreath product S Cl’ T is defined dually; also, 
S g’T=r(r(S) n r(T)). 
(1.8.2) PROPOSITION (Further closure properties extending (1.4)). 
Aperiodic 
Bounded-Aperiodic 
(Bounded-Aperiodic), 
Torsion 
Bounded-Torsion 
(Bounded-Torsion), 
yes 
No 
yes 
yes 
No 
yes 
yes 
No 
yes 
yes 
No 
yes 
( )” 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
17 
yes 
yes 
No 
yes 
yes 
No 
0’ 
yes 
yes 
No 
yes 
yes 
No 
The proof is not hard. We only mention the following: 
(1) Bounded-Torsion and Bounded-Aperiodic are not closed under 
C: consider, e.g., C,,E,,I (ix,,}, x;; = x;: + ’ ) (direct sum of all cyclic 
aperiodic); this semigroup is not bounded torsion since it contains x,, for 
all n. 
(0 ) Closure under 0 follows from closure under * and restricted 
direct power. The nonclosure of (Bounded-Aperiodic), and (Bounded- 
Torsion), is proved as the nonclosure under * in (1.4). 
(lim) Let CO,,, +) be the semigroup of positive rationals under 
addition, and let Q >, be the ideal {q E Q/q > 1 }. Then the Rees quotient 
semigroup Q , $3 3 , is torsion, but not bounded torsion. The same holds 
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for the subsemigroup W = (m/2”: n, m positive integers j/o, ). Let 
C, = ( 112”) w  = {m/2”: m positive integer }/o b, (C, is isomorphic to the 2”- 
element cyclic aperiodic semigroup). Then we have C, 4 C, 4 C,c; ... 4 
C,,q “.; and W=lim -ntw (C,, 4 ) is torsion but not bounded torsion, 
although each C, is bounded aperiodic. This shows the nonclosures under 
(even elementary) direct limit lim. - 
(1.9) Some Examples of Torsion and Aperiodic Semigroups 
(General reference: Lallement [L], Chap. lo]). 
(1.9.1) MORSE-HEDLUND-THUE SEQUENCES [M-H, Th] 
There exists an o-sequence x = (xi, x2,..., x,,,...,) over a three-letter 
alphabet {a, b, c} = A such that x is square-free, i.e., x cannot be written in 
theformx=tuuv, tE{a,b,c)*,uEra,b,cf’,vE(a,b,c}“. 
Such a string can be constructed as follows: Let u’, = 01 and define 
inductively w, + , = w, . W,, where W, denotes the complement of w, (i.e., 
al ...a,=q ...G and O= 1, i =O). So, e.g., w,=OllO, w,=01101001, 
w4 = 0110100110010110, etc. Let W = lim w,. 
Now consider the sequence of successive pairs of letters in w, i.e., if 
w  = (x,, x* ,...) x, )...)) consider pairs (w) = ((x1, x,), (x2, x,),..., (x,- ,, x,), 
(x,7 xn + 1 L 1. 
Define the map f: (O,O)wa, (0, l)Hb, (1, O)HC, (1, l)t+a. And con- 
sider the sequence x=f(pairs (w))=(f(xI,x2), ,f(x2,x3) ,..., f(xn-,,x,,), 
f (x,, x, + 1 ),...), which belongs to {a, b, c}“‘. Hence x = bacbcabacabc . . 
It is true, but not easy to check, that this w-sequence is square-free. The 
idea is to show that w  E (0, l}” cannot be written in the form rssat with 
rE(O,l)*, sE(O,l)+, CJ E (0, 1) the first letter of s, t E (0, 1 }“‘. See 
Lallement [L], Chap. 10, Prob. 111 and the other references. 
Again, let A = {a, b, c} and consider the ideal IE A + of all finite sequen- 
ces that contain square factors, i.e., 
I= {uuvw/u, weA*, VEA+}. 
Let 
MHT(3)=A+/I (Rees quotient semigroup). 
Properties of MHI(3): 
(1) MHT(3) is three-generated. 
(2) (Vx E MHT(3)): .x2 = 0. Hence MHT(3) E (Bounded-Aperiodic),. 
(3) MHT(3) is infinite. 
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The infiniteness of MHT(3) comes from the fact that all the finite initial 
segments of the infinite square-free sequence (Morse-Hedlund-Thue) are 
distinct in MHT(3). (They are distinct in A + since of different length, and 
they are reduced, since square-free.) 
(1.9.2). Let A(k, n)= ({u ,,..., uk }, xn=,Y+‘) be the free k-generated 
semigroup subject to the equation Y = Y+ ‘. 
Thus, S E (Bounded-Aperiodic), and S is k-generated iff S is a 
homomorphic image of A(k, n). 
FACT. A(k, n) is infinite iff k > 1 and n > 1. 
If k>2 and n> 1 this follows from the fact that A(k, n), MHT(3) and 
MHT(3) is infinite. That A(2, 2) is infinite (which implies A(k, n) is infinite 
by k > 1, n > 1) was shown by Brzozowski, Culik, and Gabrielian 
[B-C-G]. See also Lallement [L, Chap. lo]. 
However, A(k, 1) is finite and A(1, n) is obviously finite. 
Two important questions about A(k, n) are 
(1) Is the word problem solvable? 
(2) Is the BrzozowskiiSimon conjecture true? (See Brzozowski 
[Br].) Namely, if d : K* ++ A(k, n) is the natural surmorphism, is 4 l(s) 
regular subset of k* for every s E A(k, n)? 
See the end of Section II especially Section II (22.2). 
(1.9.3). Analogously to (1.9.2) define T(k, n)= ((t ,,..., tk}, x”=x2”) to 
be the free k-geerated semigroup subject to the equation x” = x2’. Again, if 
k > 1, n > 1 then T(k, n) is inlinie; a semigroup T is k-generated and 
belongs to (Bounded-Torsion),, iff T is a homomorphic image of T(k, n). 
For further results see Lallement [L, Chap. lo]. 
(1.9.4). The Burnside group B(k, n) = ( {h, ,..., hk }/x’l = 1 ) is the free k- 
generated monoid subject to the equation .xI1 = 1. It follows that B(k, n) is a 
group. A group G is k-generated and belongs to (Bounded-Torsion), iff G 
is a homorphic image of B(k, n). 
Burnside conjectured around 1900 that B(k, n) was finite. Novikov and 
Adjan, in a major effort showed that B(2, n) is infinite for n odd and suf- 
ficiently large. For references see [L, Chap. lo]. 
(1.9.5). For an example of a semigroup which is aperiodic but not boun- 
ded-aperiodic see the proof of (1.4) (the part dealing with direct power); 
consider the semigroup C = C, + C, + . . . (O-disjoint union). 
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(I. 10) Techniques for Embedding a Countable Torsion Semigroup 
into a 3-Generated Torsion Semigroup and Related Results 
(1.10.1) Basic Construction 
Let S and T be semigroups. Consider the semigroup 
TuJ=Tu(F(T’+S’)xS’xT’)-where F(A+B) is the set of all 
functions from A to B, applied on the right. 
Multiplication in Tu J: 
(a) (Vt,, t, E T): t, t, is as given by the multiplication in T 
(b) V’(fi,s,,t,L (.f;? 327 t,)EF(T’+S’)xS’x T’: (.f,,Sl> [I). 
(fi~S?_,tZ)=(J;~S,.(tl)J;..~2~f*) 
(c) F”(fi > $1, t, 1 6 F(T’ -S’) x S’ x T’)(Vt2E T): (f,,s,, t,).t, = 
(fi? $13 [I t*) 
(d) (Vt, E T)(V(f’, s2, z2) E F(T’+ S’) x S’ x T’): t, . (J?, s2, r2) = 
(‘!A> 32, t2) where ‘Ifi E F( T + S) is defined by x E T + (x)‘!f2 = (xt, ).f2. 
It is easy to check that this defines a semigroup, in which 
J = F( T’ -+ S’) x S x T’ is an ideal (J is the Rees-matrix semigroup over S’ 
with colums T’ and all possible rows). 
Now assume there exists a function i E F( T’ + S’) satisfying ( 1 P) i = 1 s. 
and (T- { l.}) i= A, where (A) = S (i.e., the range A of i a set of 
generators for S). Note that this is equivalent to the assumption that S is 
generated byaset A, such that jA,[dlTI-(1,-j. 
Let B be a set of generators for T: T = (B). 
Define W= W(S) to be the subsemigroup of Tu F( T’ -+ S’) x S’ x T’ = 
TuJgenerated by Bu {(i, I,, 1,)): W= (Bu {(i, l,, lT)}).,J. 
LEMMA (1.10.1). S< W, 
Proof. Since B s W and T= (B) we have Td W. Moreover, (Vt E T), 
(i, l,Y, 17).t=(i, l,, t)E W; hence 
(vf E 7’1, (i, l,, t).(i, l,Y, lT)=(i,(f)i, lT)E W. 
Therefore,sinceA=(T-{lT})iwehave {i}xAx{l.}cW, 
Moreover, S-{(i,s, l~)/s~S}=({i}~Ax{1~}) because 
(is,, l.)(Cs,, lT)=(i,s;(l,)i.s2, 1,) 
=(i,s,.sz, IT) since (lT) i= 1,. 
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Remark (1). w= (( ‘i, s, t/)/s E S’ t E T, t ’ E T’ } v T. 
Remark (2). To obtain the embedding S6 W, the only requirement on 
the semigroup T is that T- { 1.) is bigger than some set of generators A of 
S. 
Remark (3). (L s, t)“+’ = (.f; s. (( t)f. .s)“, t) hence if S, T E (Bounded- 
Aperiodic), then T u J E (Bounded-Aperiodic), + , 
If S and Tare bounded-torsion satisfying xi’+“’ = x”, then TV J is boun- 
ded-torsion satisfying xn + ’ + m = x” + ’ ; indeed 
(ft .y, t) “+‘+“=(J;s~((t)f~S)‘7+n~, t)=(,~s’((t),f.s)“, t) 
= (,J s, ty+ ‘. 
(1.10.2). We now apply the construction to obtain interesting embed- 
dings. 
FACT. Any countable (resp. finite) semigroup S can be embedded in a 
countable (resp. finite) 2-generated semigroup. (This result is well known, 
see Clifford and Preston, Vol. II.) 
Proqf: Let T be N (the positive integers). Then 1 T- { 1.) 1 3 j SI since 
S is countable, so the condition for Lemma (1.10.1) is satisfied. Hence 
S< W<NuF(N’-+S’)xS’xN=NuJ. 
Moreover, W = (u, (i, 1 s, 1 N)) is 2-generated (where u is the generator 
for N, and 1 N = u’). 
If S is finite, we let T be the finite cyclic semigroup ({u}, U” = #+I ) 
where n 3 a set of generators of S. 
We now modify the above result so as to preserve torsion, aperiodicity, 
etc., when going from S to W(S) d Tu J. 
In the basic construction choose T to be A(2,2), the free 2-generated 
semigroup satisfying the equation x3 = x2. Recall that A(2, 2) is infinite, so 
the construction will be applicable to any countable semigroup S. 
Let u, h be a set of generators for A(2,2) then W(S) = 
(a,b,(i, l,, lA))<A(2,2)uF(A(2,2)‘+S’)xS’xA(2,2)’. 
By Lemma (l.lO.l), S< W(S). 
By Remark (3) of (1.10.1 ), if S is torsion, bounded-torsion, aperiodic, 
etc., then so are W(S) and T + J. This leads to the following: 
PROPOSITION. Let S be a countable semigroup. Then there exists a 
semigroup W(S) such that S< W(S) and W(S) is 3-generated, moreover the 
following corresponding holds: 
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Property of S =z- Property of W(S) 
Aperiodic Aperiodic 
Bounded-Aperiodic Bounded-Aperiodic 
(Bounded-Aperiodic), (Bounded-Aperiodic), + , 
Torsion Torsion 
Bounded-Torsion Bounded-Torsion 
(Bounded-Torsion, with (Bounded-Torsion, with 
equation x” + k = x”) equationx”+l+k=xn+‘) 
Remark. It is not known by the author if the proposition holds for some 
two-generated W(S). 
APPENDIX I. 1: A CLASS OF SEMIGROUPS CLOSED UNDER DIVISION, 
FINITE DIRECT PRODUCTS, AND ARBITRARY POWERS, WHICH IS NOT 
THE UNION OF A NEST OF LINEARLY ORDERED VARIETIES 
JERROLD R. GOODWIN 
Uniwrsiiv of California Berke1e.t 
Let N= (0, 1, 2,...,} be the nonnegative integers, and define on N x N the 
partial ordering: 
(m, n) 6 (m’, n’) iffm=m’ and ndn’. 
Define %?Y to be the set of coideals (i.e., if CE V.9, (m, n) E C and (m, n) < 
(m’, n’), then (m’, n’) E C). WY is uncountable; in fact %‘Y is in 1-l 
correspondence with (N u { cc } )N, since each coideal C corresponds to a 
sequence n,, n,,...,withn,~Nu{c~}foreachm,and(m,n)~Ciffn,<~~. 
Thus n,,, denotes the least element of the mth column, with n, = cu iff the 
mth column is empty (i.e., (m, n) $ C for all n). It follows that %?X has the 
cardinality of the reals. 
We use G9’9.F to denote the set of full coideals, by which we mean those 
coideals which are nonempty in each column (i.e., CE V.99 and m E N 
imply there exists n E N such that (m, n) E C). %‘YF is in 1-l correspon- 
dence with NN, since each C E %T.YaB corresponds to a sequence n,, n, ,..., 
with n, E N for each m. 
We now introduce a routine that constructs a new, eventually smaller, 
full coideal from any countable collection of full coideals. 
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Suppose GJ? = (C,, C, , Cl,..., } is any countably infinite subset of 9799. 
Let 
be the corresponding sequences from NN. Define a new sequence 
no, HI, n2; . . . . n ,,..., such that 
ni=max{n,i:Odhdi}+l 
for all i 2 0. 
If C is the corresponding full coideal, then C is eventually smaller than 
each C,; i.e., n,,, < ni for all h d i. 
Next we construct an uncountable set of full coideals by transhnite 
induction. Define C(i) to be the full coideal corresponding to the sequence 
. 
I, z,..., i,.... This assigns a full coideal to each finite ordinal. If CI is any coun- 
table ordinal, then we assume, by the induction hypothesis, that a distinct 
full coideal C(b) has been assigned to each ordinal p < a. Now %’ = {C(b) : 
p < E} is a countable set, and we use the routine given above to generate a 
coideal C(E) which is eventually smaller than each of the C(j). The process 
continues until we reach the first uncountable ordinal K, . 
The set (C(p):B<Kl} now consists of an uncountable number of full 
coideals, indexed by the p’s, such that each C(b) is eventually smaller than 
each C(E) whenever c( < fl. 
Let E= {em,,: m, n E N} be a countable set of distinct semigroup iden- 
tities (equations, laws) in two variables x, y such that emn is not implied by 
E\ {emn } for each m, n E N. See [ 11. If C E %YY, then Ec denotes the 
corresponding subset of E: 
e mn E Ec iff (m, n) E C. 
For each /I < K, , we define S,j to be the free semigroup {a, b} + on two 
letters modulo the identities of Eccp,. No identity of E is implied by all of 
the others, hence S,] satisfies the identities Ecc,!, in E and no others in E. 
Let 9’ denote the class of all divisors (surmorphic images of sub- 
semigroups) of all semigroups of the form 
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where k is any positive integer, 
and the P(i)‘s are arbitrary (finite or infinite) powers. Clearly 9’ is the 
smallest class of semigroups generated by {S, : p < K, } which is closed 
under division, finite direct products, and arbitrary powers. 
Note that the semigroup given in (1) satisfies exactly the identities 
E c(,~~)nEcc~z,” ... “Ec,P~,=E~.,~,,,(.(/~?)~ .‘. ncc/jk) (2) 
of E and no others in E, where 
Any divisor of (1) will then satisfy at least the identities of (2). 
THEOREM. Y is not the union of a nest of varieties linearly ordered under 
inclusion. 
Proof: Suppose .4p = U r E v, Vi, where Vz is a variety of semigroups for 
each a E $3, ‘% is a linearly ordered set, and %‘; c “y^,, iff a < a’. 
Let I= {i,,i, ,..., } be an enumeration of the identities for semigroups, 
subject to logical equivalence. By Birkhoffs structure theorem [a], each 
variety “y; corresponds to some I, c I. Also I,. c I, iff CI < M’. Define 
J=(-) z ata OL. 
Note that for each SE 9, there exists an CI E 2I with SE Vi, hence S 
satisfies the identities of I,, hence S satisfies the identities of J. 
Pick any a E VI, define Z(0) = I,, V(0) = 9;, and let 
z,\J= Wl)\J= {.i, ,j2,...,} 
be an enumeration of the identities of Z,\.Z. 
Define Z(k) and V(k) by induction: Tfj, # Z(k - 1 ), define Z(k) = Z(k - 1) 
and Y(k) = V(k - 1). Otherwise, let a’ E ‘91 such that j, $ I,.. Such an a’ 
must exist, since j, $J. Define Z(k) = I,. and V(k) = 9;,. Note that 
Z(k) c Z(k - 1) and V(k - 1) c V(k). 
We claim that {V(k) Ike N is cofinal in { $‘i },, ‘II. If not, there exists 
E’ E ‘8 such that V(k) c Vi, for all k, hence I,, c Z(k) for all k. Since 
j, 4 Z(k), j,$ I,,, hence I,. =J. It follows that I,. is the unique minimum 
element of the nest {I, } 2 E *LI, hence that Vz, is the unique maximal element 
of {%a)ZGBLT 9’ = YE., and Y is a variety. This will lead to a contradiction, 
as shown below. Otherwise V(O), Y-(l), V(2),..., is cofinal, and 
.Y= (j V(k). 
h=O 
(3) 
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If Y is a variety, then 
since Y is closed under direct products. But (4) clearly satisfies no em,, E E, 
since, in particular, em,, is not satisfied by S, + , , which corresponds to the 
sequence n + 1, n + l,.... On the other hand, (4) is assumed to divide a 
semigroup of the form (1 ), and hence must satisfy at least the identities of 
(2). This contradiction shows Y is not a variety. 
Hence (3) holds, and some Y(k) must contain an uncountable subset of 
the form 
{s,,:pc.@cx,}. 
It follows that 
X,,..&~mk~. (5) 
Now 99 is colinal in K,, since 9I is uncountable. By assumption, (5) divides 
a semigroup of the form (1 ), hence (5) must satisfy at least the equations of 
(2). Let b E a be such that /?(i) < fl for all 1 d i< k. Then C(p) is eventually 
smaller than each C(p,), hence is eventually smaller than 
Since (5) can satisfy no identity in E outside of C(p), we have another con- 
tradiction. 
This completes the proof that Y is not the union of a nest of linearly 
ordered varieties. 
II. TORSION AND APERIODIC MORPHISMS 
In this section we characterize torsion (resp. aperiodic) homomorphisms, 
first algebraically, then by means of the derived semigroup, finally 
geometrically (i.e., through projections of multiple semidirect products 
restricted to subsemigroups; see Appendix (A.111)). 
1. Definition and Algebraic Characterizations of a Torsion Homomorphism 
(11.1) PROPOSITION. Let 8: S + T be a surjective homomorphism of 
semigroups. Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(Algebraic 1) The inverse image (T, ) 8 ’ of a torsion subsemigroup 
T, of T is a torsion subsemigroup of S. 
(Algebraic 2) The inverse image (e) 6, ~ ’ of an idempotent e E T is a 
torsion subsemigroup of S. 
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(Algebraic 3 ) 
(i) (Vs E S, Vt E T with (s) 8 = t): s is torsion iff t is torsion. 
(ii) Tor S = (Tor T) 0 - ’ (where Tor S denotes the set of torsion 
elements of S). 
(iii) (Vs E S, t E T with (s) 8 = t): t is torsion = s is torsion. 
(iv) (Vs E S, t E T with (s) 6 = t): s is nontorsion = t is nontorsion. 
(v) (NonTor S) 0 = NonTor T (where NonTor S denotes the set 
of non torsion elements of S). 
(Algebraic 4) For every nontorsion element s E S, 8 is injective when 
restricted to (s) (= the semigroup generated by s-which is isomorphism to 
(N, + )). Let us call a nontorsion element a “+-element;” the above property 
of 8 can be stated as 8 is + -injective. 
DEFINITION. A surmorphism 8: Q -++ T satisfying any (and thus all) of 
the above algebraic properties is called a torsion surmorphism. 
Proof of the Proposition. (1) o (2). Clearly (2) is a special case of (1) 
so (1) 3 (2). Conversely, let s E (t) 0 -~ ‘, where t is torsion (or, equivalently, 
belongs to some torsion subsemigroup of T). Then (Vn E N ) : sn E (t”) f3 ~ I. 
Since t is torsion, there exists me N such that t” = e is an idempotent; 
hence sm E (e) 8-l which by assumption (2) implies that sm is torsion. 
Then, of course, s is torsion. Trivially (3)(i))(iv) are all equivalent. 
(1) j (3). Ifs is torsion then t = (s) 8 is torsion (since 0 is a morphism). 
If t is torsion and (T, ) 8 ~ ’ is torsion for every torsion subsemigroup T, of 
T (by assuming (l)), then (as a special case) ((t )) 0 ~ ’ is torsion if t is tor- 
sion. Hencesis torsionsincesE(t)eP’&((t))O~~‘. 
So, if (1) holds and if (s) 8 = t then s is torsion iff t is torsion. The other 
statements are easily shown equivalent. 
(3 ) * (2) is obvious. 
(1) 3 (4) Let s be a nontorsion element. So (s) 8 is nontorsion (since we 
proved that (l)*(3)); hence ((s)e)‘# ((s) e)j for i#j. Therefore i#j* 
(d) 0 # (sj) 0; this shows that 8 is injective on (s). 
(4) 3 (3) Let s be a nontorsion element of S and assume 8 is injective on 
(s). Then of course (s) 8 must also be nontorsion, this proves (3)(iv). 
2. Some Fundamental Properties of Torsion Morphisms 
(11.2) LEMMA. Let 8 1 : S, -++ Sz and e2 : S, + S, be surmorphisms; then 
8,8, is torsion iff both 6, and 8, are torsion. 
ProoJ: (e) If 8, and 8, are torsion then for every torsion subsemigroup 
T3 G T3 we have: (T,) 8;’ is a torsion subsemigroup of Sz, and 
(T,) 81 l0; 1 = (T,)(Q, 0,) - I is a torsion subsemigroup of S, . 
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(a) Assume f218z is torsion. To show that 8, is torsion let T2 be a tor- 
sion subsemigroup of Sz; then (T,) 8, is a torsion subsemigroup of S, 
(since 02 is a morphism), and ((T2) O,)(O,C3,)’ is torsion (since 0,B2 is 
torsion) and contains (T,) 0; ’ . So ( T2) O,- ’ is a torsion subsemigroup of 
s,. 
To show that 8, is torsion, let T, be a torsion subsemigroup of S3. Then 
(T3)~;-1=((T3)e,1) e;‘e,=((T,)(e,e,)--‘) 0,; (T,)(O,O,)-’ is torsion 
since 8, t12 is a torsion morphism, and hence (( T,)(B, 0,) ~ ’ ) 8, is torsion 
since 8, is a morphism. So ( T3) 0, ’ is torsion. 1 
(11.3) LEMMA. The restriction qf a torsion morphism to a subsemigroup is 
again a torsion morphism. 
Proof: Use (Algebra 3 (iv)). 
(11.4) LEMMA. Let two surmorphisms 
be given, and let U be the coproduct: U = {(s,, s2) E S, x S,/(s,) 8, = (sz) 0,) 
(then U<<S, xS,, subdirect product), with projections p, : (s,, s2) E 
U-++~,~S,,andp,:(s,,s,)~U~~~~S~;thediagram 
commutes. Denote p2 = 8, and p, = Oz. Then the following properties hold 
with respect to torsion: 
0, is torsion implies @, is torsion; 
O2 is torsion implies 8, is torsion. 
ProoJ Let T, be a torsion subsemigroup of S, and assume 8, is torsion. 
Then 
(T&$-l= {(s ,, 4~ S, x &/(s,) 0, = h) 8, and s2 E T2), 
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hence ( T2) 8; ’ 6 ( T2) 8; l x T, which is torsion (since T, is torsion, and 
( T2) 19-i is torsion, because 8, is a torsion morphism and torsion is closed 
under x). 
The proof for 8, is similar. 
(11.5). An important source of torsion morphisms is given by the 
following: 
LEMMA. Let pz: T* S ++ S andp;: S *r T ++ S he the standard projec- 
tions (* is the semidirect product, *’ the reverse semidirect product). If T is 
torsion then p, and pi are torsion morphisms. 
Proo$ Let S, be a torsion subsemigroup of S. Then (S,) pr ’ = T * S, is 
torsion, since T and S, are torsion semigroups, and torsion is preserved 
under semi-direct product (see Sect. (1.4)). 
For pi the proof is dual. 1 
We note in passing 
PROPOSITION. If I is an ideal of S and q: S ++ S/I is the natural map 
onto the (Rees’) quotient then q is aperiodic (torsion) iff I is aperiodic (tor- 
sion). 
Proof Easy. 
COROLLARY. If the derived semigroup D(e) of a morphism 0: S -++ T is a 
torsion semigroup then 8 is a torsion morphism. (For a description ?f the 
derived semigroup see Appendix A.I.) 
Proof If D(O) is as defined in (A.I), (1.3) then D(0) is torsion (by 
(A.I), (1.4)). Moreover, D(0) satisfies (see (A.I), (1.3)(h)): 
By the lemma above, p is torsion (since D(O) is); hence 0 =pls is torsion 
(by Lemma (11.3)). 1 
3. Torsion Morphisms, the Derived Semigroup, and Semigroup Expansions 
Unfortunately the converse of the previous corollary does not hold: if 8 
is a torsion morphism D(0) might not be torsion (consider, e.g., 
F,, ++ FM/minimal ideal = FJconstant maps). 
However, torsion morphisms can be characterized by derived semigroups 
if we replace the semigroups by their expansions created by the author. 
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(11.6) DEFINITION. Let 8 : S +P T be a surmorphism, and let S (resp. f) 
be the expansions of S (resp. T) (as defined in Appendix II, (AM, 1)). Then 
define 0, the expansion of 19 to be the surmorphism 0: S -H F, given by 
(s, < ... <s,)ES-+Red((s,)B< ... <(s,)~)EF 
See Appendices II and IV and Tilson’s Chapter XII [T], in Eilenberg’s, 
Vol. B, [Ei, pp. 362 and 3691 for more properties of S and d. If we define 
yls: (s, < . . < s, ) E S ++ s,, E S (which is a surmorphism), and similarly 
qr: T ++ T, then it is easy to see that the diagram 
commutes. 
Let D(e) be the derived semigroup of the expansion s of 8: S ++ T. We 
shall prove shortly that 8 is a torsion morphism if and only if D(e) is a tor- 
sion semigroup. 
For that we shall need a few fundamental theorems about the semigroup 
expansion; they are proved in the appendices A.11 and A.IV. 
(11.7) THEOREMS. Let S he an arbitrary semigroup. 
(a) For s E 9, let the stabilizer of s be S, = {x E S/sx = s}. Then there 
exists n > 0 (depending on s) such that S, E (Bounded-Aperiodic),,. (This is 
proved in Appendix A.IV, in fact we can take n = 1 s I). 
(b) There exists a bounded-aperiodic semigroup A such that 
(See Appendix A.11.) In fact A can be chosen to be of the form nK M’, 
where: M’ is any monoid such that 1 M’ 1 > 1 S/ (where 1 SI denotes car- 
dinality); (except for that constraint, M’ is arbitrary; e.g., we can assume 
(Vx~M’):xl=lx=x and (x,y~M’-(l}, x#y):xy=O where 0 is a 
zero, and x*=x. K is a cardinal such that K> 1 S’l’; (indeed in (A.11) 
we proved S<So’n, M’= S *’ (niL M’)““, where IL is the number of 
Y-classes of S.) 
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(c) If qs: S -+ S is as defined before then we have 
(where p is the projection). (See Appendix A.11.) 
(11.7.d) COROLLARY. The morphism vs is a torsion morphism.7 
Proof: It is easy to verify q(x) = e = e* implies x = (x)*. 
(11.8) PROPOSITION. 8 is torsion iff e is torsion. 
Proof Using the diagram of Definition (11.6) we have 0. qr= q,O. If 8 
is torsion then, by Lemma (11.2), vsQ is torsion (since rs is torsion by the 
above corollary). Hence &, is torsion, which implies t? is torsion (by Lem- 
ma (11.2)). A similar proof shows that 8 is torsion if 4 is torsion. 1 
DEFINITION. Let 8: S ++ T be a surmorphism and let S’, T’ be the 
reverse semigroup of S, T. We sometimes denote S’ by r(S). Then the 
reverse morphism is 0’: S’ + T given by (s) Or= (s) 8 (and hence 
(sl .‘s2) O’=((s2sI)) Or= (s2s,) 8= (s2)O(s,) H= (s,) Or.’ (s2) 0’~ T’). 
We now characterize torsion-morphisms by the derived semigroup. (For 
notation see Appendix AI.) 
(11.9) PROPOSITION. Let 0: S --H T be a surmorphism. Then the following 
are equivalent properties. 
(a) 8 is a torsion morphism; 
(b) D(d), the derived semigroup qf the expansion of 8, is a torsion 
semigroup; 
(c) o(e) is a torsion semigroup. 
This proposition also holds if we reverse the semigroups and the morphisms. 
DEFINITION. If 8: S + T is a surmorphism, define D”(O) to be 
(D(O’))‘= reverse of the derived semigroup of the reverse morphism. 
Remark. (D(O’))‘= D(F)‘, as is easy to check from the definitions. 
’ In fact, aperiodic, see Subsection 5 of this section. 
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FACT. 
(This follows from S’< D(@) 0 T”, etc., by application of the rule 
(‘4’7B’)‘YBJA.) 
PROPOSITION (11.9) (continued: dual version). The ,following are equi- 
valent: 
(a) 0 is a torsion morphism; 
(d) 8’ is a torsion morphism; 
(e) II” is a torsion semigroup where OR = ((Or)*)‘; 
(f) o”(e”) is a torsion semigroup. 
Prooj’ oJ’ (11.9). (b)-(c) This is proved in general in Appendix AI, 
Proposition 1.4. 
(b) * (a) If D(o) is torsion then si is torsion (by Corollary of 11.5); hence 
6’ is torsion (by Proposition 11.8). 
(a) + (b) Assume 6’ is torsion; then 0: S -++ f is a torsion morphism (by 
11.8). To show that D(H^) is torsion it is enough to prove that (i;) 8- ’ is 
torsion, for each stabilizer ft (this follows from Proposition 1.4 of Appen- 
dix A.I.). 
However, we know (by Theorem (11.7)(a) and Appendix A.lV) that FL is 
afbvays torsion. Hence ( f,) & ’ is a torsion subsemigroup of 3, because 0 is 
a torsion morphism. The “dual version” of (11.9) follows from the dual 
arguments. i 
4. Geometric Representation of Torsion Morphisms 
As in general in this paper “geometric” refers to a coordinatization by 
semi-direct and reverse semi-direct products in the case of semigroups (see 
Appendix AIll), and to representation by projections and restrictions to 
subsemigroups in the case of morphisms. See Appendix A.111 for notation 
used in the following propositions and for the definition of geometric-like 
morphism. See also the Introduction. 
A geometric representation of 8: S -++ T can be constructed as follows: 
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First (by Appendix A.I.1.3), we have 
Also (by Theorem (11.7)(c): 
By combining those two diagrams we obtain 
o(e)* (TUNA.); T 
Moreover, by commutativity of the diagram in Definition (II.6), we have 
t.+,= q&L 
Finally (applying Theorem (11.7)(c) to S we have 
S*rA S-S 
\V 
s 
Putting everything together, we proved the following: 
(11.10). (a) PROPOSITION. Let 8 : S ++ T be any surmorphism, and 
t?: ,!? -H F its expansion. Then the following diagram commutes: 
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where i, and i, are the embeddings given in Appendix II; A, and A, are 
aperiodic semigroups of the form EM’; see (11.7(b)). SO 
where psls and pT13 are restrictions of projections to subsemigroups (see 
Appendix A.111). 
(b) Using 3”. In Appendix A.11 we defined f as the set of finite 
strict Y-chains of S. We can analogously define 
P= {(sl 2”’ Rs,)/n>O;s ,,..., s,,ES} 
with multiplication 
(s, 3 .. +p,)(t, 2” st,,,)=Red(s,3... ss,$s,t,g... gs,,t,,) 
where the reduction Red is defined inductively by 
and 
Remark. S” z (( Sr)^)r. 
Also, instead of D we shall use DR (defined in (11.9)). Then we have 
PROPOSITION. Let H: S -++ T be a surmorphism, and OR : S” ++ TR its R- 
expansion. Then the following diagram commutes: 
where B, and B, are aperiodic semigroups of the form zA4’ (see (11.7(b)) 
and i,R, it are embeddings. Note 6” = ((or)-)‘. 
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This leads to the following proposition for torsion morphisms: 
(II.1 1) PROPOSITION. Let 8: S -++ T be u surmorphism. Then the follow- 
ing properties are equivalent: 
(Alg.) 0 is a torsion morphism. 
(Geo. 1) There exist torsion semigroups A, and B2, a semigroup W 
and a morphism g such that the following diagram commutes: 
where p is the projection. Moreover, W can be replaced by g (and q by q..), 
and A 1 by EM’ (a direct product of 1 T’ 1’ monoids that are arbitrary except 
that each has cardinality > 1 T’ I). 
(Geo. 2) There exist torsion semigroups B, , A,, a semigroup W and 
a morphism q such that the following diagram commutes: 
(B, * 
where p is the projection. Moreover W can be replaced by sR (and r by 
q,“), and B, by 7~44, (as for (Geo. 1)). 
(Geo. 3) There exists a list S,,..., SN of torsion semigroups with 
N > 2, determining a multiple product B, * . * Bi, * T *’ Ai, *’ . . . *r A, 
(as defined in Appendix A.III), where ( Bi “,,.,., Bi,, Aj ,,..., A,} = (S, ,..., S,}; 
and there exists a semigroup W (and a morphism q) such that the follow- 
ing diagram commutes: 
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where p is the projection. 
(Geo. 1’) There exist torsion semigroups A,, B,, A’,, and a 
semigroup W such that the following diagram commutes: 
B, * (T*‘A,) 
where ps and pr are projections. Moreover, W can be replaced by 3 (then  ^
ps, w= qs, p7, w= 8qr) and A’, by rcM’ (direct product of 1 s’ 1’ monoids 
that are arbitrary except that each has cardinality > 1 Sl), and A, by rcM’ 
(direct product of ( T’ I2 monoids of cardinality > 1 TI but otherwise 
arbitrary). 
(Geo. 2’, 3’) are obtained from (Geo. 2, 3) and (11.10) in a similar 
way. See Remark (11.15). 
Proof of (II.1 1). The geometric conditions (l))(3), (l/)-(3’) follow from 
11.10(a)-(d) by noting that, if 0 is torsion then o(e) and o”(e”) are torsion 
(proved in (11.9)(c) and (f)). 
Conversely, if the semigroups A,, I/,, etc., are torsion then the projec- 
tions and their restrictions will be torsion morphisms (by (11.5) and (11.3)). 
Therefore, by commutativity of the diagrams, we have $3 = p I w is a torsion 
morphism, hence 0 must be torsion, since the composition of morphisms is 
torsion iff each factor is torsion (by (11.2)). So each of the geometric 
properties implies that 0 is torsion. a 
5. Aperiodic Morphism 
We now extend to aperiodic all the results proved so far for torsion. 
DEFINITION. An element x of a semigroup is aperiodic iff there exists a 
positive integer n (depending on X) such that x’l = x”+ I. A semigroup is 
aperiodic iff all its elements are aperiodic. See Section I. 
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(11.12) Definition and Algebraic Characterizations of Aperiodic Morphisms 
PROPOSITION. Let 0: S --H T be a surmorphism. Then the following 
properties are equivalent. 
(Alg. 1) The inverse image (T, ) 6 ~ ’ of an aperiodic subsemigroup of 
T is an aperiodic subsemigroup qf S. 
(Alg. 2) The inverse image (e) 6-l of an idempotent eE T is an 
aperiodic subsemigroup of S. 
(Alg. 3) (For any s E S, t E T such that (s) 8 = t): s is aperiodic iff t is 
aperiodic. Equivalently: s is not aperiodic tjjf t is not aperiodic. 
Equivalently (if Aper S (resp. Aper T) denotes the set of aperiodic 
elements of S (resp. T)): 
Aper S = (Aper T) tI - ’ 
Equivalently (if NonAper S denotes the set of nonaperiodic elements qf S) 
(NonAper S) 8 = NonAper i? 
(Alg. 4) 8 is a torsion morphism which is group-injective (i.e., the 
restriction of 8 to any subgroup of S is injective).’ 
(Alg. 5) 0 is +-injective (i.e., ,for any nontorsion element s of S, the 
restriction of 0 to (s) N (N, + ) is injective) and group-injective. 
DEFINITION. A surmorphism 8: S --w T satisfying one (and hence all) of 
the above properties is called an aperiodic surmorphism. 
Proof of the Proposition. ( 1) o (2). Since (2) is a special case of ( 1 ), 
we have (1) * (2). Conversely, let s E (t) 8 ~ I where t is aperiodic: 
t”= p+‘. Then (by Proposition (II.1 )) s is torsion, i.e., sU + ’ = so (a, b > 0). 
Then the cyclic group of (s) is the inverse image of tm = t”‘+ ‘, and t”’ is an 
idempotent. Hence, by assumption (2), (t”) 8 - ’ is aperiodic, so the cyclic 
group in (s) is a singleton, This proves that s is aperiodic. 
(1) (2) 0 (3) is proved as in the torsion case (Proposition (II. 1) 
(1 h (2)e (3)). 
(2) + (4) Since (e) 0 ’ is aperiodic it is torsion; so 0 is torsion. Now 
restrict 8 to a subgroup, then its kernel is of the form (e) F I, which is 
aperiodic and hence contains no nontrivial group. 
(4) =- (2) Let .Y E (e) 8 ~ ’ where e is an idempotent of T. Then, since 8 is a 
torsion morphism by (4), s is a torsion element. So (s) contains a finite 
cyclic group Z,, which maps onto {e}: (77,) 8 = {e}. But, by (4) 0 is injec- 
tive when restricted to groups; hence Z n z (e 1. Therefore s is aperiodic. 
8 Group-injective is also denoted v(G) or v. 
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(4) 0 (5) since, by (II. 1 )( 1) o (4) “torsion” surmorphism is equivalent 
to “ + -injective surmorphism. 1 
(II. 13) Aperiodic morphisms and the derived semigroup. Proposition 
(11.9) holds if torsion is replaced by aperiodic, for semigroups and 
morphisms. The proof is similar, since the fundamental Theorems in II.7 
hold with “torsion” replaced by “aperiodic” (see Appendices A.1, A.11, and 
A.IV). 
(11.14) Geometric characterization of aperiodic morphisms. 
Proposition (II.1 1) holds if torsion is replaced by aperiodic. Again the 
proof follows from Theorem (11.7) with torsion replaced by aperiodic. 
(11.15) Remarks and questions concerning torsion and aperiodic 
morphisms. 
The geometric conditions (Geo. l-3) and (Geo. l’-3’) have the following 
forms (see Appendix A.111 on multiple products for notation): 
(Geo. 1) B2TA (or B, * T *r A,, etc.), 
(Geo. 2) B,TA,, 
(Geo. 1’) SA;, B, TA, 
(Geo. 2’) B;S, B,TA2, 
where the A’s and B’s are aperiodic semigroups, and the underbars indicate 
that the corresponding semigroup can be chosen to be a sufficiently large 
direct product of sufficiently large monoids. 
QUESTION. What special kind qf aperiodic surmorphisms do we obtain if 
(Geo. 1) B, TA is changed to 4 TA , (and similar questions for 
(Geo. 2)-(Geo. 3’))? In other words what are the extra properties of the pro- 
jection rtM’ * (T *’ A,) -++ T and its restrictive to subsemigroups? 
Note by exercise X.3.1 of [A] Chapter 9.3 (due to the author) TA,, A,, 
B, B, T never suffices since F3 never divides A 0 FJK for any aperiodic A. 
Also, what morphisms do we obtain if we “mix” the semi-direct and 
reverse semi-direct products as in the triple product (see end of A.III)? See 
later papers on two-sided complexity by the author [R-C]. 
(11.16) Counterexample 
We show that in the geometric characterizations of torsion and aperiodic 
morphisms we need < (division) and not just d (subsemigroup). This 
illustrates one reason why the expansion 9 of S is so useful. 
For the notation in the following example, see Chapter 8 by Rhodes and 
Tilson in Arbib [R-T] or [A]. 
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Let S be a semigroup satisfying the following: 
DEFINITION. S is GGM iff S has a minimum or O-minimum ideal I such 
that S acts faithfully on Z, both on the right and on the left. 
(a) S is finite GGM with nontrivial distinguished ideal I with 
/S/ZI<IS and S++ aper S/Z (so Z is aperiodic). 
(b) F, and F*6S; also K(F,) and K(F;)<Z- (0) (here F, denotes 
the semigroup of all functions { 1, 2) + { 1, 2}, and F; its reverse, K(F,) is 
the kernel of F,, i.e., its minimum ideal the constant maps; clearly F, is not 
aperiodic since Z, d F2. 
Such a semigroup S exists; e.g., take (F3/K(F3))/ = , where = is the con- 
gruence on F,/K(F,) defined by x = y iff x = y or x Hy and the H-classes of 
x and y have exactly two elements. Then the following holds: 
FACT. If S satisfies (a) and (b), and if S6 B * T or S6 T *r B, then 
SdTor Z,dB. 
The same fact holds if * is replaced by 0 (wreath product). 
Proof Consider the case S < B * T (the case S d T *’ B is treated in the 
dual way), and consider the projection p: B * T --H T. Without loss of 
generality we can assume that (S) p = T (since we can replace T by a 
smaller semigroup if necessary). 
Then, by the assumption that S is GGM, either p is an isomorphism on Z 
or (I) p = 0 (since no rows or columns of Z are proportional and Z is group- 
trivial). See [R-T, Chap. S]. If (Z)p rZ then p is an isomorphism on S 
(since S acts faithfully on I); hence Sr (S) p < T, which is one of the 
possible conclusions of the fact. 
Assume now that (I) p = {0} 6 T, where 0 is a zero. By assumpton on 
S: K(F,) 6 F, Q S < B * T, hence every element s E S can be represented in 
the form (b,Y, (s)p) E B * T; so b,,,,, = b,, . (Jt)Pb,>2. Also K(F,) can be written 
as {(,f,,O), (f?,O)}, since (K(F2))pd(I)p= (0). The function 
$ : s E (b, , (s) p) E S + ‘b, E B is a homomorphism (since 0 is the zero of T). 
Moreover, $ is l-l on K(F2), since “fi= “f, implies (f,, 0) = (f,, O)(fi, 0) 
(constant functions) and (fi, o)(.fi3 O) = Vi. “f,, O) = CL’ “fi, O) = 
(f;, O)(fj, 0) = (f,, 0) which gives i =j. But, if $ is l-l on K(F,) then $ is 
l-l on F2 (since z2 d F2 acts faithfully on K(F,)). Therefore Z, d B. 1 
Note. If z2 d n,,, S;, a any cardinal, then (3 E CY): Z, < S, since some 
projection map must not be constant. 
Now, the geometric representation of S -++ S/Z yields S-K 
B, * (S/Z*’ A,) or S< (B, * S/Z) *r A, with B,, B,, A,, A, aperiodic 
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semigroups. If < could be replaced by 6 then the above fact would imply 
S < S/Z. This is impossible, by assumption (a). Hence < can not be replaced 
by < in the geometric characterization of aperiodic morphisms. 
7. Zdempotent-Free Semigroups and Their Expansion 
We now apply the previous results to the study of idempotent-free 
semigroups: FE p (F is an idempotent:free semigroup) iff Vx E F: x #x2). 
We shall show that idempotent-free semigroups are close to free 
semigroups. 
First, note that S ++ F, where FEZF, implies SEZF, so B is closed 
under homomorphic pre-image (but not under homomorphic image, since 
S++ {l}$‘F). Also, 
IF n Torsion = @. - 
Moreover, FE p and S d F implies SEE. 
(11.17) PROPOSITION. (a) F~ZFif;f‘(t/f EF): Ff= QJ (Fdenotes the expan- 
sion of F, defined in Appendix A.11, and Ff= {x E p/fx = f} is the (right) 
stabilizer qf f ;  see Appendix A.IV). 
(b) I f  FE IF and if 6 : S + F is any surmorphism, then 0 is aperiodic. 
Hence, bya13), D(6i) is aperiodic; moreover ,for all de D(e) : d2 = 0. 
Also: Vx E D(d) : x2 = 0. 
Further, by (11.14) there exist semigroups A,, B,, W, and a morphism n 
such that the ,following diagram commutes: 
B2 * 
where p is the projection onto F. Moreover, A, can be chosen aperiodic, or 
any direct product of 1 F’ 1 2 arbitrary monoids of cardinality > 1 F’I ; 
B, can be taken aperiodic; in fact we can take B, = D(e), so 
VbEB,:b’= q ; 
W can be chosen to be S. 
Proof (a) If FE g then (by the remarks at the beginning of Subsec- 
tion 7) FE IF (since F -++ F) and (Vf) : Er E CF (since pr < E). Moreover, by 
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Appendix A.IV, tr is torsion, unless tr = a. But since pr is idempotent-free, 
it cannot be torsion; so it is empty. Conversely, if F$ IE; then F contains an 
idempotent e = e*. Then (e) E E is also an idempotent: (e) = (e)’ and hence 
(e)Ek=(,,. So E,,,#Ql. So we proved: F$IJ=slf: pf#zfzr. 
(b) Let Aper = {x E F/(3n > 0): x”+ ’ =x”} be the set of aperiodic 
elements of F. Clearly, FE E iff Aper F = 0. 
If S-H ’ F with FEZF, then 0 is aperiodic (the algebraic condition 
(11.12.1) holds vacuously since Aper F= 0). 
The derived semigroup of 6 is D( 6) = { (s)~,, (s)~: s E S, f E p}. But, since 
f. (s) d#f (because Ff= 0 by part (a)), we have (s)~. (s),= 0. So 
dED(e):d*= 0. 
Similarly, for x E o(e) : x2 = 0. 
The rest of the proposition follows now from (11.13) and (11.14). 1 
EXAMPLE. Let (x) denote the infinite cyclic semigroup generated by x 
(so (x)?(N,+), N= (1, 2,...,}). Let F= (x)x(0, 1) with multiplication 
(x’, a). (x’, u) = (x’+j, u), 
(xl, 1). (x’, 0) = (x’, 0). (x’, 1) = (x’, 0). 
F is the “ideal extension of (x)z((x, 0)) by (x)z((x, l)), with 
x r (x, 1) acting on the ideal as the identity.” 
F is a commutative idempotent-free semigroup. But F(,,,, = 
{(x’, 1)/i > 0}, hence F(,,,, # 4. So, stabilizers of idempotent-free semigroups 
F are not necessarily empty; however, this holds if we go to the expansion 
E’, by Proposition (II. 17). 
(11.18) Stabilizers and Green relations 
(a) Notations and definitions The right-stabilizer of s E S is 
S, = {x E S/sx = s} d S. The right-transition of (a, b) E S x S is S,,, = 
{x E S/ax = b} < S, so S,,, = S,. Dually we define 
and 
g= {xES/XS=S} 
b,,S= {xES/b=xa}. 
We now briefly define the well-known Green relation (see [C-P]): Let a, 
b E S: 
b<,a iff(3xES’):b=ax(iffS&,#@). 
b=,a iffbG.aandaG.6. 
b<,a iff b <R a and b f R a (where & R is the negation of = J. 
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Dually we define 
b<,a iff(YxES’):b=xa,etc. 
The semigroup S is said to be R-trivial iff a z-R b implies a = b; (and 
similarly for 2). 
(b) FACT. (l)(V’s~S):s,=@ iff (V’s,,s,~S):s,>.s,s,. 
(2) (V’s~S):.S=12(iff(V’s,,s~~S):s~>~~~s~. 
(3) If (Vs, > s2 E S) : s1 > R s, s2 then S is R-trivial. 
(4) If (Vs,, s2 E S): s2 >Y s,sZ then S is T-trivial. 
ProoJ: (l)(-) Assume for some s,,s,~S:s,=.s,s,. So (3x~S): 
sI=(s,s2)x. But then s,x~S,,, which contradicts the assumption that 
s.,, = 0. 
Assume (Vs i, s2 E S) : s, > R s, s2 and assume (by contradiction) that 
S, # 0 for some s E S. Let x E S,; so sx = s. Now set s, = s and s2 = x: then 
s, --R s,sZ (since s, = s,sZ). This contradicts the assumption that si >R s,sz. 
(2) is the dual of (1). 
(3) Let a--R b, and assume by contradiction that a #b. Then a E R b 
implies that b = ax for some x E S; x # 1 since a # 6. But this implies b cR a 
(since Vs,,s,~S:s,s,<~s,). This contradicts hERa. 
(4)is the dual of (3). 1 
(C)FACT. If O:S++ T is a surmorphism and if T satisfies 
(Vt E T): T, = 0 (empty right-stabilizers), then S also satisfies 
(Vs E S): S, = 0. The dual result holds for left-stabilizers. 
Proqf: If sx=s then (s) 8. (x) Q= (x) 8; so (S,) 0~ ((S) B)c,,s. But 
((S) 8)(,s,, = TC,s,, = 0. Hence (S,) 0 = 0 and therefore S,Y = 0. 1 
(11.19) Properties of the Y-Order of 3, and Applications 
(a) Notations (See [C-P, Vol. I]). Let L(s) = {x~ S/s --w x} denote the 
Y-class of s. Let L(s,) and L(sZ) be 5?-classes; we define L(s,) 6, L(s,) iff 
(3x, E L(Sl))(3XZ E L(s*)): x1 <fp .x2, clearly, this is equivalent to 
(Vx, E L(s,))(Vxz E L(s,)): X] <y x2. 
Dually, we define R(s), etc. 
(b) DEFINITION (Existence of the Dedekind height function h, for Y- 
classes of S). The semigroup S admits a Dedekind height function iff there 
exists a function f: S + N = { 1, 2, 3,..., > satisfying: 
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(i.e., all strict Y-chains extending from x, have length at most f(x,)). If 
such functions exists, denote the smallest (in the pointwise order) of them 
by h,. So, if S admits a Dedekind height function then h(x) denotes the 
length of the longest strict Y-chain ascending from x. 
The dual motion exists for the R-order. 
(b’) DEFINITION. The Y-order of S is unambiguous iff the following 
holds: For each x1 E S, there is a unique unrefinable strict Y-chain of 9’- 
classes ascending from x, and any strict Y-chain of Y-classes ascending 
from x1 is a subsequence of this unrefinable one. 
The dual motion exists for the R-order. 
(c) Remark. The notions of Dedekind-height on 9 and unambiguity of 
the T-order are independent: A semigroup may have h, without having an 
unambiguous Y-order (e.g., finite semigroups), and conversely (e.g., the 
positive real numbers under addition). 
(d) Notation 2 Y(s) = {x E S/x aY, s}. Dually, we define 3 R (s). 
DEFINITION. We say that S is finite- aY iff for every SE S, the set 
> Y (s) is finite. Dually we define finite- 3 R. 
The following fact is of great importance: 
(e) FACT. For any semigroup S, the expansion S has an unambiguous 
Y-order and a Dedekind height function. Intuitively, S has maximal 2’- 
classes, and from any Y-class the ( ,-path to the top is unique and finite. 
ProojI Let x,<~‘” <Yxm (y, <v..’ <Yy,)~S. By Lemma(O) of 
Appendix AIV we have (x, < ... < x,)=~ (v, < ... < y,) iff n=m, 
x,=,y, and x2=y2,...,x,=y,. By a similar argument: (X,-C... <x,)< 
(y,< ... <y,) iff n<m, x, =y+,,+,, x~=Y,+~+~ ,..., x,=~~,. Therefore 
the chain 
(x, <x* < ‘.. < x,)<(x, < ..’ < x,) <y..’ <Ip(x, 1 <x,) <p(xJ 
is an unrefinable strict Y-chain, of finite length. Moreover, if we consider 
the Y-classes of the elements (xi < < x,), we see (again by the analytic 
expression of the Y-order in S) that any Z-chain of T-classes ascending 
from (xi < ... < x,) is a subchain of this maximal one. 1 
The dual of Fact (e) holds for S” and the R-order. 
(f) FACT. If S has h, and has an unambiguous Y-order, and if the P- 
classes of S are finite, then S is finite- 2 lp (i.e., V’sES: {xES/X>~SS) is a 
finite set). 
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Proof. Let SE S; there is a unique unrefinable T-chain of $p-classes 
ascending from s, and it has finite length. So, since Y-classes of S are finite, 
and since every Y-class > , Y s appear m this unrefinable chain, there are 
only finitely many elements x such that x aY s. 1 
Remark. The dual result holds for the R-order. 
(11.20) We now apply the previous notions to idempotent-free 
semigroups. To avoid confusion we sometimes denote 9 by 3” and the dual 
construction by s”. See Definition in and after Proposition (11.10). 
(a) FACT. If F is idempotent-free then ($)^R= F satisfies the 
following: 
(1) Left and right stabilizers are empty. 
(2) (VX,,X~EF): x,>~x,x, and x~>~x,x~. 
(3) F has h, and the R-order is unambiguous. 
(4) F is Y-trivial and R-trivial. 
(5) F is finite-3 R. 
(6) (Va, b E F): Ch,u,F= (x E (F)‘/h = xa) is finite. 
ProoJ (1) Since F is idempotent-free, pY has empty right stabilizers 
(by Proposition (11.17)(a)). Moreover F -+ p2, hence F also has empty 
right stabilizers by Fact (11.18)(c). 
As regards the left stabilizers, FE ZF, P” EZF (by the remarks at the 
beginning of Subsection 7). Hence (by the dual of Proposition (11.17)(a)), 
the left stabilizers of F are empty. 
(2) By Fact (11.18)(b), (2) is equivalent to (1). 
(3) This follows from the dual of Fact (11.19)(e). 
(4) This follows from (2) by Fact (11.18)(b). 
(5) By (3) and (4) we can apply the dual of Fact (11.19)(f). Now (5) 
follows. 
(6) (h,a)P=(x~F/ilh=xa}~ aR (h). By (5) 3 R (h) is finite. Hence 
(h,rrjF is finite. i 
(II.21 ) Idempotent-Free ver,sus Free Semigroups 
(a) Notation. If A is a set of generators of S then (S, A)^ denotes the 
subsemigroup of 3 generated by { (a)/a E A } G s. So (S, A)^  = 
{(a,) * “.* (a,)=Red(a;..a, < ... < a,)/n 3 1, a, E A } (where * denotes 
multiplication in 3). 
We call (S, A)- the cut-down of s to generators in A (identifying the sets 
A and { (a)/a E A } ). 
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One can check easily that: (S, A)^< S, and (S, A)^ ++ q,S, where ‘la is 
the restriction to (S, A)A of the standard morphism q: S -++ S. 
Also, S = (S, S)- (when S = A). 
More generally, we define (S, A)^^R, (S, A)^“, (S, A)^“^, etc., in a 
similar way. For example, (S, A)AL” is- the subsemigroup of (S)^” 
generated by the set {((a))/~ E A}. (Of course (S)^” denotes the semigroup 
obtained by applying first “-” to S, then “*Rr’ to 3.) 
We now have the following beautiful result. The proof is due to J. C. 
Birget improving a weaker result of the author. 
(b) THEOREM. A semigroup F is idempotent-free iff (F, F)^AR’RI is ,free 
over F. 
More generally, if F is idempotent-free then for any set of generators A of 
Fz (F, A)^^R is free over A. And if for some set of generators A of 
F: (F, A)^^R^ is free over A, then F is idempotent-free.) 
Proof. If (F, A) A^~ is free, and hence idempotent-free, then F is idem- 
potent-free, since 
(F, A)--K + (F, A)^” + (F, A)A + F 
is a composition of torsion surmorphisms. 
To prove the converse we use Fact (11.22.4)(b) (which is proved indepen- 
dently of this section), applied to (F, A)*“. 
Condition (1) of (11.22.4)(b) holds by Fact (11.20)(a)(l). 
Condition (2) of (11.22.4)(b) is proved as follows. By Fact (_“.20)(%),(_2) 
we have: (VX, y E FI AR): -j x < R X. Hence a fortiori (since (F, A) R d F “) 
we have:(V& j E (F, A)*AR): Xj < R X (where < R denotes strict R-order of 
(F, A)-“). 
Each element of (F, A)-” has the form (si > R s2 > R. . . > R s,) where 
each sj E (F, A)? and > R denotes the strict R-order of (F, A)^. If F is 
generated by A, then (F, A)- is generated by { (a)/~ E A} and (F, A)^^R is 
generated by (( (a))/~ E A } in *. Now, to verify condition (2) of 
(11.22.4)(b), note that 
((“))‘(S1 ‘R”’ >Rs,)=Red((a) >R(a)*s, >R’.’ >R(a)*s,) 
=((a) >.Red((u)*s, 3~“’ >~(a)*%,)), 
where * denotes multiplication in (F, A)^, and the strict R-order 
(a) >R(u) * s, holds (as noted above) by Fact (11.20)(a)(2). Thus the 
generator a is determined uniquely by the above product-which proves 
condition (2) of Fact (11.22.4)(b). This proves the theorem. 
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(c ) Remarks 
(1) DEFINITION. The surmorphism 8: S ++ T has finite classes iff 
(Vt E T): the set (t) W ’ is finite. 
Note that 8 has linite classes iff (finite subset of T) B ~ ’ is a finite subset 
of S. Hence if 8 has finite classes then f3 is a torsion morphism, but not 
necessarily an aperiodic morphism (consider, e.g., 0: Z, + { 1 }, or 
S -+ { 1 }, which has finite classes if S is finite). 
(2) Let w EX+ (the free semigroup over the set X), and let IwI 
denote the length of w. 
DEFINITION. The morphism 9: X+ --H S is length-preseruing (denoted 
I,, or ++,,) iff there exists a morphism A: S + N = { 1, 2, 3,...} such that the 
diagram 
x+ ---L&S 
1.1 
\I i N 
commutes. Clearly, 0 is length-preserving iff (VW,, w2 E X+): 
(w,) 8 = (wz) 0 3 1 w, 1 = I w2 1. Also, if 6: X+ + S is a length-preserving 
morphism then S is idempotent-free (since 1: S + fW and N = { 1, 2,...} is 
idempotent-free). 
(3) Let {ui=b,/iEf} (with cli, /~;EX+) be a set of relations on X+; 
these relations, with the set of generators X, constitute a presentation of a 
semigroup, denoted by X+/{tli = fii/ie Z} (see [C-P, Vol. II]). 
If (VIE I): Iczil = Ifi,1 (the “two sides” of the relations have the same 
length; call such relations length-preserving relations) then the natural sur- 
morphism X+ ++ X+/(or,=B,,iE,I is length-preserving (and conversely, as we 
have seen), and hence Xf/l,,=B,,rE,I is an idempotent-free semigroup (e.g., 
ia, bl+ -jp (a, h}+liaCbl z A’). So we have 
Fact. A semigroup presented by length-preserving relations is idem- 
potent-free. 
All the length-preserving surmorphisms on X+ arise from the natural 
morphisms given by length-preserving relations. 
Remark. If X is finite and 8: X+ ++ S is length-preserving then 0 has 
finite classes. 
Also, it is easy to see that the word problem for length-preserving 
relations is always solvable (decidable). 
4x1 100 I-h 
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(11.22) Cut-Downs of the Expansion 3 
Let S be the expansion of S, as defined before, and q: 3 -H S. Any sub- 
semigroup T of 9 such that (T) q = S, is called a cut-down of S. 
We already used the cut-down (S, A)*, where A is a set of generators for 
S. Cut-downs of ,!? are often more useful then the whole of 3, as we have 
seen in (II.21 ). 
Cut-downs of 3 were first introduced by the author, in the study of the 
word problem t” = t” + ’ (see below). Bret Tilson’s current research con- 
siders cut-downs, and we shall later quote one of his results. 
(11.22.1) Carrying Certain Properties of F3 ouer to (S, A)* 
We shall prove that Fact (11.19)(e) holds for (S, A)-. We shall need the 
following lemma. 
(a) LEMMA. Let S be generated by A and let s, t E (S, A)^. Then: s <z t 
in (S, A)- iff s GY t in g. 
ProoJ The implication * is trivial; we consider the converse. Let 
s= (s, <p”’ < y S,)E (S, A)-. Since s <P t in 3, we have (by an 
argument similar to the proof of Lemma (0) of Appendix A. IV; see also 
the proof of Fact (11.19)(e)) that t=(t, <ips,,_l cY”’ c~.Y,) for some 
m with n > m > 1, and some t, E S with t, = P s, in S. Since t, = Y s, and 
since S= (A), there exist Cm) aim) E A such that: 
S,=a~~)...al”)t,=n~“, ai”).t,. Also,~%k.‘s,+, <Ysj (for n>j3m) 
and since SE (S, A)-, there exist a$),..., a\j’)E A such that sj+, = 
n?~~aj”).s. E yn+i;la!j).s. = ... E,a$j’).s. < 
We now claim that 
I I J y sj where j’ =j + 1. 
s = fi (ain)) 
i= I 
(product in (S, A)-), 
right side is equal to 
bl+2 kit+1 
... . ,v, (ajm+‘)). fl (aj”+‘)). fi (a(“)).t 
i= I i=l 
where each ajj)e A, and (a?)) E (S, A)-. Indeed, the 
n (a!q. . . . . fl(ai” + *)). n(ajm + ‘1). Red(aff) . aim) t, < ~ 
s, 
< aim,” 1 . ’ ’ aim) m t,d ... <a\“)t,<t,<zsS,-,< ... -cYs,) 
=n(arn))...n(ar-+*)). n (ajm+‘))(s, <2ss,p1 <Y... <2s,)) 
z=I 
(since s, E P t,) 
= n(aj-)). . . . n(a;-+*)). Red(a@$++,“. . . a(lm+ 1) s, 
-- 
= s,+, 
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= fJ ups,- 1 
!__ 
<sss, -,< ... <s,,+, <s,<smp, < ... <ys, 
> 
s, 
The proof of Fact (11.19)(e) now leads by the above lemma to 
(b) FACT. Let S be a semigroup generated by A. Then (S, A)- has h, 
and an unambiguous Y-order. 
The dual result holds for (S, A)L-R (concerning the R-order). See the 
definition after Proposition (11.10). Also, Fact (11.20)(a) holds with p, etc., 
replaced by (F, A)-, etc. 
(c) FACT. Let s E s and s = (s) ye. Then SO+’ = sU implies s“+~ = s“. The 
same result holds for s”. 
Proof: IfsU=(su<YsS,~,< ... <s,) then 
S rrfh=Red(sh+U=Y~~~ ~Yssu<Ys,~I< ... <si) 
=(s”<yss,pL < ... <s,)=sU. i 
COROLLARY. The morphism q: s -H S is injective when restricted to 
(finite or infinite) cyclic subsemigroups oft?. 
(11.22.2) Application of (S, A)- to the “Free” Aperiodic (resp. Torsion) 
Semigroups 
Let A(k, n) = A(k, t”= tnfl), T(k, n) = T(k, t”= (t”)‘), and T(k, a, b) = 
T(k, ta = ta+b) denote the “free” k-generated semigroups satisfying the 
equation t” = t” + ‘, t” = ( tn)2, t” = tat b, respectively (see Sect. 1.9). 
(d) PROPOSITION. Let S be either A(k, n), T(k, n) or T(k, a, b), and let K 
be the set of k generators of S. Then the two morphisms 
q: (S, K)^  + S, 
qR: (S, K)-R + s 
are both isomorphisms. Hence (by Fact (11.22)(b)) S has h, and h, and has 
unambiguous Y and R-orders. 
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Proof It is enough to prove the proposition for S= T(k, a, b), since the 
other two are special cases of the semigroup. 
By fact (c) above, (S, K)* and (S, K)AR also satisfy the equation 
ta = p+b; they are also k-generated. Since S is the free k-generated 
semigroup with equation tU= tafb the l-l function XE K -+ (x) E 
{(s)/sE K} c (S, K)” extends uniquely to a homomorphism $: S -++ (S, K)^, 
where $ is l-l on K. Now consider 
Both $q and VII/ are the identity on K (resp. { (X)/XE K}), where S= (K) 
and (S, K)-= ((x)/x E K). Moreover, any endomorphism which is the 
identity on a set of generators is the identity morphism on the whole 
semigroup. Hence $q and ull/ are the identities. So q is an isomorphism. 
The proof for (S, K)‘R is dual to the above one. 1 
(e) Application to the Word Problems 
The above proposition shows that for S= T(k, a, b), etc., we have s 
determines uniquely (s<,s,-, CUP”’ -c~.s~) and (s<~s~_,< ... cR.s’,) 
(by h,, h, and the unambiguity of the L- and R-orders in (S, A)- and 
(s, A I-“). 
So (S, K)- leads to a theory of invariunts for words over K; more 
precisely, if 
XI . . X” = x; . . . x:, in S (where xi, xj~ K), 
then 
Red,(x,x,...x,~,x,...x,6,... ... bYxn) 
=Red,(x;x;...x:,~,x;...x:,6,... GYxL) in (S, K)-, 
and 
=RedR(x;>Rx;x;>R... ... aRx;x;...xk) in (S, K)‘R. 
Thus from the equality x, . . x, = x’, . . ’ XL we can systematically infer more 
equalities. In that sense, the elements appearing in Red, 
(x1 ...x,Gy... ... 6x,,) (resp.Red,(x,>.... ... 2R~,.*.~,)), after 
reduction, are a set of invariants for the string x1 . . x,. 
EXAMPLE. Let S={a,b)+/(t2=t3)=A(2, t2=t3). Let ~1, 8, r, r’E{a,b}+ 
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such that c$= r3 and /?a = (r’)3 (hence r’ is a cyclic permutation of the 
string r). Then 
a/?/h E ~$~/ILY mod( t2 = t3) 
and 
while 
@~a = r3(r’)3 E y2(r’)2 mod(t2 = t3) 
a/?/?~cc=r3./?.(r’)3=r2./l.(r’)2 mod(t2=t3) 
so 
r2(r’)2 E r2. b. (r’)2 mod(t2 = t3). 
For example, let r=ab, so r3=ababab; then a/?=r’ if we choose u-a, 
fl= babab. Then r’ = ba and (r’)3 = bababa = fia. So, by the above relation, 
abab . baba = abab babab baba mod( t2 = t3) 
(note that both strings are cube-free). 
See also Section I, especially (1.9.2). 
(11.22.3) Green’s J-Relation and Further Properties of 3 
DEFINITION. For a, b E S, we write b <:J a iff (3x, y E 3) b = xuy. As for 
9 and R we define --J, cJ, h, (Dedekind height function for J-classes-if 
that function exists for S) and unambiguity of the J-order. 
A conjecture of the author is that A(k, n), T(k, n), T(k, a, 6) do not have 
h, (except for trivial cases, for certain small values of k, n, a). See later 
papers [ Wo]. 
We shall shortly prove that hY, h,, and unambiguity of the Y-, R-orders 
do not imply h,. 
DEFINITION. An element r E S is regular iff 3~ ES: rur = r. See 
[C-P, Vol. I]. 
(f) FACT. Let s E s and (s) q = s E S. Then for all t E 3 such that (t) q = t 
we have 
(1) st=t iff st=t. 
(2) sts=s iff sts=s. 
(3) If sGR t and ifs is regular, then sGR t. 
(4) If s 5 R f and if s is regular, then s z R t. 
(5) If s2 = s then s2 = s. 
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ProoJ We shall only show (3). The other proofs are similar. Since 
s GII t, there exists x E S such that s = tx. The regularity of s implies there 
exists QE S with s =sas. Then as = e is an idempotent: e2 = e; also 
sas=se=s, so s=se=(tx)e=t(xe). Thus s<,xe. Clearly xe=xas<,s. 
So sEYxxe. Let s=(s<~s~~~< ... <s,) and t=(t<,t,+,< ... ct,). 
Since xe =T s, we have xe cY s,- ,, so the element (xe cY s,-, < 
. . . cy s1 ) exists in S. Now, 
t.(xe<,s,,+,< ..’ <s,) 
=Red(txe<,t,+,xe<,... <,t,xe<,xe<,s,~,<.~~ <s,) 
=(s<s’,, < ... <sl)=s 
since txe = s and xe = s. Hence s GR t. 1 
COROLLARY. (1) Zf SE,!? and (s)r=s~S then s is regular iff s is 
regular. 
(2) $ is regular iff S is regular. 
(3) If S is regular then q: s -++ S is an R-map (i.e., by definition, 
(h, s24: (%)q’R (s2)y1 zffs, -Rd. 
ProofI (1) follows from part (2) of the previous fact. 
(2) follows from (1). 
(3) follows from (2) and from part (4) of the previous fact. 
Remark. If S has h, (has an unambiguous R-order) and if V + S is an 
R-map, then V has h, (has an unambiguous R-order). 
(g) We now construct examples of semigroups which have hY, h,, 
and unambiguous dip and R-orders, but which do not have h,. 
Let S be a regular semigroup which does not admit h, (Dedekind height 
function on the J-order), e.g., let S be N = { 1, 2, 3 ,... } under MIN, or 
N x N (orc&red les&ographically) under MIN. Then consider the 
semigroup Sp a$ Sy ++‘I2 SY -+‘I1 S. By the dual (for the R-order) of 
Fact (11.19)(e), Sy has h, and unambiguous R-order. Also q, is an R-map 
(by corollary to Fact (11.22.3)(f)). By Fact (11.19)(e), S” has h, and 
unambiguous T-order; moreover, by the dual (for the Y-order) of the 
above corollary to Fact (11.22.3)(f), n2 is an g-map; hence (by the remark 
following that corollary), SR has h, and an unambiguous Z-order. 
Since q1 isl_%n R-map and q2 is an Y-map, both q1 and q2 are &maps; 
hence q2r,r, : SF ++ S is a J-map. So, if S does not have h, then Sy does 
not have h, either (and the same holds for the unambiguity of the J-order). 
Thus we proved 
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FACT. If S is a regular semigroup then % is regu$ and has h, and h, 
and has unambiguous 9 and R-orders. Moreover, Sz has h, (an unam- 
biguous J-order) iff S has h, (an unambiguous J-order). 
One can prove similarly (using the technique of (11.22.1)): 
Fact. Let S be generated by the set A, and assume S is regular. Then 
(S, A)-$ is regular, has h, and h, and unambiguous and R-orders. 
Moreover, the morphism (S, A)^$ + S is a J-map; hence (S, A)-$ has h, 
(has unambiguous J-order) iff S has h, (has unambiguous J-order). 
(11.22.4) Further Properties of (S, A)  ^and Application 
The next fact is an unpublished result of Bret Tilson, which shows 
another advantage of the cut-down (S, A) A of S. 
(a) FACT. q: (S, A)= --H (S, A)^  is an isomorphism. 
Proof of Fact (a). Consider the following relation between (S, A) A and 
(S, A)? 
Red_(a,a,_,...a,~,a,_,...a,6,... ... G9a,) 
ttRed,(Red_(a,a,_,...a,6,a,~,...a,~,... ... <a,) 
6Y Red_(a+,...a, <9..’ dal)Bz..’ ... <z Red_(a,a, 
69 4) b9 (al)) 
(where a,, a2 ,..., a,_ ,, a,, E A). 
Clearly, the relation is onto in both directions. The next lemma shows that 
is l-l in both directions (the lemma shows that on both sides of the 
relation t*, the reductions are done in the same way). 
LEMMA. a,+l a,“.a, cpaa,...a, iff 
Red(a,+,a,...a, Gya;..a, <y..’ ... <a,) 
<Y Red(a,“.a, Go... ... by a,). 
Proof The proof is obvious from the analytic expression of the 3’- 
order in S. See Lemma (0) in Appendix A.IV. 
So ihe above relation establishes a bijection between (S, A) A and 
(S, A) . Moreover, this bijection is a morphism, since in the direction c it 
is the standard surmorphism ((S, A) A cc7 (S, A) ). 1 
The following fact characterizes when (S, A) A is free. 
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(b) FACT. Let S be generated by A. Then: (S, A) A is the free semigroup 
A+ iff the following two conditions hold: (1) (VIES): 
.S={.XES/XS=S}=JZI~~~ (2) (V’a,,a,~A)(Vs~S)a,s=a,s~a,=u,. 
Proof of Fact (b). (*) Assume (S, A) ^rA+. 
Condition (1). Let s = tik.. .cS, ES with 5, ,..., 5, E A and assume there 
exists x = a,. . . ai E S (with a,,..., u,EA) such that xs=s. In (S,A)^con- 
sider the following product: 
(u,)...(a,)(a,)... . ..(a.)=Red(u;..u,a,...a, 
=xs=s 
Gy..’ ‘.. ~ua,...a,6~~a,_,...a,~,... <yii,) 
- 
= s 
=Red(&...cS,<,... <Sal)=(&)... . ..(a.). 
However, since (S, A) -r A +, the free semigroup, we cannot have 
(u,)~~~(u,)(~,)~~~(ii,)=(a,)~~~(ii,). H ence there exists no such s, and so 
,J = 0. This proves Condition (1). 
Condition (2). Let a,, u2 E A, SE S such that u,s = uzs, and let 
s = ~7,. . . a, with r5, ,..., a, E A. Consider the following in (S, A ) ^: 
(a,)(a,)...(2i,)=Red(u,a,...u, GYPak...iil 6~..’ ... GyPi) 
=Red(u,ak...a,6,ak...a,~,... ... <ii,) 
= (U2)(Gk)... (al) (the two reductions are equal because 
U,U,‘..U, =u,s=u,s=u,u, . ..ii.). 
Hence (ui)(ti,)...(ti,)= (u,)(5,)... (a,); therefore (since (S, A) ^?A+): 
(a,)= (u,), so a, = u2. 
(e) Assume now that Conditions (1) and (2) hold for S. Let 
uk,-., a,, - a “,..., U,EA and suppose (Gk)...(ti,)=(u,)...(u,). We want to 
show that this implies that k = n and tik = ok,..., a, = a,. Condition (1) 
implies (by Fact (11.18)(b), property (2)): (t/s,, s2 E S): s2 >9 s1s2. 
Therefore, 
and 
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(the c9 are strict by the above remark: s2 >Y slsZ). Since 
(ak)...(a,)=(a,)...(a,) we have n=k and 
a, =a13 a2al = a2al, a,a,a,=a,a,a,, . . . . Z,...a, =ak’..a,. 
Now applying Condition GJ), we successively 
ti,=a,,ti,=a, ,,.,, ti,=a,. This shows that (S, A) A is free. u 
Application 
obtain 
Let (B-L) denote the Baer-Levi semigroup on fW (see [C-P, Vol. II]). 
(B-L) is the semigroup of all 1-l functions N -+ N such that the com- 
plement of the image (of the function) is infinite. 
The Baer-Levi semigroup has the following properties: 
(i) (B-L) is right-simple (i.e., (B-L) has no proper right ideal, or 
equivalently: (Va, fl E (B-L))(3x E (B-L)): txx = 8). 
(ii) (B-L) is right-cancellative (i.e., Vex,, cc2, /Jo (B-L): 
G11 p=cQp-G1, =cIJ. 
(iii) Right-stabilizers of (B-L) are isomorphic to the full semigroup 
(V’PE (B-L): (B-L&(B-L)). 
(iv) Left-stabilizers of (B-L) are empty (V/I E (B-L): &B-L) = 121). 
(The proof of (i)(iv) is not difficult, from the definition). Properties (ii) 
and (iv) imply (by Fact (11.22.4)(b)): 
FACT. ((B-L), (B-L) -) is the free semigroup (B-L)+. 
Remark. ((B-L), (B-L)) AR g (B-L), since (B-L) is right-simple. 
APPENDIX (A.1): EXPOSITION OF THE DERIVED SEMIGROUP 
(WITH NEW RESULTS) 
The derived semigroup was invented by Bret Tilson (see Tilson’s earlier 
paper [Ti] and Eilenberg’s Vol. B [Ei], especially the chapters by Tilson 
CT]). The expanded version of [Ti], where the derived semigroup was first 
defined also contained the geometric parameterizations of Section (A.I.3). 
Semigroups considered in this section are arbitrary (and have arbitrary 
cardinality). 
(A.I.0) INTRODUCTION 
In the whole Appendix we consider a Iixed surmorphism 8: S --H T, 
where S and T are given semigroups. 
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To this homomorphism 8 we shall associate semigroups which will play 
a role very similar to that of the kernel of a homomorphism in group 
theory. 
More specifically we shall be interested in the following. 
PROBLEM. For given S, T and 0, find all semigroups X satisfying: 
(1) Sd X0 T (where 0 is the wreath product, T denotes the transfor- 
mation semigroup (T’, T), and < denotes embedding). 
(2) If p: X0 T + T denotes the projection morphism (f, 1)~ t then 
8 =p Is (p restricted to the subsemigroup S of X 0 T). So all together X 
satisfies 
Equivalently, 
S H :) T 
is a commutative diagram, for some embedding i. 
Remark. In group theory, a surmorphism is of the form 8: G --H G/N, 
where N = Ker 0 is a normal subgroup of G. Then one can check that 
indeed G d N 0 G/N and 8 =plG (see Eilenberg [Ei, Vol. B, p. 351). 
Overview 
In (A.I.l) we shall construct one particular solution to that problem, 
namely Tilson’s derived semigroup D(O). Then, in (A.I.2), we shall relate all 
solutions to D(e), through parametrizations of D(O). 
Finally in (A.I.3) we shall indicate a more explicit way of obtaining all 
parametrization of o(e). 
(A.I. 1) The derived semigroup 
(A.I.l.l) DEFINITION. For a given surmorphism 8: S -H T, the derived 
semigroup D(O) is (S x T’ u { 0 }, .), where T’ is the monoid generated by 
T (see 1.1(a)), and 0 is a new symbol; the multiplication in D(d) is as 
follows: 
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(1) 0 is a zero (i.e., VxGD(8): 0x=x0 = 0). 
if t, = t, . (s,)0 
otherwise. 
Remark. It is often convenient to denote the element (s, t) E D(Q) by 
(s), or (s)~,,.(~,~ or (t, s, t. (s) 0). In the last notation the multiplication 
becomesmore transparent: (t,,s,, t,.(s,)tl).(t,,~~, t2.(s2)O) = (t,,s,s2, 
t, . (s,s?) d) if t,(s,) 0= t, (and then: t, . (s,sZ) 8 = t, . (s,) 0. (sZ) 0); the 
product is equal to 0 if t, . (s, ) 0 # t, This proves the following: 
FACT. D(0) 6 Au (T, s’, T, Id) = the T’ x T Rees matrix semigroup 
over the semigroup S, with structure matrix Id, the identity matrix, 
if t,=t, 
if t,#t,. 
(A.I.1.2) PROPOSITION. The derived semigroup solves problem (A.I.O), 
namely 
Proof. For s E S, define the map [s]: T’ + D(O) by 
t -+ (t)[s] = (s, t) E D(e). 
The map [s] will also be denoted by (t H (s),). 
We now claim that i: SE Scr ([s], (s) 0) E D(0) 0 T is an injective 
morphism which embeds S into D(0)@ Tin such a way that the diagram in 
(A.I.0) commutes (i.e., 8 = p I S). 
Clearly i is injective, since [s] determines s (indeed, s appears explicitly 
in (s, t) = (t)[s] for any t E T). 
We now show that i is a morphism. Let i: s, H( [s,], (s,) 0) = 
(tH(s,)I, (s,) 0) and i: s,F-+([s,], (s2) e)= (t++(~2)~, (~2) 0). Then i: S, 
s2++(C.7,s21, (s,s2)W = (tH(S,sJr, (s,s2)R while i(s,).4s2) 
= ([s,] . ,s,)O [s2], (s,) ets2) e). Clearly (s,) e. (s2) e = (s,s?) 8 since 8 is a 
morphism. Moreover [s,] (“,)‘[s,s2] = [s,s,], because 
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This proves that i is a homomorphism. The fact that 6 = p 1 s is obvious 
from the definition of the embedding i. 
Remark. (Dual version of the derived semigroup). Instead of using the 
wreath product 0 to represent 0, we can use the reverse wreath product 6, 
and obtain a proposition that is dual to (A.I.1.2). 
For a surmorphism 8: S + T, define the reverse surmorphism to be 
B’:s’-++ T, given bysES’+(s)BET. SO 
( 1 
Sl cs* er=(S2S,)er=(S~S~)e=(S~)~.(S,)e 
= (sz) 8’. (sl) or= (s,) 8’ : (sz) 8’. 
Using (A.1, 1.2) we obtain then s E s’c$ ([s], (s) Or) E O(&) 0 T; apply- 
ing reversal (and using the formula (A’0 B’)‘= B or A) we obtain 
SE S c~j ((s) 8, [s]) E T or D(&)‘. Next, T 0’ D(@)’ wp T, where p is the 
standard projection. Moreover, by looking at the way the morphisms are 
given, we see that j 0 p = 8. So we proved: 
PROPOSITION. Let 8: S --H T be a surmorphism. Then 
where D”(0) = D(F): Explicitly, DR(B) = ( q } v { t(s)/s E S, t E T’}, with 
multiplication 
ty$ tl”L)= = I, (.y*s, 1 
{= 
zj-tz = (Sl) 8. t1, 
q otherwise. 
(A.I.1.3) The Derived Semigroup with Respect to a Semi-direct Product 
For a given surmorphism S --++’ T we construct a semigroup D(8) 
satisfying 
D(O) * TP” T 
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where * denotes a semi-direct product (which we shall determine later). 
First, some definitions: 
(a) If A is a semigroup and k is a cardinal then Ak denotes the direct 
power, as defined in Section I. The elements of Ak can also be considered as 
functions k + A under pointwise multiplication. 
(b) Assume the semigroup A has a zero q (as is the case for D(O)) 
and let f, g E Ak be functions k + A. Then we say that f is a subfunction of g 
(denoted fcg) iff (x)g = (x) f for all x E k such that (x)f# 0. 
Equivalently the graph off is a subset of the graph of g (here the graph off 
is the set {(x, (x)f)~kx A/(x)f# El}). 
(c) As in the proof of Proposition (A.I.1.2) let [s] (where SE 5’) 
denote the function t E T’H(~)[s] = (s),E D(0). For si ES, t, E T’, let 
“[s,] be the function 
tE T’H(~)“[s~] =(tt,)[s,]=(~~),~,~D(tl). 
We now define D(0). 
(d) DEFINITION. The derived semigroup with respect to semi-direct 
product is 
D(Q) = {f~ D(~)~‘~/f~‘[s] for some SE S, t E T’}, 
where the notation is as given above: D(O)“’ denotes a direct power of 
D(O), and f~ ‘[s] means that f is a subfunction of ‘[s], i.e., (x)f= (s),, 
unless (s)f= 0. The multiplication in o(e) is the pointwise multiplication 
of D(e)“‘. 
(e) D(0) is a semigroup (and trivially D(0) < D(O)l’l). 
Proof. Let f;, fi E D(d); that is f, G “[s,] and f2 E ‘z[s,] for some 
Sl,hES, t, , t, E T’. We claim that fif2 c “[s,sz]. Indeed 
(t)(f, .fi) = (t)f, . (t)f2 Z 0 implies 
(t)f, = (Jl),,,? (t)f* = (h)rrz and (S,)rr,. (s2),,2 + 09 
which implies tt, . (sl) 0 = tt, (multiplication in D(0)). Then the product 
(t)(fi fJ equals (s~.Q)~~, = (~Y~C~l~zI. So (t)(fih) f  0 implies 
(t)(f,f*)= (~Y’C~,hl. I 
(f) Remark. For all SE S: [s] E D(O) (because [s] = ‘[s] and 1 E T’). 
(g) FACT. For all t E T’, f‘E D(B) we have tfe D(e) (where ‘fE D(O)“” 
is the function x E T’ -+ (x)‘f = (xt)fe D(0)). 
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Proof Since f~ D(0), we have f~“[s,] (for some t, E T’, SE S). We 
claim then that ‘fc”‘[s,]. This follows easily from the definitions. 
(h) PROPOSITION. D( 13) satisfies 
D(e) * T&T 
r* 
\V @=pls 
/ 
s 
where the semi-direct product is defined by 
and ‘tf, is as defined in Fact (g). 
Proof The embedding of S into D(O) * T is given by 
s E Sci ([s], (s) 0) E D(0) * T 
(recall that [s] E D(O), by Remark (f)). The rest of the proof is almost iden- 
tical to the proof of (A.I.1.2). 1 
(A.I.l.4) PROPOSITION. The following are equivalent: 
(1) D(0) is a torsion (resp. aperiodic) semigroup; 
(2) D(e) . t 1s a orsion (resp. aperiodic) semigroup; 
(3) for all t E T: (T,) 0 ~ ’ is a torsion (resp. aperiodic) semigroup where 
T, = {t, E Tjtt, = t} is the right stabilizer of t. 
Proof: Claim (1). D(0) torsion (resp. aperiodic) 3 (T,) lP ’ torsion 
(resp. aperiodic). 
Proof of Claim (1). Let s E (T,) K ‘; this means that (s) 0 E T,, SO 
t. (s) 8 = t. Hence (s), . (s), = (s*), and by induction ((s),)~ = (sk),. Since we 
assume D(0) to be torsion, there exist a, b > 0 such that 
l(s)*) o+b = ((s),)? 
By the above this implies (s~+~), = (s’), and therefore s”+~ =s”. So 
(T,) 8 ~ ’ is torsion. If D(0) is aperiodic then b = 1 and the proof shows that 
(T,) 0 ~ ’ is aperiodic. 
Claim (2). (T,) 15~ ’ torsion for all t E T (resp. aperiodic) * D(0) torsion 
(resp. aperiodic). 
Proof Let (s), E D(0). If ((s),)* = 0 then (s), is aperiodic (since q is a 
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zero). If ((s),)*# 0 then t. (s) Q= t; hence (s) (3~ T, or, equivalently: 
s E (T,) O- ‘. Since by assumption (T,) O- ’ is torsion, there exist a, b > 0 
such that sufh = sa. Since t. (s) 8 = t we have ((.s),)~= (s“), (VkE N). So 
t(s),) a+h= ((s)~)? Th’ h is s ows that D(O) is torsion. If (T,) 0-l is aperiodic 
then b = 1 and so D(O) is aperiodic. 
Claim (3). D(O) torsion (resp. aperiodic) *o(e) torsion (resp. 
aperiodic). 
Proof Let f~‘[s] ED(O). Then ‘[s] torsion (resp. aperiodic) o allf 
torsion (resp. aperiodic). So D(O) is torsion iff ‘[s] is torsion 
(Vt E T’, s E S). Moreover, 
Ufh 
(VXE T’): (x)(‘[s])“+b=((s),,)a+b= (s I,, 
if xt (s) 8 = xt 
0 otherwise. 
Similarly, 
iffxt.(s)O=xt 
otherwise. 
If D(0) is torsion then (s)T= (l)(‘[s])“= (l)(‘[,~])“+~= (s,)~+~, so o(e) is 
torsion. Suppose D(O) is torsion; for ‘[s] E D(O) to be torsion we must 
show 
(3a, b>O)(VxE T’): ((s),,)U+h= ((s),,)O. 
Let x E T’. Ifs $ (T,,) OP ’ then ( (s),,)~ = 0 and then ( (s,,)~+~ = ( (s),,)~, for 
all a 3 2, b > 0. If s E (T,,) 8 ~ ’ then (by claim (1 ), since D(O) is torsion): 
s is torsion; i.e., (Ia, b > 0): s” +’ = s”. 
To show that a, b do not depend on x, let y E T’ and s E (T,,) 6 ~ I: then 
by the previous calculation ((s,~))‘+’ = (s’+~)~,, and ((s);,) = (SO),,; since 
also s“+ b = sU we obtain 
((S),.Ja+h = W.J. 
This proves the proposition. 
Remark (Dual version). From the definition of D(O) and D”(O) it - - 
follows that D(P)‘= (D(P))‘. So we have 
PROPOSITION. 
rR T*D (0)-f+ T 
IV 
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(A.I.2) Parametrizations of D(0) 
We now show how all solutions of problem (A.I.0) are related to the 
derived semigroup D( 0). 
(A.I.2.1) DEFINITION. A parametrization @ of D(0) is a partial 
homomorphism @: D(0) - { 0 } -+ P into a semigroup P (partial 
homomorphism means (d, d2) CD = (d, ) @J. (d2) @ if d, d, # 0 ; we have not 
defined (Cl) @), such that the following condition is satisfied (embedding 
condition): If (si) B = (sZ) 6 and if (Vt E T’): ((~i)() @ = ((s~)~) @ then s1 = s2. 
The justification of that definition lies in the following fact: 
(A.I.2.2) PROPOSITION. If the semigroup X satisfies 
T 
where the embedding is j: SE Sq(f,, (s) B)EXO T, then the function 
cpj: D(0) - { 0 } + X, defined by @,: (s), -+ (t)fs, is a parametrization of 
D(O 
Here P can be taken to be X or more simply the subsemigroup of X 
generated by ((t)f,lt E T’, s ES>. We denote the parametrization @j 
obtained from the embedding j by Par(j). 
Proof: We first prove that Qj is a partial homomorphism. Since j is a 
homomorphism we have (s,s,)j= (fJlS2, (sIs2) W= (sl)j.(s2)j) = 
(A' (s1)ofs2, (sIs2) 0 So, f,,,, =f,, (sl)Bfs,. Now, let bllr,, b2L2 E DC@ be 
such that (s,)!, (s~)~* # 0; so t,(s,) 0 = t2, and (s,),,(s~)~~ = (s,s~),,. Then 
((s,),,‘(s2)r2)~j=((s1s2)I~) @j=(tl)f,,s, (by definition of Qj), 
while ((~l)~,) @j. ((sZ)J @jF (tl)f,, (t2)fr2 = (tl)f,; (tl. (~1) e)S,, (since 
ti.(s,)e=t2 if (Si)rl(S2)rzf 0) SO, ((Sl),,)~jPj((S2),z)~j=(tl)fs,‘(tl)(S”B 
f,, = (tl)(fs*. ‘““of,*) = ttl)f,,s* = ((Sl)rl. Cs2)12) @pi. 
Since .A,, =f, . (S1)8f52 was shown above, this shows Qj is a partial 
homomorphism? 
Next we show that the embedding condition for parametrization holds: 
Indeed, if 
(s,) 0 = (s*) 0 and C’t E T.)(t).L, = (t)f,,> 
then (fY,, (si) 19) = (f,,, (sZ) 8). Hence S, =s2 since j is l-l. 1 
We now prove the converse of the above proposition. 
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(A.I.2.3) PROPOSITION. If @: D(%) - { 0 } + P is a parametrization of 
D(6), then P solves problem (A.I.0). The embedding i: SG P 0 (T’, T) is given 
by SH ([s] @, 6(s)) E PO T, where [s] @ is the function t E T’H (t)( [s] @) 
= ((s),) @E P. 
The embedding i defined by @ will be denoted by Emb(@). 
To prove the proposition we reformulate the definition of a 
parametrization of D(6) in a useful but equivalent form. 
Let @ be a function D(6) - { 0 } + P, where P is a semigroup. 
CLAIM ( 1). @ is a partial homomorphism iff for all s, , s2 E S: 
[s,sJ @ = [Is,] @. ‘“l’o[s,] CD 
Proqf of Claim (1). 
(V.c,, s2) [s,sz] @ = [s,] @. “““[S,] ds 
iff (Vs,, s,)(VtE T’): (t)[s,s2] @=(t)[sl] @.(t.(s,) %)[s,] @ 
iff (VS,,S~)(~~E T’)((s~s~),)~=((s~)~)~.((s~),-(,)~) 0 
iff (V(S,),, (So),. such that (s,); (sZ),, # 0 (i.e., t’ = t(s,) 6)): 
((s, ),(s,),,) @ = ((s,),P. (Mr,) @. I 
CLAIM (2). The condition [(s,) 6 = (s2) 6 and Vt E T’, ((s,),) @ = 
( (sZ),) @ j s, = sz] holds iff the map SH ([s] @, (s) 6) is injective. 
Proqf of Claim (2): Follows from the definition of the function [s] @. 1 
To prove Proposition (A.I.2.3) note that by Claim (l), the map 
i: s + ([s] @, (s) 6) is a homomorphism, and by Claim (2) it is l-l. So 
Sg Pg T. The other properties required by problem (A.I.0) follows easily 
from the definition of i. 1 
The next proposition shows that passing from a parametrization to an 
embedding S into PO T and, conversely, going from such an embedding to 
a parametrization, are inverse operations. 
(A.I.2.4) PROPOSITION. Let @ be a parametrization of D(6). Then 
Par(Emb(@)) = @. Let j be an embedding SG X0 T, where X solves problem 
(A.I.0); then Emb( Par(j )) = j. 
Proqf. Let @ be a parametrization. Then Emb(@): SH ([s] @, (s) 6) 
and therefore (by definition of Par(.)): Par(Emb(@)): (s,)~~ H (t,)[s,] @ = 
((s~)~~) @, which shows Par(Emb(@)) = @. 
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Let j be an embedding s E S ~j (f,, (s) 19) E X0 T. Then 
Par(j): (d,~(t).L; 
hence, 
Emb( Par( j )): s H ( [s] Par( j ), (s) O), 
where 
[s]Par(j):t~T’-,((s),)Par(j)=(t)f,; so [s] Par(j)=f,. 
and thus 
Emb(Par(j))=j. 1 
(A.I.3) GEOMETRIC PARAMETRIZATIONS 
In this paragraph we construct a special type of parametrizations, the 
geometric parametrizations, and then we show how every parametrization 
can be obtained from those. 
First two definitions: If 0: S ++ T is a surmorphism then the sur- 
morphism 0’: s’ + T’ is defined to be 0 if S is a monoid (hence S = s’ and 
(1,) 1!9 will be an identity for T, so T= T’); if S is not a monoid then define 
(1,)8’= 1, and (s) 0’ = (s) 8, V’SE S. It is easy to check that 0’ is a 
homomorphism. 
A surmorphism 0: S + T determines a congruence on S, denoted mod 0, 
and defined by sr mod 0 s2 iff (sr) 8 = (sZ) 8. Reversely, a congruence = on 
S determines a surmorphism ++ S/E defined by s + [s] ~ ( = the con- 
gruence class of s for = ). So (as is well known) semigroup congruences 
and surmorphisms are equivalent notions. Note that ~~~~~~~ = ((s) 0) 6, ~ ‘. 
(A.I.3.1) 
We now define geometric parametrizations of D(O). The idea is similar to 
the notion of the kernel in group theory, where the role of the kernel is to 
determine where inside a congruence class the element is (recall, if NqG 
then G < No (G/N)); so the kernel coordinatizes each congurence class. 
However a semigroup homomorphism (or, equivalently, a congruence) is 
not determined by a single congruence-class (like in group theory). 
What we shall do is “coordinatize” all the congruence classes mod 8’ of 
S as follows: 
Let X be a set which is bigger than each congruence class (i.e., 
1x13 l(t) O’- 11 for each t E T’); for each t E T’, consider an injective 
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function 7cr,x: (t) 19~’ +X (called the coordinate map for the congruence 
class (t) 8’-’ of s’). Since 7c,,X is l-l, its inverse (z,,~)-’ (denoted n,,,) is a 
partial l-l and onto function X+ (t) 8’- ‘. 
DEFINITION. The geometric parametrization of D(O), associated to the 
set X and the coordinate maps n,,,, t E T’ is the function CD,: (s), E 
D(e)- in > + nn,; (.J).x,.(.,,,,, E PF(X), where PF(X) is the semigroup of 
all partial functions X-t X, under functional composition, and (.s) denotes 
“multiplication by s” (s, E S -+“” s’s E S). So when (x) xx,, is defined, 
XEXRI.I (X)nX,,E(t)e~-‘Ls’ a (x) n,, 
sE(t)e’~“s~(t.(S)e)e.~’ 
nl ((x) n,;s) n,.(s,,,,EX. 
Everything indicated is defined. The range semigroup P of an can be 
chosen to be the subsemigroup of PF(X) generated by 
i71x.r. (.s). 71, ,.s,s,x/t E T’, s E St. 
(A.I.3.2) FACT. A geometric parametrization QR is a parametrization of 
D(e). 
Proojl We first show that Dn is a partial homomorphism. Assume 
(s,),, (.Y~),~ # 0, i.e., t, . (3,) 0 = t2. Then 
((S,)r,. (dt:) Qn= ((S,Sdr,) @g = 71Y.q (.SIJZ). ~,,.(.s,s*)8.x 
and 
((SI )I,) @n’ (b*)r,) @n = ox,,, . (.Sl). ~1,‘(S,‘H,X’ ~x.rJ’~*) ~L,2.(sz)B,x 
= nx, , (.s,). Z,,’ (X,)f?,X’ xx.,, (-I,‘H’ (.s*). n,, (3, Y2)H,X9 
because 
t, = t, . (s,) 8; 
moreover, nr, (.sll~u. nX.r, (s,)e = id I (1,. (s,,~)o 4 = partial identity with 
domain (tl. (sl) 0) F’), and the range of ‘II~,,, . (.s,) is in (t, . (s,) 0) 8-l. 
Hence 
Next we show that Gn satisfies the embedding property, and hence is a 
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parametrization of D(O). Assume (si) 6’= (sZ) 8 and (VZE 7”): 
xX,, . (.s, ). x~. (S,)s,X = rcX,[. (.sZ). n,. CS2)0,X. There exists i E X such that 
(ibxJT= 1, (because the range of rrX,ir is (l.)&’ and lS6(1,)8-‘. So 
(4 ~x.lr’ (.sl).~n,,.(s,)fLY= (ls.s,) Q.,j&Y= (s,) q,,)H,x; 
by assumption this also equals 
G) 7-klT (3). xl,.. (s2)H,X. 
Hence 
(SI) 71 (s,)O,X = (4 ~(s*)O,X 
Now multiply the right by rrX,CS,)B( = ~~~~~~~~ since (s,) 8 = (sZ) 0); then we 
obtain S, = s2 because rcC,,)O,X’ 7tX,C,,JB = id 1 Cs,)seml = id I CS2)BB~~ and because s, 
ands,E(SI)ee~‘=(S:!)ee~‘. 1 
To get all possible parametrizations of D(O) from geometric ones we 
shall next introduce two kinds of transformations of a parametrization: the 
jump and the homomorphic image. 
(A.I.3.3) Jump of a Parametrization 
DEFINITION. Let 0: D(e) - { 0 } --f P be a parametrization of D(e), and 
let A be a set such that P < PF(A + A) (the semigroup of all partial 
functions A -+ A, under composition). 
A jump of @ is any parametrization G: D(O)- { 0 } +F(A -+ A) (the 
semigroup of all total functions A -+ A, under composition) having the 
following property: 
(VdED(B) - { 0 }): (d) @c (d) 6 
(i.e., (d) 6 is obtained by extending the partial function (d) DE PF(A + A) 
to a total one). 
In other words, embed P in PF(A -+ A) for some A (arbitrary set which 
is big enough); then extend the partial functions (d) @ in any way to a total 
function (d) 8, subject to the condition that G is again a parametrization of 
D(G). 
Remark (1). For a given @ one can define many jumps, first by the 
choices of A and then by choosing a specific extension of each (d) CD to a 
total function (d) G. 
Remark (2). The range semi-group of 6 can be chosen to be W= the 
subsemigroup of F(A -+ A) generated by {(d) S/ds D(G) - { 0 } }. 
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FACT. Let @: O(0) - { 0 } -+‘P be a parametrization and let A be a set 
such that P d PF(A -+ A). 
Then$:D(B)-{Cl}-+W<F(A+A)isajumpof@if 
(1) 6 is a partial homomorphism. 
(2) (VdE D(0) - { cl }): (d) @ c (d) G. 
(3) If (s~)@=(s~)~ and, for some s, (VIE T’): ((s,),) @, 
((So),) @c_ ((s),) 6, then s1 =s2. 
Proof Suppose G satisfies the conditions. Then 8: o(0) - 
[U} + W(dF(A + A)) is a partial homomorphism into the semigroup W. 
As for the embedding property: If (3,) 0 = (sZ) 0 and (V’~E T’): 
(b,),) 6 = (bd,) G then 
(because ((s,)~) @= ((So),) 6 is an extension of ((s,),) @ and ((So),) @); 
hence by condition (3) of the fact: s, = s2. So G is a parametrization. b 
(A.I.3.4) Homomorphic Image ef a Parametrization 
DEFINITION. Let @: D(B) - { 0 1 -+ P be a parametrization and let 
4: P -+ Q be a semigroup homomorphism. Then @cJ: o(0) - { 0 } --f Q is 
called a homomorphic image of @ iff @$ is a parametrization. 
FACT. Let @:D(e)-{Cl}+P b e a parametrization, and 4: P + Q be 
a homomorphism. Then cZ@ is a parametrization iff the map 
([s] @, (s) (3) --* ([s] @d, (s) 0) is injective (or, equivalently, if 
(s,)e=(~~)e and (VtE T’): ((slJt) @) 4 = (Ld) @I d then 
(Vt E T’): ((3, ),I @ = (bdr) @I. 
Proof: Trivial from the definition of a parametrization. 
(A.I.3.5) Obtaining All Parametrizations from Geometric Ones 
THEOREM. Every parametrization of D(0) is a homomorphic image of a 
jump of a geometric parametrization (-and conversely). 
Proof. The converse (namely, that homomorphic images of jumps of 
geometric parametrizations are parametrizations) follows from (A.I.3.2). 
Let @: D(0) - { 0 } -+ P be a parametrization. The embedding of S into 
PO T is given by s -+ ([s] Qi, (s) 0), (see (A.I.2.3)). Denote [s] @ by f,. 
Then fs,,s,=f,,. (s1)o-f;.2. S’ mce P solves Problem (A.I.0) we have by the 
embedding (t) 8-l N {(f,, t)/(s) 8 = t}. 
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We now define a geometric parametrization over the set X= (P”“)’ (i.e., 
X is a direct power of P, to which we add an additional element I if X is 
not a monoid under pointwise multiplication). Let I denote the identity 
of x. 
All along we shall have to distinguish whether 0 = 8’ or not (recall, if 
0: S -H T and S is a monoid then 0 = @; otherwise define @: s’ + T’ by 
(l,)@=l,and(s)@=(s)8forsES). 
Define the coordinate map rtn,,*: (t) V’ CG X (for t E T’) by setting 
(s) nt,x = 
fs ifsE(t)&‘GS; 
I if t= lT,3= 1, and 6#8’ (i.e., ls#S). 
Equivalently (considering S as embedded in PO T by sci (f,, (s) 0 = t)): 
n,,,: u-s> t) -L for all s E S such that (s) 0 = t; 
=1r,x: 1 S--+1 if 1 s 6 S. 
The range of J-c,,~ (= domain of n,,) is 
R(t)={f,eX/(s)Q=t} ift#lTorift=lTandO=8’; 
R(l.)= {f,~X/(s)e= 1.)~ {Z} if Q#@. 
The family {x,Jt E T’} defines a geometric parametrization GR. Indeed, 
each r~,,~ is injective: let s1 # s2 E (t) t?‘. If sr, s2 E S then f,, #f,, since 
(sr) 8= (sz) 8 and @ is a parametrization. If s, ES, s2 = l,$ S (so 0 # 0’) 
then f,, # I. 
CLAIM (1). ((sh) Qg = E~,~, . (.s). n,, (s)e,x = (.“f,) I R(rlJ, i.e., for f E 
R(t,) s (P”“)’ =X: (f)((~)~,) Qs =f. ‘Ifs where f. ‘Ifs denotes pointwise 
multiplication of the function f and the function ‘If, (defined by 
t-+(t) ‘lfS=(ttl)fS~P); if f=ZER(tl) f”‘fJ=‘lf,; if f#R(tl) then 
(f)((s),,) @g = Izl. 
Proof of Claim (1). If f$R(t,)=domain of rrx,,, then (f) nx,1, = @ 
(undefined). 
If f E R(t,) then two cases arise: 
Case (1). If f =fS, where (si) 0 = t, (so (sls) 8 = t, . (s) 0) then 
(f)(‘“‘tl)@ = (f )x . t.3) nL,, w,~ 
embedding kcr PO I?): fz:I’= fS, . (S1)e 
= (sl s),(,,~)~,~ =fSIS; but (by the 
fi=t.“fS hence (f)((s),,)@,=f.“fS. 
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Case (2). Iff=Iand t,=l,and 8#8’then 
(f) XX,lr . (.s). X17- (s)s.x= (ls.s)~(s,e,x=.L=~~ “f,. 
This proves Claim (1). 
Next we define a jump 8,: D(0)- { 0 } --f PIT’, as follows: For 
(b),,) @g = (“‘f,) 1 R(f,) set ((s),,) 8;R = “f, E Plr’ (i.e., extend (.“f,) 1 R(r,) to all 
of X). 
CLAIM (2). 6-R is a jump of @‘n. 
Proof. Clearly: sn is a partial homomorphism D(0) - { 0 } + Plr’ (if 
t, = t, . (s) 0 then ‘If,. “f,, = ‘tf,,, because LT.,, =f,$‘““JY, by the embedding 
SC, PO T). 
Assume (sl) 8 = (s2) 8 and (Vt E T’): ((s,)!) gR= ((So),) sR. Then 
(I)(($,),) 8g = I. ‘f,, = ‘f,,, and similarly for s2. So ‘f,, = Ifs?, for all t E T’; 
hence (for t = 1 =):fs, =f,,. This implies sI = s2 (since s E 5’4 (f,, (s) 0) is an 
embedding). Finally, define a homomorphic image of GR as follows: 
l#xfEP” -+(lT)fEP 
(4 is the projection of plr’ onto the I.-component). Then 
((Sl),) G-,9 = (Ys,) 4 = (1 TK, = (t).L, = ((S1)r) @ 
(where @ is the originally given parametrization). So, sRq5 = @ 1 
Remark (1). One may investigate if in Theorem (A.I.3.5) we really need 
homomorphic images to obtain arbitrary parametrizations. In other words: 
Is every parametrization a jump of a geometric one? 
Remark (2). An important use of the derived semigroup and its 
parametrizations is to find embeddings of a semigroup S into a wreath 
product X0 T, knowing a homomorphic image T= (8) 8 of S. In 
applications one might want the semigroup X to have a certain property 
9. 
The difficulty in constructing X with property 9, lies in the 
jump-which is much more mysterious than geometric parametrizations or 
homomorphic images. If it is undecidable whether X (such that 
Sb X0 (S) 0) can have property 9, the undecidability will usually be 
introduced through the necessity of the jump. A result of T. Evans (see 
[Co]) is that the word problem is solvable for the class Y of semigroups iff 
the extension problem is solvable for 9’. Hence, intuitively, it is decidable 
whether X (such that Sb X0 (S) 0) can have property Y iff the word 
problem for Y is solvable. See a (hopefully) forthcoming paper and the 
following example (A.I.4). See also (11.2) of Section 2. 
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(A.I.4) EXAMPLE. Consider the homomorphism 9: WE {a, b} + -+ Iwl E 
(N, + ), where w  is the length of the word w  and N = { 1,2, 3,...} denotes the 
positive integers (under addition). (The following is related to (11.21)). The 
derived semigroup of the homomorphism 0 is 
(1) D is aperiodic, in fact (vd~D):d~= 0 (because [WI >O for all 
WE (4 q+, so n+ JWI #n) 
(2) Every finitely generated subsemigroup of D is finite nilpotent. 
Proof Let {(~~r)n,,n,+lh.,l, i= I,..., k} be a finite set of generators. Let 
A E N be such that A > k, and consider any product 
of A generators. This product must be = 0; otherwise n,% + 1 w,~ I = n,,, 
Sil’ ‘O, 
so n,,<n,,< ... <n,,, which is impossible because the set 
,,,..., n,, > c {n, ,..., nk} contains at most k elements (drawer principle). 
Also finite follows in a similar fashion. 
(3) Infinitely generated subsemigroups of D are not necessarily 
nilpotent; e.g., consider the set of generators ((a),,,, ,/n E N }; then there 
are arbitrarily long nonzero products of the form (a)k,k+ ,(u)~+ ,,k+2 ... 
(a) - (um+‘)k.k+nr+I~ k+m,k+m+ I We proved the following 
FACT (A.I.4.1). {a, h} + <D 0 N, where D is a periodic satisfying the 
identity x2 = 0 (0 is a zero), and every finitely generated subsemigroup of D 
is finite nilpotent. 
Next we construct a geometric parametrization of D: As a coordinate set 
X we choose N’ = { 0, 1, 2, 3,...}. The coordinate maps are 
IT ~wE(n)B-‘={xE{u,b}+/lxl=n}-,IwlzENo, n,X. 
where I WI 2 is the integer E N’ whose reuerse binary representation is w  (if 
we identify a with 0 and b with 1). Clearly 71,.x is injective, since the length 
n of w  and the value of its reverse binary expansion determine w. The range 
of r~,,~ is { 0 ,..., 2” - 1) c N’. For example, 
7c2.x: oo+o, 
01 + 2, 
lo+ 1, 
11+3 (reverse binary representation). 
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The geometric parametrization is defined by ((w),) @ = TC~,~. (w) . rc,, + Iw,, ,+, 
so 
k E {O,..., 2”-l}+(k)((w),)@=k+2”Iwl,~N’. 
Indeed, 
k”“.” WOE {u,b}‘, the 
unique word of 
length n, whose 
reverse binary 
expansion is k. 
But Iwkw12= IMJ~/~+~“. lwlz and Iw,l,=k. So ((iv),)@ is the function 
(+2”. l~~~12~l10.....2n~I~,~.~., 
ifke {O,..., 2’-‘} 
(undefined) otherwise. 
Consider now a jump of @: 
~:(W),ED~((~~~),)~=2”‘Iw12E(~., +) 
(so, Vk~fV:(k)((w),)~=k+22”~~w~2). 
The range semigroup of this parametrization is (N’, + ) (using existence 
of binary expansions). This proves the following. 
FACT (A.I.4.2): {a, h} + < N’ 0 N. 
The embedding is w~{a,h}+c;(n+((w),)@, I~I)=(n-+2”.Iwl,, Iwl) 
(recall the notation of (A.I.1.2)). It was proved in general (and it is easy) to 
check for this particular case) that this is a homomorphism: 
and 
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Remark. Also note that 
LLv~,w)=(n+2”~Iw12, Iwl)~w~{a,b}+ -((0)fws, I~l)=(l4~, 14) 
E N’ *; N 
is an injective morphism where the semidirect product is (m, , n, ). (m,, n2) 
= (m, + 2”’ . m2, n, + n,); so z(ni, m2) = 2”’ . m2. This proves a result noted 
by D. Allen. 
FACT (A.I.4.3). {a, b} + <N’ * N. (See Lemma (1.5.1)) 
w  often happens, when S< X 0 T ++ T=(S) 0, that the map 
(f,, (s) 0)g.r E S + (( 1 T) f,, (s) 0) E X *z T is a morphism for a suitable Z 
and is injective; so then S < X * T). 
APPENDIX (A.11): A SIMPLE EMBEDDING OF 9, THE EXPANSION OF 
THE SEMIGROUP S 
The expansion was invented by the author. See also [T]. 
(A.II.l) 
DEFINITION. For a semigroup S of arbitrary cardinality, the expansion 3 
is the set of all finite strict Y-chains: 
s= {(s,< ... < s,)/n E { 1, 2, 3 ,... }, and s1 ,..., s, E S}; 
here < denotes Green’s strict Y-preorder: a <b iff (3x E S) a = xb and 
(VIE S’)ya # 6. Similarly d denotes the (nonstrict) Y-preorder: ad b iff 
(3x E s’) a = xb; and = denotes Y-equivalence (a = b iff a d b and b G a). 
Multiplication in S: 
(s, < ... <s,).(t,< ... <I,) 
=(Red(s,t,Q ... <s,t,<t,,,)<t,,~,< ... <t,), 
where Red (p-chain), the reduction of an Y-chain, is defined inductively as 
follows: 
Red(x,< “’ <Xi+1 <xi< “’ <xi) 
=(Red(x,< ... dx;+,)<Red(x,< .” <x1)) 
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and 
Red(x,- ... =x1)=(x,). 
It can be checked that (3, .) is a semigroup. See Eilenberg [Ei, Vol. B, 
Chap. XII], [T, pp. 361 and 3671 for important properties of S. 
(A.II.2) 
Notations. If S is a semigroup and Q is a set then (Q, S) denotes a 
faithful right action, or right transformation semigroup; [S, Q] denotes a 
faithful left-action, i.e., every element s E S can be considered as a function 
Q + Q, applied to the left: (szs,)(q) = sz(s,(q)). 
For a semigroup S, denote by S’ the semigroup obtained by adding a 
new identity I to S. Note that [S, (S’)-] is faithful since 
(s,< ‘.’ <s,).(Z)=(s,,< ... <s, <I). 
(A.II.3) 
In the following S denotes a fixed semigroup, and IL denotes the set of all 
its Y-classes. 
For every Y-class L E il consider a monoid ML with identity Z (the same 
identity, independently of L), subject to the condition that LcM,. 
(Note that no restriction is put on the multiplication in ML, except that Z 
acts as an identity.) 
With these notations we have 
PROPOSITION. The semigroup 3 is embedded in the semigroup of the left 
transformation-semigroup [S, S’] or nLt IL [ML, M’,] (where or denotes the 
reverse wreath product; see Sect. (1.1)(h), and n denotes direct product). 
Proof. For (s, < ... <s,)~Sc(,!?)-define 
TAIL(s, < . . < s,) = 
(s,-1-c ... <s,) ifn32 
z 
ifn= 1. 
Next define the map [ ],:(S’)^+n,,,M’, by (s,< ... <s,)-+ 
[s, < . . . cs,],, where [s, < . . . < s, ] I is a sequence indexed by IL defined 
by 
cs,< ... <s,lAL)= 
ifs-ELcMi,ands,appearsin(s,< ... <s,) 
ot;erwise 
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Finally embed $ into the semigroup of [S, S’] 0’ nLt IL [Mi, ML]: 
(s, < ... <s,) ~‘(3,; [TAIL((s,,< ... <s,).(s))], +-I s). 
(Here, “[TAIL((s,< ... <s,).(s))], t s:f’ denotes a function from S’ 
into nLE IL Mi, acting on the left.) 
We show now that --+j is injectiue. If (s,,J’) is given as above, then each sj 
appearing in (s, < . . . < s1 ) is uniquely determined as follows: (s,,f) 
applied to (I, (I,..., I)) E S’x nL E IL Mi yields 
bJ-)(~, v,...,,m = (s,. &f(Z) K...? 0) = (s,,f(Z)). 
This certainly determines s,. Moreover, 
f(Z)= [TAIL((s,< ... <sl).(Z))],= [TAIL&< ... <s, <I)], 
= [s,-, < “. <s, <Z],, 
which determines each sj appearing in (s,-I< “. <s,), since 
[s,-I< ... <s, <Z],(L) =sj if L is the Y-class of sj. 
Next show that 4’ is a homomorphism. Let (s,< ... <s,) qi (s,, 
[TAIL((s,< ... <s,).(x))],cx)=(s,,f) and (t,< ... <t,) c,j(t,, 
[TAIL((t, < ... < tl). (x))],t x) = (t,, g). Then 
(s, < ‘.. <s,)(t,< “’ <t,) 
=(Red(s,t,d ... <sItm<tm)<tmP,< ... <t,) 
q(s,,t,, [TAIL((s,< ... <s,).(t,< ... <t,).(x))],+x) 
=(s,t,, [TAILRed(s,t,xd ... <s,t,x<t,x< ... <t,x<x)],+-x). 
On the other hand. 
(s,, CTAW(s,< ... <s,).(x))I,+x) 
.(t,, [TAIL((t,< ... <tl)(x))lltx)=(~,t,,f’“.g), 
where 
ffm.g=(f(fmX).g(x)tx) 
=([TAIL((s,< ... <s,).(t,x))], 
.[TAIL((t,< ... <t,).(x))],+x) 
= ([TAIL Red(s,t,x< ... <s,t,x< t,x)][ 
.[TAILRed(t,xd ... <t,x<x)],-x). 
1 
pointwise mult~phcatmn in n M/L 
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To check that 
[TAILRed(s,t,x< ... <s,t,x<t,x< ... <t,x<x)], 
= [TAIL Red(s,t,x< ... <s,t,x<t,,,x)], 
. [TAIL Red(t,x6 ... <t,x<x)], 
apply both sides to any L E IL, using the fact that the two factors on the 
right side do not overlap in n M, (this also shows that in ML the only 
multiplication ever needed is multiplication by I). 1 
(A.II.4) 
PROPOSITION. The following diagram commutes: 
where i is the embedding given in the proof of (A.II.3) and p is the projec- 
tion. So qs=pJ.q. 
Proof Follows from the definition of the morphisms. 
APPENDIX (A.111) 
Multiple Products 
A multiple product of semigroups is a combination (written parenthesis- 
free) of semi-direct products * and reverse semidirect products 
*‘: B,m *...*B,,*T,*‘A,, *‘... *‘A Jm with implied parentheses grouping 
the semigroups in binary fashion, starting with TO. Examples: 
B4*((B2*(To*‘A,))*‘A3) or ((B,*To)*‘A,)*‘A,) the new terms are 
always added “in the back” (meaning: striking them is a homomorphism) 
but added in right or left category sense). Precise definitions follow. 
Consider the set B, x . . . x B,, x TX A, x .. . x A,, where B, ,..., B,, , T, 
A ,,,..., A, are N+ 1 semigroups. Assume that the indices have the following 
properties: 
(1) { l,..., N} = {im ,..., il} u (jl,...,jn} (allowing empty sets for 
1 i.. . . > or 1 j... . . 1); 
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(2) {L-.., i,> n {jl,...A) = 521; 
(3) i,> ... >i, and j, < ... <j,,. 
Equivalently, we are given as indexed set SO, S1 ,..., QN of semigroups 
where SO is considered apart, and {l,..., N} is subdivided into two disjoint 
subsets {i, ,..., iI}, (j, ,..., j,} with i,,, > ... > i,, j, < . .. <j,; then denote 
S, by B, for m 2 k > 1 and denote S,, by A,, for 1 <h d n; finally form the 
Cartesian product 
EXAMPLES. Given T,,, A,, B,, A,. B,, form B, x B, x TO x A, x A,. 
Given T,,A,,A,,B,,form B,xT,,xA,xA,. 
Multiplication 
Let c1 = (b,,..., b,,, to, a, ,,..., ai,), /I = (h:, ,..., bi., , tb, a’;, ,..., ajn) be elements 
of B,x ... xB,,xT,xA,,x ... xA,. Define LY. B to be (b,*,,..., h,T, 
to*, a:,..., a:) where 
t,*=t,.t;ET 0 
and 
(A.III.2) 
where [ik]=max{jE(j,,...,j,,}/j<ik}; 
, / ,  
a,; = (ayCihl.- ..h,,.‘o~U,,.....a,*~,I). a’, 
Ih Ih ’ 
where [j,] = max{ i E ii,,,,..., i, )/i < j,}. In other words, the [ ] of x,!-lx: 
depends only on those terms between xi and xi that have an index smaller 
than i. 
EXAMPLE. in B,xB,xToxA,xA,, 
(b4, b2, to, a,, a,)(& 6, 4, ai, 4) 
= (6,. ~bz.b”1.~31 /,;, b,. [bull b;, tot’, a;‘;1 . a;, a&h;,‘&l . a;). 
Next we define Chk ,I.... h,. 1o.u ,,“..’ “[‘k]l 
.~bt,~].....b:~,rb.~~ ,,..., ~l;~-!l 
b:, to be an element of B,, and 
to be an element of Aj,; this is done by induction on 
thhe value of i, resp. jh E { l,..., N}. 
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LEVEL (1). We distinguish whether 1 = i, or 1 =jI . 
If 1 = i, (i.e., S, = B,): Assume the semigroup T,, operates on the semigroup 
B, on the left, i.e., we are given a function (to, bl)~ TO x B, + cfolbl E B, 
satisfying 
Cfo’& = cq Mb,) 1 
and 
c’q~l. b;) = ( C’Olb,). (C’OI~;), 
FACT. Then the multiplication under (A.III.2) defines a semigroup T, 
over the set B, x r,. Actually T, = B1*To (semidirect product see Sect. I, 
(1.l.g)). 
If 1 =j, (i.e., S, = A,), assume the semigroup To operates on the 
semigroup A, on the right, i.e., we are given a function 
(a,, C”)EA, x T()+ap’EA, 
satisfying 
pbl = (,y)rlbl and (0, .a;) [rol = (ay). (a;C’“l) 
FACT. Then the multiplication under (A.III.2) defines a semigroup T, 
over the set T, x A,. Actually T, = r, *’ A, (reverse semi-direct product see 
Sect. 1 (I,l.g)). 
Level I(1 < 1~ N): Suppose T1-, has been defined and is a semigroup over 
the set B, x ... x B,, x To x A.,, x ... x A,,, where the indices have the 
properties listed under (A.III.l), with N replaced by I, etc. We distinguish 
whether 1 E {i, ,..., i,} or 1E {j ,,..., j,}. 
If 1~ {i, ,..., il > (i.e., S, = B,= B,,+,): Assume the semigroup T,-, operates 
on the semigroup B, on the left. Then the multiplication under (A.III.2) 
defines a semigroup over the set B,xT,p,= Bx B,x ... x 
B,, x To x A,, x . x A,,. 
If 1E {j ,,..., j,} (i.e., S, = A, = A,+ ,): Assume the semigroup T,- , 
operates on the semigroup A, on the right. Then the multiplication under 
(A.III.2) defines a semigroup over the set Tim , x A,= B,, x ... x 
B,, x To x A,, x . . x A, x A,. 
DEFINITION. The semigroups T, (0 d 1 d N) are called multiple products. 
(A.III.3) FACTS. (a) T, with multiplication (A.III.2) is a semigroup. 
(b) If l~{i,,..., il} then T,=B,*T,-, (semi-direct product); if 
1E fj,,..., j,} then T,= T,- , *r A, (reverse semi-direct product) 
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(c) The projection p[,,-,: T, + TI- i (defined in the usual way for 
semi-direct products, see Sect. (1.l.g)) is a surmorphism. Therefore, for 
0 d 1, d I, 6 N, we have P,2,,,: TI, --H T,, which is the surmorphism 
P1*,/*-1° ..’ oPI,+l,/,. Mechanically, ~[,,,,(a) is computed by removing all 
the terms of a which have a subscript greater than I,. 
(d) If the semigroup S,,, S,- ,,..., S,, are torsion (resp. aperiodic) 
then P,~,,,: T,* -++ T,, has the property that the inverse image of an idem- 
potent is a torsion (resp. aperiodic) subsemigroup of Tj2 and PI,,,, is injec- 
tive when restricted to a subgroup of T/,, i.e., is a torsion (resp. aperiodic) 
surmorphism (see Sect. II). 
EXAMPLES FOR (b). The semigroup obtained from TO, A,, B,, A,, B, 
is B4*((Bz*(To*‘AA1))*‘A3). From TO, A,, A,, B, we obtain 
B, * ((TO *“A,) qr A,). From To,A,,Az,B3 we obtain B, * 
((To *rA,) *‘Ad. 
Remark. In the case N + 1 = 3 the multiple product is somewhat related 
to the triple product (see Eilenberg [Ei, Vol. B, Chap. V, p. 1421). 
The essential difference is that in B, * (TO *r A,), (B, * TO) *r A,, 
(TO *r A,) *r A,, B, * (B, * TO) the semi-direct (sd.) products * are all to 
the left of TO and the reverse s.d. products *’ to the right. So we can project 
unto T,,. 
The classical triple product (S,, I’, TO) is of the form 
(S, *r V) * TO%& *r (V * TO) with sr on the left of I’ and * on the right; 
however we cannot project onto V (but onto TO and S,). 
These and other subtle differences are to be examined in developing 
2-sided complexity for finite semigroups. See forthcoming paper [R-C] 
by B. Tilson and the author. 
(A.III.4) 
DEFINITION 1. The surmorphisms p/2,11 : T,, -++ T,, (for 0 d 1, d 1, d N)) 
are called geometric morphisms. 
DEFINITION 2. Let S ++’ T be a surmorphism. Assume there exists 
a multiple product TN, constituted from the sequence of semigroups. 
so, s, ,..., S, with T= S,, such that 
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and 8 =P~,~ 1 J = the restriction of the geometric morphism pN,O to the sub- 
semigroup S); then 6’ is called a geometric-like morphism with respect to the 
sequence S, ,..., S,. 
EXTENSION. The wreath product can be considered to be a special semi- 
direct product. So if we are given a sequence X,, X, ,..., X, of semigroups 
and a subdivision of the index set {l,..., N} we can define TO = X,, and 
T,= T,-, Lx, if X, is “an A,” 
T,=X, 0 T,-, if X, is “a B.” 
This corresponds to defining T,, in terms of semi-direct products, by the 
sequence of semigroups 
s, = x,, s, = T/p)...) s, = TlyXhl’, 
(where T’“’ denotes direct power). 
APPENDIX (A.IV) 
Crucial Properties of the Expansion 3 of S 
Let 3 be defined as in Appendix II (S is an arbitrary semigroup). The 
author invented s; see Tilson’s Chapter XII [T], in Eilenberg [Ei, Vol. B, 
pp. 341 and 3471. 
DEFINITION (1). For s E 9, define the right stabilizer of s to be 
.g= (x&x=s). 
It follows from the definition that 3, is a subsemigroup of 3. 
DEFINITION (2 ). For s = (s, < . . . <s,) E 2 define the length (s/ of s to 
be the number n. 
PROPERTY. The length is a nondecreasing function under Ieft-mul- 
tiplication: 
lSl.S2l3 IS?I. 
DEFINITION (3). Consider the map 9: (s, < ... < si) E 3 -+ q(s) = s, E S. 
This map is a surmorphism and has interesting properties (see [T] and 
parts of this paper). 
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LEMMA (0). Let s, t E 3. Then9 s = t in ,$ iff s and t are of the form 
s = (s, < s,, 1 < . . . < Sl), 
t=(t,<s,-,< ... <S]) with s, = t, in S. 
Proof: If s = t then (la, b E (s).): as = t, s = bt. 
Let a=(a,< ... <a,), s=(s,< ‘.. <s,),t=(t,<tmp,< “’ <t,). 
Then as=(Red(a,s,d ... <a,s,<s,)< ... <s,)=t=(t,< ... <t,). 
Hence 
(s,-, < .‘. <s,)=(t+,< ..’ -Kt,), 
and m B n and aks, = t,. By symmetry (bt = s) we also have: n > m and 
b, t, = s,. Therefore: n = m, t, = s, and t, _ I = s, ~, ,..., t, = s,. The converse 
is easy. If s, = bt,, as, = t, then s = (b) . t, (a). s = t. 
Next we shall prove a number of properties of 9 and 3,. 
The following new theorem is of critical importance in generalizing 
semigroup results from the finite case to the infinite case. 
THEOREM (A.IV.l). (a) The semigroup 9, satisfies the identity 
xl” = xl” + I, i.e., s, E (Bounded-Aperiodic),,, 
(b) Every nonregular X-class of g is a singleton. 
Sketch of the Proofs. For the given s = (s, < ... < sl) E ,$ consider 
the corresponding proper chain of principal left ideals 
L,CLRplC .” cL,cL,=S’, where Li= S’s,, for i= 0 ,..., n. Let 
x = (Xk < . . . < x1) E S,; so sx = s, or equivalently, 
Red(s,x, d . . . dS,X,<Xx,<X,&,< ... <x,)=(s,< ... <s,), 
This implies that (xkP,< ... <xI)=(skPl < ... <s,) and 
Red(s,x, G . . . <s,x,<x,)=(s,< “’ <Sk). 
The latter equality implies that the multiplication by xk transforms the 
finite set {Lo,..., L,} of left ideals into itself (not necessarily onto), i.e., to x 
we can associate a function x defined by i E (0, l,..., n} + (i) x E (0, l,..., n} 
such that LCjjx = Li. xk or, equivalently, S. sC+! = S. si. xk, or sCijx. = sixk. 
The theorem will be proved using the function x (which acts on a finite 
set). We first prove a number of facts interesting in themselves and useful in 
the proof. 
9 = denotes Y-equivalence. 
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(A.IV.2) Facts 
Let XE$, where s=(s,< ... <s,) (so Isl=n) and x=(x,< 
so 1x1 = k and q(x) = xk. Let x be the function defined above. 
FACT (1). 1x1 <IsI and x=(xk<sk.-,< ..’ <s,) and 
(where = denotes Y-equivalence). 
Proof. Since x E 3, we have s. x = s, or equivalently 
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(Red(s,x, < ... <s,x,6x,)<x, -,< ... <x,)=(s,< ... <s,), 
hence (xkm,< ... <x,)=(s,-,< ... <s,),n>kandx,=s,. I 
COROLLARY. 9: 9, + S is injective. 
FACT (2). The correspondence x -+ x is a well-defined homomorphism 
of 3, into F,,+ , (the semigroup of all functions from (0, l,..., n} into itself, 
under functional composition). 
The image of x is {k, k + l,..., n} iff 1x1 = k. 
Proo$ By the definition (i)x is uniquely defined (see idea of the proofs 
in (A.IV. 1)). 
If x, YE 3, with v(x) =xk and q(y)=y, then (i) xy is defined by 
&).l[y=Li.Xkyh and (i)x-y iS defined by L~,,..,=Li.~(X.y)=Lixky~. 
Hence xy = x * y. 
That image is {k,..., n} iff (xl = k follows from the proof of Fact (1). 
Fact (3). The function x is order-preserving (if 0 6 i< j< n then 
(i) x d (j ) x) and non-decreasing (if 0 Q i d n then i < (i) .x). 
Remark. The image {x: x E S,} is J-trivial; see Straubing [S]. 
Proof of Fact (3). If i<j then L,?L, hence L,.xkzL;.xk so (i)x d 
(j) X. This proves the order-preservation. Assume, by contradiction, that 
is- (i) X, for some i; we can choose i to be the greatest element of 
{0, l,..., x} such that i > (i) x. By Fact (2), Image x contains {(i) x, 
(i) x + l,..., n}, hence i E Image x. So for some je (0 ,..., n} : i = (j ) .LC. Cer- 
tainly, j # i (since (j ) x = i > (i) X) and actually i > j (otherwise j > i = (j ) x, 
which contradicts the assumption that i is the greatest element of {O,..., n} 
such that i > (i) x). So now we have i > j and (i) x < i = (j ) x. This however 
contradicts the fact that x is order preserving. 1 
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FACT (4). Again let x E 3,. The following are equivalent. 
(a) x is an idempotent: x2 =x, 
(b) the function z E F, + , is an idempotent: x2 = x, 
(c) x and x2 have the same length: (x*1 = 1x1, 
(d) (k)x=k, where k= (xl, 
(e) (j)x=j, for allj such that n>j> 1x1, 
(f) sk’xk=sk, where k= 1x1 (and xk=yl(x)), 
(g) si’xk=sj, for allj with n>j> 1x1, 
(h) (j)x=j, for allj, n>j> 1x1, and (j)x= 1x1 for allj, Ix/ >j>O, 
(i) y.x=y for all YE,!?, such that IyJ > (xl. 
ProoJ: (a) * (b) Follows from Fact (2); namely, that x + x is a 
homomorphism. 
(b) * (c) -1~ = x2 + (0) x = (0) x2 3 s’x, = s’x: * xk E x; + [xl= 1x2/. 
(c)*(d) 1x1 = lx21 *xi = x,; by Fact (1): xk = sk. So (multiplying 
xk = Sk on the right by xk, and by the fact that E is a right congruence): 
x:=skxk; and xc-xk, hence skxk=sk. So s’sk=s’skxk, which means 
k = (k) x. 
(d)*(e) If (k)x=k then ({k, k+ l,..., n))x= {k, k+ l,..., n} because 
Im ?r= {k, k+ l,..., n} (Fact 2) and x is order-preserving (Fact 3). 
Therefore x is the identity on {k,..., n} (because x is order preserving and 
(k)x=k), so (j)x=jif k<j<n. 
(e) * (f) and (g) By (e), x is the identity on {k, k + l,..., n}; so 
S,Xk E S”,..., Sk+,xk=Sk+l,Skxk=.Sk. But since sx = s. Red 
(sax,< ‘.. dskXk<Xk)=(Sn< .‘. < Sk). Hence S,X, = S, ,..., SkXk = Sk. 
(f) + (d) and (g). If Skxk = sk then (k) x = k, hence (d) holds, and we 
already proved that (d) * (e) and (e) * (g). 
(g)*(h) (g) implies (f) (a special case of (g)) and we proved that 
(f) * (d) and (d)*(e). So (j) x =j for all j with n aja 1x1. In particular 
(k) x = k. Moreover, for any i E (0, l,..., k}: (i) x E {k ,..., n} by Fact (2), but 
since (k) x = k and x is order preserving, we have (i) n = k. 
(h)*(i). Let y= (yh< ... <y,). Then sy =s implies y = 
(y,<s,-, < ... <si). By fact (2) (j)y> lyl, for all Jo {O,..., n}; hence 
(j)f>lxl, for all j (since IyI >/xl). Since (j)yalxl, we have by (h): 
(j) yn = (j) y, for all j, or equivalently, sjyhxk = sjy),, for all j E { l,..., n > 
and y,x, -y,. 
To prove that yx = y it is necessary and sufficient to show that y,,xk =y,. 
Since yx E 9, we have syx = sy( = s). So using y,xk = y, we find, by com- 
puting: 
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Red(s,y,x,< ... 6s,y,x,<y,x,)<s,-,< ... <Sl 
= Red(s, y, 6 ... <s,y,dy,)<s,p,< ..’ <s,. 
However, since yhxk = y,, s1 yhxk = s, y, ,..., s,yhxk = s, y, ,..., the two reduc- 
tions are done in the same way with respect to the indices of s (i.e., 
si, lYhXk<S,YhXk iff si+ 1 y, <siyh). So, either y,x, = y, (and then the 
proof is complete) or for some i (1 6 i < n), 
s,yhxk = “’ =y,,xk, 
si Yhxk = si Yh 
S,Yh = ..’ -y,. 
Hence yh -s,y, = s,y, xk. So, since y, = s,yh, there exists u E s’ such that 
y, = us,y,. Multiplying by xk we have y, xk = usiyn xk which is equal to 
us,y, (since s,y, = si y,x,) which is equal to y,. Thus we proved y,x, = y,. 
(h) * (a) (a) is a special case of (h) (when y = x). 
(A.IV.3) Proof of Theorem (A.IV.l.(a)) 
We will actually show for all x E g, there exists m (1 <m < IsI - 1x1 + 1) 
such that xm = xmf I, which implies x “‘=x”‘+‘. Let XE,!?,; thenx’Es,for 
all i > 0, and hence (by Fact (1)): Jx’I d IsI for all i > 0. Since the length 
does not decrease under left multiplication we have 1x1 6 
Ix21 < .‘. < /xi1 < ... d IsI. Therefore there must exist m, with 1 d m d 
IsI - 1x1 + 1 such that lxml = Ixm+’ I (denote this common length by I; of 
course I< IsI ). By Fact (2), Image ,um = { 1,..., IsI } = Image xrn + ‘. Therefore 
(I) x = I, otherwise (since x is nondecreasing) we would have (Image xm) 
x z {I+ l,..., n}; but (Image Xm)z=Image Y’+‘={1,I+l,...,.}. So we 
obtained (I) X” = I where I= (x”‘/. This is condition (d) of Fact (4). Hence 
by Fact (4)(a), Cd), x m is an idempotent. But we can prove more. Since 
(I) X= 1 we have (V~r>0): lxml = Ixm+‘l = 1 and 
(4x > mtr=/ 
so by (d) = (a) in Fact (4) x m + r is an idempotent for all r > 0. Now it is 
easy to see that x”’ = x”‘+ I. Indeed we have 
(a) xm = p, 
(b) xm+’ =x2”‘+*, 
So, (b) becomes xmC1 =x*“‘x*=x”‘x* or x”‘+’ =x”‘+~, which implies 
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Xm+k=Xm+l Vk 3 1, and so in particular xZm = xm+ ’ which with (a) yields 
xm = xmf ‘. This proves (A.IV.1.a). 
Remark. In general the torsion bound IsI for s, cannot be improved. 
EXAMPLE. Let SE S be an aperiodic element with bound n so 
s n-l#fSn=Sn+I~ Consider now s = (s” < . . . < s). Then 9, E (Bounded- 
Aperiodic), but s, 4 (Bounded-Aperiodic),- 1 since (s), (.Y)~ = (s* <s),..., 
(s)” = (s” < . . . < s) E S, and (3)” ~ ’ # (.Y)~ = (s)” + ‘. 
From this remark it also follows that in general we cannot put a com- 
mon torsion bound on all s,, s E 3 (consider, e.g., a semigroup S which as 
torsion elements with arbitrarily large torsion-bounds). 
In fact the following are equivalent: 
(a) (Vs E s): 3, E (Bounded-Aperiodic),, 
(b) every aperiodic element x of g satisfies xk = xk + ’ , 
(cl every aperiodic element x of S satisfies xk = xk + ‘, 
Proof: (a) * (b) If u E s is aperiodic, i.e., 3n > 0: un = un+ ‘, then u E s,,. 
So by (a) uk=u k + ’ (for the fixed k). 
(b)-(c) follows from the properties of the morphism q (q does not 
change torsion bounds). See fact (11.22.1)(e). 
(b) * (a) is trivial since, by Theorem (A.IV.l)(a) is a special case of (b). 
(A.IV.4) 
FACT (5). Every element of 3, which is regular in 3, is an idempotent. 
ProojI The element x E ss is regular in 3, iff (3y E 3,): x = xyx. Let 
1x1 = 1. Then 1x1 d 1~x1 < (xyxl = 1x1, hence (xl = (yxl = 1. Clearly yx is an 
idempotent (by x = xyx), so (by Fact (4)(a)*(d)) we have (I) yx = 1. 
Moreover, since yx = y. x (Fact 2) and since these functions&e non- 
decreasing (Fact 3) E (I> y d (1) yx, which equals I (by the above), hence 
I= (4 y. 
So (I) x = ((I) y) X, hence (I) x = (I) yx = 1. But (I) x = I and I= 1x1 implies 
(fact (4)(d)+(a)) that x =x2. 
- 
FACT (6). (a) The stabilizer 3, is an g-trivial semigroup (i.e., every ,%- 
class of 3, is a singleton). 
(b) The set s, forms an Y-chain inside g, for the Y-preorder of g. 
(However, 9, is not necessarily an T-chain for its own Z-preorder). 
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Proof of Fact (6)(a). Let x, y E s, and x92y. So, there exist a, b E (s,)’ 
with xa = y and x = yb. Therefore x = xab = x(ab)‘, for all i > 1. Since s, is 
torsion (Theorem (A.IV.l.(a))), p roved in (A.IV.3)) there is m b 1 such 
that (ab)” = e is an idempotent. 
Furthermore eaBe (since ea(b (ab)“- ‘) = e(ab)” = ee = e) and beYe 
(since ((ab)” ~ ‘a) be = (ab)“e = ee = e). Hence ea and be are regular in the 
semigroup s,, and therefore, by fact (5) ea and be must be idempotents. 
So, setting ea = e,, be = ,ez we have: xe, = y, and x = ye,, where e, and e, 
are idempotents in SE S,. Without loss of generality assume le, ) 3 le, 1. 
Then, by Fact 4(a) + (i), we have (since e2 is idempotent): e, = e,e,. Now, 
x=ye,,y=xe,,e,=e,e, 
implies 
x=ye,=xe,e,=xe, =y. 
so 
x=yifxgying,. 1 
Proof of Fact (6)(b). We show that 3, is an Z-chain in 3. Let x, y E 3,; 
By Fact (1) x and y are of the form x=(xk<skP,< ... <s,), where 
XkSSk, and y=(~~<s,~,< ... <s,), where yh-sSh. If k=h then 
xk 5 sk = y, and hence x = y (by Lemma (0)). 
If for example h > k then there exist Us,..., ukg s’ such that sk = ukxk 
(since sk=xk), Sk+, =uk+,ukxk (since Sk+, <Sk) ,..., y,,=uhu&, “‘ukxk 
(since y, < sh ~ , ). Therefore 
(Red(UhUh~,'..U,dU, l”h 2 . . . Uk < ... 6Uk))(Xk<Sk-, < ... <s,) 
=Red(uhuh~~,~~~u,xk,<uh~,~~~ukxk~ ..* <ukxk~xk<sk~,< ... <s,) 
=Red(y,dSh-,< ' ' ' < Sk d xk < Sk , < .*. <s,)=y 
which proves that y d x in 3. 
(A.IV.5) 
Proof of Theorem (A.IV.l.(b)). Let s, t E 3 be nonregular and s&3. We 
want to show s = t. Since s%t, we have sP’t, which is equivalent by 
Lemma(O)toIsl=Itl,andsandtareoftheforms=(s,<s,_,<... <s,) 
and t=(t,<s,-,< ... KS,) with s, = t,. To prove the theorem we must 
show that s, = t,. We also have s%‘t, so there exist a,, b, E (3)’ such that 
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sa,=t and s=tb,; therefore s=sa,b,=s(a,b,)‘, Vi>O. So alblE&; and 
since g, is aperiodic (Theorem A.IV.l.(a)) there exists r 2 1 such that 
(a,bl)‘=eE$ is an idempotent. So se=s. 
CLAIM (1). lel <Is]. 
Indeed we have lel < Is( by Fact (1); if we had Jel = 1.s then by Fact (l), e 
would be of the form e = (e, <s,- i < . .. <s,), e, ES,; this would imply 
that eZs (by Lemma (0)). This is impossible since e is an idempotent and s 
is nonregular. This proves Claim (1). 
By the above we have s = se, hence sea, = t and s = se = tb, e. Set 
a=ea, and b=b,(a,b,)‘-‘e-ce and c=bl(a,b,)‘+’ 
then s=se = tb, sa = t, ea =a, be =e, ab=e. Also, since e2’b we have 
le( = Ibl = m. 
CLAIM (2). a, b, and e are of the form 
a=(a,<s,-, < ... <s,), ak.Ysk,k<n,s,a,=t,, 
b=(b,,<s,pl< ... <sl), b,LZs,, m = jej <n, t,b, =s,, 
e=(e,<smp, < ... cs,), e,Zs,,mcn. 
Moreover s,e, = s, for all i with n > i> m. Also ak 6, = e,. 
Proof: Follows from sa = t, tb = s, se = s, ce = b, ab = e by computing. 
That m < n follows from Claim (1). 
CLAIM (3). sm. 6, = s, 
Proof: The same as the 2nd part of Fact (3). s,ak = sj for some j, j 3 m. 
This follows from sa = t: 
Red(s,a,<.rP,ak< ... <s,ak< ...) 
= (t, < s, , < . . . < s, < ); 
if j < m then not every si (n >, i> m) would be equal to some s,ak 
(n>lam) even if all the <Y were cIc. Therefore (multiplying by 6, on 
the right): s,akb,,, = sjb,. Hence s, - , m = s-b (since by Claim (2) ak b, = e, 
and s,e, = s,). It follows that j < m so j = m (again: tb = s implies 
Red(t,b,< ... <s,b,< . ..)= (s,< ..’ <S,< “‘) 
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therefore sib,,, E s,, for some I> j 2 m; but since sjb, = s, we have sI = s,, 
so f=j=m). So we proved s,-s,b,. 
From there it follows that s, = s, b,. Again using tb = s and n > m. This 
proves Claim (3). 
Proof of the Theorem. Since s, = s, b, we have (since t, = us, for some 
UES’): t,=t,b,; but t,,b,=s,. So t,=s,. 1 
(A.IV.6) 
Remark. (1) A stabilizer 3, can be infinite. For example, if S= A’ 
(where A is a set and the multiplication is a, a, = a,) then 3 = S and 3, = S 
for any aES=S. 
Remark (2). The homomorphism x E 3, + XE F,,, 1 has the property 
that if x,,x~E~~ and if ~,5?(F,,+~).g~ then x,g(s)x,. If in addition 
x,, x2 are assumed to be regular then x1 g(J?,) x2 (i.e., the homomorphism 
is a so-called Y’-map). The image is finite and J-trivial. 
Proof: If X, 2’(F,+ ,) X, then Image E, = Image .IC, = {k, k + l,..., n}, 
hence (by Fact (2)): k= Ix, 1 = 1x21. So x,, x2 are of the form: 
x,=(x,,~<s~~~< ... <sl) with x~,~=.Y~ and x~=(x~,~<s~~~< ... <s,) 
with x 2,k = sk (by Fact (1)). Hence x, = x2 (in 3) by Lemma (0). If x1, x2 
are regular then each is an idempotent (by Fact (5)). So x, = uxZ (u E 9) 
implies x,x2=ux2x2=ux2=x,; similarly x*x, =x2. Hence x, T(J?,) x2. 
For this last assertion, see Straubing [S]. 
Remark (3). If x is an idempotent and x + X, then x is an idempotent 
(i.e., the inverse image of an idempotent under the map x + x is a 
semigroup of idempotents). Thus the morphism is L*. 
Proof. Fact (4)(a) c=+ (b). 
III. TORSION AND APERIODIC CLASSES OF SEMIGROUPS 
(111.1) Notations and Definitions 
If a surmorphism 6: S ++ T is torsion (definition given in (11.1)) this is 
denoted by 8: S -H,~~ T. 
We write S ++l0T T iff there exists a torsion morphism 0: S ++ T. Let 
= tOT denote the equivalence relation between semigroups generated by the 
relation -++ l0,; so S E 10T  iff there exists a finite sequence of semigroups 
s=x,, x, r..., x, -1, X,, = T, such that for each i with 1 <i < n we have 
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Xi -+tOT Xi+ 1 or Xi+ 1 ++t,,T Xi. The relation E tOT is called torsion- 
equivalence of semigroups; the equivalence class under --tor of a semigroup 
S is called the torsion-class of S, and is denoted by [S] tar; so TE toT S iff 
CTltor= CSlt,,. 
(111.2) PROPOSITION. Let S and T be semigroups. Then SE,,, T iff there 
exists a semigroup W such that 
Proof We shall use Lemma (11.4). Assume 
and let U = { (sl, sJ E S, x S,/(s,) 13, = (s2) 0,) (the coproduct), and 
~,:(s,,s~)EUHS~ES, and f?,:(s1,s2)~U~s2~S2.Then thediagram 
)/\ 
‘AT/ 
s2 
02 
commutes. Moreover: 8, torsion - 6, torsion and, 8, torsion = 0, torsion. 
Now let S = X, ,..., X, = T with X, -,Or X,, , or Xi +ttOT Xi+, for all i 
(1 6 i < n). We shall prove the proposition by induction on n, the length of 
the list of semigroups. The cases n = 1 (where S = T) and n = 2 (where 
s -tar T or s+ fOr R) are trivial. When n = 3, the case S ++- tOT X, --H,~~ T 
fits the proposition, and the case 
s\ 
T 
tar \ / 
tar 
Xl 
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can be transformed into the diagram 
where g2 and 8, are torsion, by Lemma (11.4); so again the proposition 
holds. 
Assume now n 3 4. If for some i, 1 < i < n, we have X,+ , -++ 10r 
Xi -H,~~ Xi+ 1 (or Xi- I -tar Xi -(Or Xi+ 0 then Xi- 1 -tOr Xi+ I (rev. 
xi-1 -tar X,, ,), since (by Lemma (11.2)) the composition of torsion 
morphisms is torsion. So we can assume that the morphisms in the list 
alternately point in different directions. So for some i, 
l<i<n-l:X,-, ++lorXz++-torX,+~ ++torXi+l b-X,-, cttorxi+tor 
X ,+ 1 ftloT X,+2). Then, applying Lemma (11.4), we obtain Xi. , ++tOT 
U-+torXz+L ++ Xi+2 (resp. Xi-1 -lOrX, ++t,,l U+torXi+2) which can 
be shortened to Xi-, ctIor U -lOT XI+z (resp. X,- ,cc~“~ U htoT 
X1+2). I 
(111.3) DEFINITION. Let S be a semigroup and X a subset of S. The syn- 
tactic congruence --x of X in S is the largest (coarsest) congruence on S for 
which X is a union of classes (i.e., which relines X). 
One can prove (and it is very well known)” that the syntactic con- 
gruence of X in S is given by: s, sx s2 iff [(VU, /? E s’): 
as,~~Xoas~~~X]. Let S/s, be the quotient semigroup of S 
modulo E x, and denote by cx: S + S/E x the syntactic morphism (so 
gx = (mod Ed)). Consider also (X) (TV, the set of congruence classes con- 
tained in X; X is the union of those classes (by the definition of=,), or 
equivalently: X= (X) 0~0~ ‘. 
The syntactic pair (or by abuse of notation: syntactic semigroup) is 
defined to be the pair ((S) cx, (X) ax). 
Intuitively, Syn(S, X) is the smallest way to determine (by homomorphic 
image) membership in X, for elements in S. 
We write (S, X) - (T, Y) iff XG S, Y G T and there exists a sur- 
morphism 0: S - T such that X= (Y) 0-l (hence Y= (X) 0). According 
to that definition, ox: (S, X) -++ Syn(S, X). 
“‘See [E,] or [L]. 
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We write (S,, Xi) N (S,, X,) iff there exists an isomorphism d: S, ++ S2 
with (X,) 4 =X, (and hence X, = (X,) 4-i). 
(111.4) PROPOSITION. In the above notation we have: 
(a) Syn(S, Xl = W(Syn(S, W) 
(b) If 0: (S,W ++ (T, Y) then there exists a unique morphism 
8, : ( T, Y) - Syn(S, X) such that the diagram 
(S,X)L CT, Y) 
commutes. 
(c) Zf (S, X) * (T, Y) then Syn(S, X)- Syn(T, Y). 
ProoJ: Well known, see [L]. 
(a) We have to show that -(XJcX is the identity relation on (S) ox. 
Let (s,) ox, (4 GXE (S) 0.x with (s, 1 0.x -(.xyoy (s*) cx. so: 
. (sl) ox’ (PI oXe (W ox 
!:I It.::, (SJ u 
iff (~1 ox’ (sJ cx’ (B) ox E (Xl cx. But, 
x.(B)axE(Wax iff ClsJ E (X) a,a,’ = .x. Hence 
(Sl) ox =(x)0, (sz) gX iff s, =X s2, or equivalently (s,) ox= (sz) crx. 
(b) (See, e.g., Lallement, p. 166, Lemma 5.1.a) and the reader can 
easily supply the details. See (c); also see [L]. 
(c) Assume 8: (S, X) + (T, Y), i.e., by definition, B: S ++ T and 
x=(y)e-1. So XE X iff (x) 0 E Y. Consider the following relational 
morphism from (S) ox onto (T) oy: 4: (s) ox ++ (s) cy (4 is a relational 
morphism since cX, 8, gy are morphisms). 
CLAIM. 4 is a bijective function. 
Indeed, 
s, =xs2 iff [(t/a, BeS’): as,~EXoclszpEX] 
iff [(v~,g~~‘):(~)e.(~~)e.(~)e~~ 
o(~)e+Z)e.(~)eEY](sincexEXiff(x)eEY) 
iff (s,) e = y(sz) 8. 
Hence, 4 is an isomorphism (bijection and relational morphism). 
Moreover, (X) ~~ --“(x)ea,=(y)o,. 1 
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(111.5) Characterization of Torsion Classes 
THEOREM. Let S,, S, be semigroups. Then Sl =tor s, iff 
Syn(S,, Tor S,) N Syn(S,, Tor S,) ( h w ere Tor S denotes the set of torsion 
elements of S). So, Syn(S, Tor S) is the invariant of [S],,,. 
ProoJ: (=+-) If S, -,or S,, let S,~C,~~ W -rO, S,. Then (by (ILl)), 
Tor W = (Tor Sj) tV ‘, so 8: ( W, Tor W) -H (S,, Tor S,). Hence, by 
(111.4)(c), Syn( W, Tor W) 2: Syn(S,, Tor S,). One proves similarly: 
Syn( W, Tor W) 2: Syn Syn(S,, Tor S,); therefore: Syn Syn(S,, Tor S,) E 
Syn(S, , Tor S,) E Syn Syn(S,, Tor S,) E Syn(S,, Tor S,). 
(0 Assume Syn(S,, Tor S,) 2: Syn(S,, Tor S,), and denote both by 
(C, Y). So (S,, Tor S,) -“‘(C, Y) ccUz (S,, Tor S,), where cr,, cr2 are the 
syntactic morphisms. Thus S,E S, is torsion (i.e., SUE Tor Si) iff (si) CJ; E Y 
(where i= 1 or 2). Now let U= ((s,, S~)E S, x S,/(s,) (T, = (sz) g2} (the 
coproduct), and consider the projections p1 : (s, , s2) E U + s, E S, , and 
pr : (s,, s2) E U + s2 E S,. Then the following diagram commutes: 
We claim that p, and pZ are torsion (which implies S, -tar S,). Let 
p, : (s,, s2) + s,, with s, torsion. However, s, ~Tor S, iff (s,) 0, E Y iff 
(~~)~~~Y(since(s,)a,=(s,)a,when(s,,s,)~U)iffs~~TorS~.So,ifs, 
is torsion, s2 will also be torsion, which implies (s, , s2) is torsion. Hence p, 
is a torsion morphism. Similarly we can prove that pz is torsion. 1 
Remark. A subtle point in the proof is that in the above commutative 
diagram CJ, and g2 may not be torsion morphisms (so Lemma 11.4) can not 
be applied to prove that p1 and p2 are torsion). 
However, if G,: (S,, Tor S,) * Syn(S,, Tor S,) is torsion for some 
semigroup S, in the torsion class, then all the syntactic morphisms (for all 
semigroups in the torsion class) will be torsion morphisms; then the syntac- 
tic semigroup will be a universal minimum (under -) in the class. 
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(111.6) Summary of Characterizations of Torsion Equivalence 
Let S,, S, be semigroups. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) St Ettor &. 
(b) Syn(S,, Tor S,)=Syn(S,, Tor S,). 
(c) There exists a semigroup W such that 
(d) There exists a semigroup W and torsion semigroups 
A,, B,, A’, , B; such that the following diagram commutes (see 
(II.ll)(Geo. 1)): 
B, * (S, *rA,) B;*(S,*‘A;) 
PZ 
Proof of (d). Clearly (d) implies Si =torS2 (see (II.ll)(Geo.l)). Con- 
versely, if S, ++!A, X -f& S2 then, by (Geo. 1): 
B, * (SI *‘AI) B; *(S, *r A’,) 
with A,, B,, A’, , B; torsion semigroups. 1 
(111.7) Examples of Torsion Classes 
Notation. If Y is a class of semigroups then [Sp],,, denotes 
~{CSltor/sE~P. 
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EXAMPLE (1). [ { 1 }I,,, = Torsion = [Torsion],,,, where { 1 } is the 
singleton semigroup, and Torsion is the class of all torsion semigroups. 
This is true since for any torsion semigroup T, the morphism T --H { 1 } 
is torsion. 
We also have (if T is torsion): Syn( T, Tor T) 2: ({ 1 }, { 1 }). 
EXAMPLE (2). Let 5 denote the class of all idempotent-free semigroups 
(i.e., FE 3 iff (Vs E F): s2 Zs). For example, all free semigroups are idem- 
potent-free. Let (N, + ) be the infinite cyclic semigroup (N = { 1, 2, 3,...}). 
CLAIM. For any idempotent-free semigroup F: 
CFltm = 5 = CSlmr = C~ltw 
This holds because FE 3 iff Syn(F, Tor F) N (( 1 }, 4). (See also subsection 7 
of Section II for further results.) 
EXAMPLE (3). Let Z denote the group of integers (under addition). 
Then Syn(Z, Tor Z( = (0)))~ (Z, (0)). 
CLAIM. 5’~~~~ Z iff Tor S is a subsemigroup of S and the semigroup of 
Syn(S, Tor S) is Z (since (S, Tor S) --H” (Z, { 0} ) = Syn(S, Tor S) is a tor- 
sion morphism, because (0) 6’ = Tor S). See remark after proof of (111.5). 
Remark. The bicyclic semigroup (see [C-P, Vol. I]) is in the torsion 
class of Z (since for qp = 1, pyqh + a - b E Z is a torsion morphism, because 
the inverse image of 0, the only torsion element of Z, is { piqi/i E ti } which 
is a set of idempotents). 
EXAMPLE (4). Let X* denote the free monoid over the nonempty set A’. 
CLAIM. Syn(X*,TorX*(={l})) = (((0, l}, .), (l}), for every set 
Xf 4 (where ((0, 1 }, .) is the semigroup containing a zero 0 and an iden- 
tity 1, O# 1). 
CLAIM. SE [X*ltor iff the nontorsion elements of S form an ideal whose 
complement is a torsion subsemigroup, i.e., S is of the form 
q IF 
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Examples 
Let (N, .) denote the semigroup of positive integers under multiplication, 
so (N;)=({l};)u({2, 3,4 ,... };), where ((l};)=Tor(N;) is a 
semigroup, and ( { 2, 3 ,... }, .) is an ideal. So: (N, .) -tar X*. 
Also, the nonnegative integers (N u (O}, +) under addition (the infinite 
cyclic monoid) is star X*. 
Since (by the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic), (N, .)E 
xy=, wJ{O}, +I, we have (NV {0}, +)E~~~C:U=~ (Nu {0}, +). 
Also, (Z-(0),)=(+1, -1}u{z~Z/Iz/>2}, so (Z-{O};)-,,,X*. 
EXAMPLE (5). Let C, = ( + ) denote the infinite cyclic semigroup 
= ( { 1, 2, 3,..., } + ), and ( + ) ’ the infinite cyclic monoid. Moreover, let 
C, = (u; zP = P+’ ) denote the n-element finite cyclic aperiodic semigroup, 
and CA the corresponding monoid. 
In the following x denotes direct product and Z7 a countable direct 
product (i.e., over w). 
Consider the following semigroups: 
(i) WC + >‘I; 
(ii) (Z7(( + )‘))xC,, for some na2; 
(iii) (ZZ(( + )‘))xCt,, for some ~22; 
(iv) (n( ( + )‘)) x (nX), where X= C,, for some fixed n > 2; 
(v) (n( ( + )‘)) x (n(X’)), where X= C,, for some fixed n 2 2; 
(vi) (UC< + >‘)I x KI;=2 CA 
(vii) KI(< + >I’) x KIF=, CA). 
It is easy to show that (i)-(v) satisfy the conditions of example (4) (since 
projecting onto n(( + )‘) is a torsion surmorphism and 
Tor(n( ( + )I)) = {l}) and hence belong to [X*1,,, where X is a set # 4. 
Let TVi (resp. TV,i), be the semigroups of (vi) (resp. (vii)). We have by 
mapping CT,,, Tar TV,) - (CI:=, C,) u (0 >, TorCEY=, C,)), q a new 
zero by { 1)” xf~ n;=, C, +f otherwise map to new zero 0 (since an 
element of TVi can only be torsion if it belongs to { 1 }” x nzZ2 C,); 
similarly for rVii. 
Moreover by (111.4)(c), if (S,, X,) --H (S,, X,) then Syn(S,, X,) N 
Sw(&, X2). Hence (for j=vi or vii): Syn( T,, Tor rj) N 
Syn(JJz=, X, u { 0 }, Tor(n;=, X,)), where X, = C, when j= vi and 
X,, = CA when j= vii. Denote now the elements of n;= z CA by functions 
f: {2,3 )... } -+ (0, 1,2, 3 )... }, where f(i) < i (so f(i) = k if f= (..., uk E C,! ,...) 
with k > i. We multiply the functions pointwise under addition and then 
replace f(i) by min(f( i), (i)). For fi ,fi E fly= Z Ci, define 
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llfi -f2 I/ = maxi32 Ifi -fdi) I E N u (0, o} and definefINf, iff IIf, -fi II 
is finite. (IJ.11 is the “sup” norm of analysis.) One can easily show that N is 
a congruence on n;= 2 CA, and that (nyz2 C,lJ/, = (n:=, C,)/- (an 
uncountable semigroup). Moreover, f~ l-I;= 2 CA is torsion iff IIf- 0 (I is 
finite (where 0 is the zero of n;=, Ci, defined by U(i) = i, Vi3 2; note 
0 # 0 ), so Tor(n;=, C,I,/- ) = [0] - (the --class of 0). Hence 
which is its own syntactic semigroup. Thus we indicated 
Syn(T,,,Tor T,,)=Syn(T,ii,Tor Tvi,)= fi C,/, u (o}, CO], 
II=2 
Therefore, TVi star T,,, & tOT T,, for j= (i))(v). It is interesting to note that 
Ti - Tvii and TV,, +-+ Ti. These are, however, not torsion morphisms, and 
in fact T, f t,,T Tvii (by looking at the syntactic semigroups). 
So, we have here an example of two semigroups that are homomorphic 
images of each other but that belong to different torsion classes. 
EXAMPLE (6). Consider the regular Rees-matrix semigroup 
S = A%“(/& G, B, C), 
where G # { 1 } is a torsion-free group (i.e., tar(G) = { 1 }), and C is a 
regular matrix in (G u {O})B” ‘. So S is O-simple. See [C-P]. 
Claim. Syn(S, Tor S) = (GM(S), Tor GM(S)), where GM(S) (group- 
mapping of S) is obtained by identifying proportional rows and propor- 
tional columns of JZ’(A, G, B, C) (see [A] or [R-T], Chap. S] by Rhodes 
and Tilson ). 
Proof: Let 4: (S, Tor S) + (GM(S), Tor GM(S)); 4 is torsion (in fact 
the inverse image of an idempotent is a set of idempotents). 
We shall show that 8: (GM(S), Tor GM(S)) --tf Syn(GM(S), 
Tor GM(S)) is an isomorphism. 
By a general property of GM(S) it is enough to show that 8 is l-1 when 
restricted to subgroups of GM(S) (see [R-T], Chap. 8). Let 
Ga,b= ~(~JJQ/~~> with C(b, a) # 0, be a group of S. Then 8: (Gu,h, 
Tor Ga,h = {ea,t,l) - (e(G,d, Tar @G,d = {e}) (Tar @G,,) = {e} since 
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& ‘(Tar 0(G,,) = Tor Gn,b = {eLl,b}). Now we have: Ker01,0b=8-‘(e)= 
{e,,,}, so 0 is l-l when restricted to Ga,b. By the claim: Trt,,‘S (with S as 
above) iff Syn(T, Tor T) = (GM(S), Tor GM(S)). 
(111.8) Aperiodic Classes 
(1) We now adapt the previous results to aperiodic. We use the same 
notation as in (111.1) and (111.3) replacing torsion and tor by aperiodic and 
aper. So we define waper, = aper, [ laperr and we shall use Syn(S, Aper S), 
where Aper S denotes the set of aperiodic elements of S (so 
AperS= {sES/Eln>O: s”=s”+‘}). 
Clearly, - aper implies + tOT and S z aper T Z- S = tOT T. 
(2) All the Propositions (111.2) (111.5) and the Remark carry ouer. 
PROPOSITION. For semigroups S,, S2 the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(4 S, -aaper S,. 
(b) Syn(S,, Aper S,) = Syn(S,, Aper S,). 
(c) There exists a semigroup W such that 
(d) There exists a semigroup W and aperiodic semigroups A,, B2, A’, , 
B; such that the following diagram commutes: 
4*&A,) B;*(S,;A;) 
The proof is the same as for the torsion case. 0 
FACT (e). If S1 =aper S, and Aper S, = Tor S,, then Aper S2 = Tor S, 
so the property Aper S= Tor S is an invariant of an aperiodic class. 
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Proof If S, ++-!& W ---$,, S, then (Aper S,) 0;’ = (Tor S,) 0,’ = 
Aper W= Tor W since eBPer implies -++tOT and the hypothesis. Hence 
Aper S, = (Aper W) 8, = (Tor W) 8, = Tor S, . B 
(111.9) DEFINITION. Let X be a subset of the semigroup S. The radical of 
X is Rad(X) = {s E S/3n > 0: sn E X}. 
FACT (a). Rad(Aper S) = Tor S. 
(If s is torsion then some sn is an idempotent, which is aperiodic; reversely 
if some .Y” is aperiodic then s’lk = silk + “, so s is torsion.) 
FACT (b). If (S,, X,) ++ (S,, X,) then 
(S, , Rad X,) + (S,, Rad X,). 
Proof. By definition of --H for pairs of semigroups and subsets, there 
exists a surmorphism 0: S, --H S, such that X, = (X,) Q- I. Now 
s~(RadX,)8~‘o(s)8~RadX~o(3n>O)((s)8)”=(s”)e~X, 
~(~~>O).~“E(X~)~-‘=X,OSER~~X,. 
so. 
(RadX,)F’=RadX,. 1 
(III. 10) Examples of Aperiodic Classes 
EXAMPLE (1). [{l)laper = Aperiodic = [Aperiodic].,, and S is 
aperiodic iff Syn(S, Aper S) = ( ( 1 j, { 1)). Th ere are infinitely many distinct 
aperiodic classes in the torsion class Torsion; e.g., Z, f aper Z, for n #m, 
since Syn(Z,, (0) = Aper Z,) = (Z,, {O}). 
EXAMPLE (2). Again, let 5 be the class of all idempotent-free semi- 
groups and let F be any semigroup in $‘j. Then 5 = [glaper = 
VIaper = CN laper (where N= { 1, 2, 3 ,...) under addition). So: [lW]*,, = 
[kJ],,r (see the end of Sect. II for further results). 
EXAMPLE (3). Consider Z under addition. Then: S =aFr Z iff Syn(S, 
Aper S) = (Z, (0)). Note that (S, Aper S) --Ham (Z, (0)) = Syn(S, Aper S) 
is an aperiodic morphism, since (0) cr;’ = Aper S. Hence: S zaper Z iff 
Aper S is a subsemigroup of S and the semigroup of Syn(S, Aper S) is Z. 
Also: the bicyclic semigroup (see [C-P, Vol. I]) is in the same aperiodic 
class as Z. 
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EXAMPLE (4). Let X be a set # 4. Then 
Syn(X*, {l)=AperX*)=({O, l}, (l}). 
Hence S- aper X* iff the nonaperiodic elements of S form an ideal whose 
complement Aper S is an aperiodic semigroup. Thus, XT = aper X,* for any 
nonempty sets Xi, X2. 
As in the torsion case, (N, .) =aper C;O (N u {0}, + ) =aper X* (if X# 4); 
but WOL .) &,er A-* so realtor 2 CX*laper. 
EXAMPLE (5). With the same notation as in (111.7), Example (5): 
T(i) --aper ‘. ’ paper T(v) E CX*lapcr and Tvi =aper Tvii f aper T(i) 
since Aper T, = Tor T, (for j= (i),..., (vii)). 
EXAMPLE (6). Consider the regular Rees-matrix semigroup 
S= &“(A, G, B, C), where G # {l}. Then Syn(S, Aper( = (GM(S), 
Aper( by the same proof as in the torsion case. Note that no assumption 
except Gf (1) is placed on the group G. Hence Tsaper S iff Syn- 
(T, Aper( T)) = (GM(S), Aper(S See the references quoted in 
corresponding Example (6) of the torsion section. 
Remark. It is possible to give more detailed results on torsion and 
aperiodic classes, including additional invariants, orderings and unary and 
binary operations on the classes, etc. 
IV. STRUCTURE THEOREM FOR SEMIGROUPS UP TO APERIODIC MORPHISM, 
IN TERMS OF INFINITE ITERATIVE MATRIX SEMIGROUPS 
(COUNTABLE MONOID VERSION) 
See [Part I] of this paper, Sections I-V for notations and definitions, and 
for the structure theorem for torsion semigroups. 
THEOREM. Let T be a countable monoid. There exists an infinite iterative 
matrix semigroup (IIMS) So and a standard morphism 8: So -H T with the 
following properties: 
(a) Each Zi equals (m,)l for some miE T; so Zj is a cyclic monoid 
(finite or infinite). 
(b) Each A(‘) B (I) 2 is a subset of T. 
(c) The maximal subgroups of So are finite cyclic subgroups of T. 
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(d) 8 is an aperiodic surmorphism; ,the standard morphism 8, when 
applied to Zi, A”‘, or BCk’, is the inclusion map into T. 
(e) SO is an elementary projective limit” of finite iterative matrix 
semigroups of the form 
Z, + R,( . . . . . . + R;_ ,(Zip 1 + ai(Z:)) 
V. PROOF OF THE THEOREM (COUNTABLE MONOID CASE) 
The proof is an adaptation of the proof of [Part I, Sect. 61 (where T was 
restricted to be torsion). The following contains a sketch of the details. We 
assume complete familiarity with the proof of [Part I, Sect. 61. 
(1) Inductive Definition of S, as an IIMS 
Since T is countable, we can well-order T (by CO), and list all the elements 
in the sequence (to= 1, t,, t,, t3,...). Note that the identity of T is the first 
element. 
If T is finite we shall use a sequence, with t, = 1 for all n 2 1 TI. 
As in [Part I], let mO= 1 (so Z,= (1)) and A(‘)=B(‘)= (1, tl}. 
Moreover, once m,, m, ,..., mk have been determined we define 
A(‘+ 1) = pi+ 1’ = (Z,(A”’ u (ti+l} uZj) Zi)2 for all i, 1 < i6 k (denote 
Zj = (m,) I); in particular, this determines ACk + ‘) and Bck+ l). 
As we define S,, inductively, we shall simultaneously define a well order- 
ing on S,. 
Assume m,, m,,..., mk are determined, and assume 
Z,u (A”’ x Z, x B”‘) u (A’]’ x A(‘) x Z, x BC2’ x B”‘) 
u . . u(A”‘x . . xA’k’XZkXB(k)X . . . xB”‘) 
u(A (ljx . . . xA(k’XA(k+l’X (1) XB(k+l)XB(k’x . . . xB(l)) 
is ordered lexicographically on the length, the center (Z), the A’s from left 
to right, and finally the B’s from left to right (see [Part I], above (6.14)); 
the ordering inside A(‘), @‘I, or Zi is the first occurrence in the ordering of 
T (note that this implies that 1 is always first). Then, when mk+ i is defined, 
this well ordering is extended uniquely. 
‘I If S,, has a chain of ideals SO = 1,~ I, = I, = ‘. 3 I, 3 with n, I, = @, then So is said to 
be an elementary projective limit of the S/I,‘s. See. [Part I] (4.24). 
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Simultaneously we also define the standard morphism 0: Sk --H T by 
8: (a (k+ 1’ ,..., ack +j’, z k+l’ b’k +I) ,..., @+I) 1 
-+a(k+I)...a(k+i)Z 
k+j 
b(k+/‘...b(k+l’ET 
5 
if a(k+l) ,..., ack + j) 3 Zkf,’ b(k+i) bck+‘) have already been determined. 
We now define S,, using the formalism 
G’ 
of Part I, (6.14). 
START =(a=l,m,=l,k=O). 
By induction, assume we have already determined the sequence 
INDUCTION START = (~1, m, ,..., mk, k), wherecrES,,k>O, 
m,ET (forOdi<k),andI(cr)dk. 
Let a’ be the successor of CI in the lexicographic ordering of S,. Since 
I(u) d k, ~1’ is well defined by m,,..., m k ; indeed, if /(a’) < k this is clear; 
if l(cr’)=k+ 1 then (since l(a)<k) a’~A(‘)x ... xA(~)xA(~+~) x 
V)xB (k+‘) x ... x B”’ since 1 is the first element of Zk+ , (no matter 
what mk+, will be); Ackf” and Bck+‘) are defined uniquely by m,,..., mk. 
The morphism 8 is now also determined for rx. 
The next “induction-start” sequence will now be defined by dis- 
tinguishing two cases: 
Case I. The element e(a) of T is not torsion. Then let 
L- 
INDUCTION START = (a’, m, ,..., mk, k) if I(cr’) < k, 
=(m’,mO )...) mk,mk+,=l,k+l) ifI(a’)=k+l 
(okay since l(a’) < l(a) + 1). 
Case II. The element e(a) of T is torsion. Let i’(E) be defined as in 
[Part I], (6.7), and (6.9), O<j< k. By (6.9) of [Part I], two cases arise: 
Case IIa. If for some j, 0 <j d k: F(E) E Z, define 
INDUCTION START as in Case I. 
Case IIb. If ik(Cr) is an Sk-form 
ik(ii) = (a (k+l’, (b\k+l’, aj”+“) ,..., (b(k+“, a(k+” Ik ,k ), 1, bck+“) 
withj,dZ(cr)<k andj,<k. 
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Then let 
INDUCTION START = (a, m,,..., mk, mk+ 1 = bck+ ‘jack+ ‘), k + 1). 
(Note that b (k+l)~ Bck+ ‘), @+ ‘)E A@+‘) are defined, since m,,..., mk have 
been determined earlier.) This is the key step. 
Note that a appears, not LX’. 
(2) Proof that f3 is Torsion. We first need a lemma. 
LEMMA. (a) Let x, y E T. Then x’ y is torsion zff y ’ x is torsion. 
(b) Let YES,. Then 8(a) is torsion ijf @t(a)) is torsion. (t was defined 
in [Part I, (6.2)].) 
Proof. (a) If (xy)“‘” = (xv)” then 
(YX) 
n+!f+l =y(xy)“+k x = y(xy)“x = ( yx)” + l. 
(b) Let a = (a&/b). Then B(aXb) = (e(a) 0(X)). 8(b), while 
t(a x b) = C(b, a) X, hence 
f3(t(a)) = e(c(b, a) x)=0(b) e(a) e(x) = e(b). (e(a) e(x)). 
Now (b) follows from Part (a) of this lemma. 1 
Now we prove that 6’ is torsion. Assume 0(a) is torsion (Case II of the 
definition algorithm). 
Case IIa. Since 0(a) is torsion, e(t(a)), @t*(a)),..., 0(+(a)) are all tor- 
sion, by the above lemma. Moreover t’(a) E 2, (in Case IIa), hence 
@i(a)) = t’(a) E Zj, since 8 is the inclusion map on Z, (by construction). 
Hence since t’(a) is torsion, a is torsion by Fact (6.2) of [Part I]. 
Case IIb. P(E) is an S,-form with j,< k and j,<l(a). 
Now, as in the proof of [Part I, (6.18)], the next step of the algorithm 
either leads us back to Case IIa, or we have fkk”(&) is an Sk+ i-form, but 
(and this iS critical): jk+ 1 <jk. Thus, after at most j, steps, we shall again 
be in Case IIa. 
(3) Proof of the Other Properties. That 0 is the inclusion map on Zi, 
etc., follows from the construction, as in [Part I]. 
To show that 0 is aperiodic, we still have to show that 8 is injective when 
restricted to subgroup of S, since we proved already that 8 is torsion. (See 
(Alg. 4) for aperiodic morphisms in subsection 5 of Sect. II.) This follows, 
however, as in [Part I] when proving 0 is y or group injective. The rest 
follows as before in [Part I]. 
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VI. GENERALIZATION TO THE UNCOUNTABLE CASE 
We show how the theorem of Section IV generalizes to monoids of car- 
dinality Xi (the first uncountable cardinal). A complete generalization is 
possible but belongs more into the realm of set theory than algebraic 
semigroup theory. 
Let S be a monoid of cardinality K, and let D be the first uncountable 
ordinal. So 1521 = N,. 
Let S be generated (as a monoid) by { g,/kEQ}, and let 
Sk = (g,/i E Q, i < k) ‘. Then the following holds: 
FACT. (a) (Vk E Q): Sk < S, 
(b) (‘i’h,k~Q):h<k+-S,<S,, 
(c) (Vk E 52): Sk is a countable monoid, 
(d) s= UkeR s/c. 
It follows that S is an elementary direct limit of countable monoids: 
S= lim S,. 
k= 
(see Definition (1.8.1)). 
Proof of the fact. Properties (a) and (b) are obvious from the 
definitions. If k E Q then k is countable (since Q is the smallest uncountable 
ordinal and k < Q); hence { g,/iE 52, i < k} is countable, and thus Sk is 
countable. This proves (c). If s E S then s = gj, . . . g,, for a finite number n 
of generators. Let k = 1 + max{ i, ,..., i,}(m + 1, the successor of m EQ, 
exists, since Sz is an ordinal), then s E Sk E UksR Sk. Hence S c Uken Sk. 
This proves (d). 1 
We now proceed to proving the theorem generalizing Section IV. 
Let 52, be the subset of all limit ordinals of Q (i.e., those ordinals that do 
not have an immediate predecessor); Q, is order-isomorphic to Q since 
(Ql = /Q2, 1, QL d Q and Sz is the smallest uncountable ordinal. 
Note [Q[= lQLl follows since Vo~S2{oi: cri < cr and (1, has an 
immediate predecessor} is finite because if infinite it would not contain a 
least element, which it must since Sz is well ordered. Hence Va E Sz 3 a non- 
negative integer n depending on Q such that Q-n is a limit ordinal. 
By transfinite induction we shall construct a sequence of semigroups and 
surmorphisms (Sk, $k), kEQL, such that: 
(1) (Vh,kEf2,):h<k-S,<Sk 
(2) (VkESZL): rClk is an aperiodic morphism Sk wtik Sk such that for 
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all i < k, i E 52,: tjk 1 s, = i+Gi (where f 1 A denotes the restriction of the function 
f to the set A). 
We set SO= (1) and ijO: (1) ++ {l}. 
Assume now (transfinite induction) that Sj and Ii/j are defined for all 
j E Q,, j < k, and that they satisfy properties (1) and (2). 
To define Sk and lCIk (such that ( 1) and (2) hold) we have to consider 
two cases: 
Case 1. k is a limit ordinal in Q, (i.e., k has no immediate predecessor 
in the set of limit-ordinals of Q). 
Define 3, =l&ri,?,,.,, Si (where l& denotes the elementary direct 
limit). Then clearly Si 6 3, (Vi E Q,, i < k), so (1) holds. Since in this case 
sk=tii<k,ieQ~ S;, we can define $k=hi<k,rcnl 11/,, and then $k will 
satisfy property (2). 
Case 2. k is not a limit-ordinal in L?,; then there exists k’ E Q2, such 
that k = k’ + w. 
Now construct an IIMS as in Sect. V, with Z,= Sk, and t,= 1, 
t, =gk’,..., t, = g,‘+ n + 1 ,.... 
Note that now Sk. = Z, c A’“’ = B”” (Vn E o), so A”” will be countable 
(infinite) in general. 
Let Sk = Sk, + (* be the IIMS thus constructed. Then property (1) holds. 
We also have tik : Sk -+iaper Sk, where tik is the morphism constructed in 
Section V; then property (2) holds. 
Cases 1 and 2 define the sequence (Sk, $k), k E Q,. Finally define the 
elementary direct limit s= limkEar Sk and let $: 3 ++ S be given by 
II/ = limk,,, $k. 
Moreover, since 0, is order isomorphic with 52 we obtain: 
THEOREM. Let S be a semigroup of cardinality K,, so S can be written as 
an elementary direct limit S = bk,a Sk, where each Sk is a countable sub- 
semigroup of S. Then there exists a semigroup s such that 
(1) s -tper s. 
(2) s=l&., 3, an elementary direct limit, where each 3, is either 
an IIMS with Z, = Sk-, Z,, Z, ,..., Z,, -for j E o cyclic monoid, or sk is an 
elementary direct limit of IIMS. 
(3) $=!bkcR $k, where $k: Sk *aper Sk. 
The properties of the IIMS listed in Section IV remain essentially valid. 
(a) remains true, with Z, replaced by some Sk; 
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(b) the sets A(“, B”’ become countable (infinite); 
(c) and (d) are unchanged; 
In (e) the condition is precisely replaced by the operations of (2) above, 
imprecisely: finite is replaced by countable in (e). 
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